
 

 

Legislative Council 

Wednesday, 21 November 2007 

                 

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Nick Griffiths) took the chair at 4.00 pm, and read prayers. 

HON ADELE FARINA 
Personal Explanation 

HON ADELE FARINA (South West - Parliamentary Secretary) [4.01 pm] - by leave:  Mr President, I received 
a letter from Julian Grill dated 19 November 2007, in similar terms to the letter that you tabled the other day.  I 
understand that other members of Parliament have received similar letters.  However, my letter has a postscript 
in Mr Grill’s handwriting.  I think it is appropriate that this letter be tabled.  I seek leave to table the letter. 

Leave granted.  [See paper 3520.] 

HON BARRY HOUSE 
Personal Explanation 

HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [4.02 pm] - by leave:  I received a letter in a similar vein with a 
handwritten postscript to the letter from Hon Julian Grill.  I seek leave to table that letter. 

Leave granted.  [See paper 3522.] 

HON MURRAY CRIDDLE 
Personal Explanation 

HON MURRAY CRIDDLE (Agricultural) [4.03 pm] - by leave:  I have also received a letter from Hon Julian 
Grill.  It has a personal note of three lines at the bottom of it, signed “Julian”.  I also seek leave to table the letter 
under standing order 85. 

Leave granted.  [See paper 3521.] 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN RACING INDUSTRY HALL OF FAME 
Statement by Minister for Racing and Gaming 

HON LJILJANNA RAVLICH (East Metropolitan - Minister for Racing and Gaming) [4.04 pm]:  I am 
very pleased to report that on Saturday, 17 November 2007, 15 of Western Australia’s greatest racing industry 
champions were honoured as the inaugural inductees to the Western Australian Racing Industry Hall of Fame.  
History records that 174 years ago enterprising racing enthusiasts in the fledgling colonial settlement of 
Fremantle organised a match race between Timor ponies, and that this was the first recorded horse race in 
Western Australia.  The state’s racing industry has had a long and proud history of growth since then, so it is 
fitting and timely that the Western Australian Racing Industry Hall of Fame has been established to 
commemorate the wonderful achievements of our racing champions. 

Importantly, in keeping with the concept of a united racing industry operating under a single controlling 
authority, the Western Australian Racing Industry Hall of Fame is the only racing industry hall of fame in 
Australia that is formed to collectively honour all three codes of racing.  This is a wonderful achievement.  The 
list of first-time inductees from the thoroughbred racing industry includes the following: Eurythmic, after a 
champion season as a two-year-old, left Western Australia and went on to win the Caulfield Cup and the Sydney 
Cup; Northerly, the dual Cox Plate and Caulfield Cup winner and arguably Western Australia’s greatest ever 
galloper; Frank Treen, who rode over 2 000 winners and was the state’s premier jockey eight times; Damien 
Oliver, two-time Melbourne Cup-winning jockey with 76 group one wins to his credit in a spectacular career that 
has much further to go; Angus Armanasco, who trained a Railway Stakes winner before going to Victoria, where 
he was leading trainer seven times and the first Australian trainer to be inducted into the Australian Racing Hall 
of Fame; and J.J. Kelly, the legendary trainer who prepared the winners of seven Perth Cups, eight Karrakatta 
Plates, nine Metropolitan Handicaps, as well as seven St Legers, and who had a dedicated associate of 
thoroughbred racing in Sir Ernest Lee Steere. 

Our harness racing industry has an enormous wealth of champions to choose from, and the inductees on this 
occasion were the following: Beau Don, the pacing champion and winner of 35 races, included in which were 
two Western Australian Pacing Cups and the Western Australian Derby; Mount Eden, with an amazing ability to 
win from hopeless positions, and his memorable win in the 1971 Miracle Mile; Fred Kersley and his uncle Frank 
Kersley, both part of the Kersley family racing dynasty with 28 driver’s championships and 21 leading trainers 
awards between them; Phil Coulson, who drove in 819 Perth winners and headed the Perth driver’s list five times 
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and the trainer’s list six times; Jim Schrader, who topped the Perth driver’s list three times and is the only 
Western Australian driver to win two national driver’s championships; and James Brennan, the father of harness 
racing in Western Australia and the mastermind of the Interdominion Championships. 

From the greyhound racing industry the Hall of Fame welcomed Western Australia’s national sprint champion, 
Sandi’s Me Mum, a winner of 62 races from 92 starts, as its first inductee.   

The racing industry in Western Australia is going from strength to strength and is an important contributor to the 
state’s economy.  It is also an important part of the social fabric of our community across the state.  As racing 
minister, I am very proud to be associated with such a positive and dynamic industry.  The evening was a 
fantastic celebration of our racing history.  On behalf of the Parliament of Western Australia, I extend 
congratulations to the team at Racing and Wagering Western Australia that was responsible for organising the 
event. 

I conclude by congratulating all our racing champions honoured as the inaugural inductees in the Western 
Australian Racing Industry Hall of Fame. 

Consideration of the statement made an order of the day for the next sitting of the house, on motion by 
Hon Bruce Donaldson. 

PAPERS TABLED 
Papers were tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house.  

TEACHER SHORTAGE 
Motion 

Resumed from 15 November on the following motion moved by Hon Peter Collier - 

That this house expresses its grave concern at the recent revelation of the Department of Education and 
Training that there will be a shortage of 3 000 teachers in Western Australia in five years unless some 
serious action is taken to remedy this significant problem. 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Leader of the Opposition) [4.10 pm]:  When we were 
lasting discussing this motion, I was indicating to the house my view that the greatest impediment to education in 
the western world is teachers’ unions.  I was suggesting that because they spend all their time concentrating on 
working conditions, to the exclusion of the consideration of professional issues, they have created the 
impression, in the mind of the community at least, that all that teachers are concerned about is their working 
conditions.  It never ceases to amaze me that the teachers’ union - I will talk about the State School Teachers’ 
Union of WA, although it is the same in other states and in other parts of the world - spends half its life telling 
the whole world how badly off teachers are, how terrible the working conditions are, how hard they work for the 
little pay they get, how terrible their hours of work are, how appalling are the conditions that they have to put up 
with in the buildings they work in, and how terrible the disciplinary problems with children in the classrooms 
are.  This is all designed to say to the government of the day that because of these terrible conditions, teachers 
are entitled to a significant pay rise.  That may be a good argument from the point of view of an industrial union.  
However, it says to young people who are contemplating becoming schoolteachers: why bother; and why even 
contemplate going into that occupation - I will not say profession - when, according to those people in it, it is so 
bad?  That is one of the great conundrums of this matter.  We do not hear the lawyers’ union, the doctors’ union, 
the engineers’ union or the accountants’ union running around saying that their professions are no good, that 
they are underpaid, that they are undervalued, that their working conditions are dreadful and that people would 
not want to be one for love nor money.  They do not say that at all.  When young people, the sort of people who 
want to go into education as a profession, hear what is being said about the education profession, they say: why 
would I want to do that?  If it is so bad, why would I waste my life working in that job?   
I suggest to teachers’ unions that they occasionally up-beat their profession and start telling people that it is 
actually a wonderful job; that although they might not mind a bit more pay, it is a wonderful job and, indeed, 
people can have enormous professional satisfaction from being a schoolteacher.  I have always been concerned 
about the way in which teachers’ unions have gone about doing their business.  However, I guess it comes back 
to the fact that there is one major employer of teachers who has traditionally treated teachers appallingly in my 
view and tells them what to do in every sense.  The teaching workforce, therefore, regards the employer as 
oppressive and not caring, and teachers’ unions spend most of their lives in adversarial contact with the 
employer.  There was a period in recent history prior to 1993 when I believed there was a joint venture between 
the teachers’ union and the education department.  The then Labor government seemed to be allowing the 
teachers’ union to make half the decisions on the education system in Western Australia, and not necessarily for 
the benefit of the system at all. 
Putting all that to one side, we are talking about why the government is having difficulty attracting people into 
the teaching profession.  I have indicated that the action of teachers’ unions simply does not help at all and that 
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their constant whingeing, whining and complaining is turning young people off the job.  The unions need to 
understand that it is in their best interests to promote the profession and to have more people in it.  This would 
then allow employers to give teachers more duties other than teaching time - DOTT - or more capacity to do 
things that relate to their professional development, rather than putting them under the enormous pressure that 
they are currently under because of the shortage of teachers, which is resulting in principals, deputy principals 
and everybody else having to go into classrooms to make sure children are being taught. 

There has been some discussion in recent times about salary levels and the government’s recent offer.  I have 
always held the view that the starting salary for teachers is quite comparable to the starting salary for people in 
other professions, and as such I do not believe that is where the problem lies.  It may be an idea to put up the 
starting salary by a bit here and there to make education more attractive than other professions; however, 
generally speaking first-year teachers are reasonably well remunerated compared with other professions.  The 
statistics indicate that is the case.  However, the problem is that the increases in salary from that point onwards to 
the end of a teacher’s career is one of very slow and minimal growth, certainly compared with other professions 
in which growth is dramatic.  A person who goes into the education profession may start on a salary of $40 000 a 
year - or whatever it is - and finish up on $70 000 a year.  A person who goes into dentistry might start on 
$40 000 a year and finish up on $400 000 a year.  Therefore, the career expectations in terms of salary for 
teachers are significantly lower than that for other professions.   

I have always argued - I did not have much success when I was a minister because the government was a bit 
short of money - that we should increase the increments for teachers as they get more experience and the longer 
they remain in the profession.  However, at the same time I have always held the view that it should not be by 
right; teachers must actually prove that they can do the job before they are entitled to these increments.  Back in 
the old days when I was a teacher, we actually got marked by a superintendent who sat in the classroom for half 
a day and then gave us a mark at the end of the day, which was an indication to the education department about 
how well we were doing.  However, it did not relate to our salary; it related to whether we kept our job.  Times 
have changed.  However, I believe it is possible to determine whether teachers are good or bad, and good 
teachers should be rewarded and bad teachers should not be rewarded. 

The ultimate salary that a teacher can aspire to must be lifted quite dramatically.  If, as the Minister for 
Education and Training is currently saying, a good teacher will get $100 000 a year, that will get into a ballpark 
figure.  However, I gather from what I have read in the fine print that not too many teachers will get $100 000. 

Hon Peter Collier:  It is $100 000 in four years. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  It is $100 000 in four years.  Is that not typical of this government?  It is this sleight 
of hand stuff: get a headline that teachers will get a hundred grand and then say that it does not apply to 99 per 
cent of them.  I must say that the Minister for Education and Training is really a boy on a man’s errand.  He just 
does not have what it takes to be an education minister.  I did not always agree with Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich when 
she was the Minister for Education and Training, but she did a darned sight better job than the guy who is the 
minister now.  He is just there to promote himself in the hope that one day somebody will be stupid enough to 
make him the Leader of the Labor Party.  When I listen to him in the Assembly, I can hear that is what he is 
about.  He seems to think that he is a headkicker on one hand, a solver of problems on the other and the saviour 
of education on another hand - that is three hands! - and we all know that he is incapable of any of them.  This 
sort of sleight of hand stuff really annoys me.  The minister must come out with a firm offer and say that the 
government will recognise good teachers in the system and that $100 000 a year is fair and reasonable for all the 
good teachers, not just for those level 3 classroom teachers who qualify under the system at the moment.   

I hoped that the government might spend more time on something I started as Minister for Education; that is, the 
use of workplace agreements in education.  The first workplace agreement we brought in was called the remote 
teaching service workplace agreement.  We had an absolute problem in the most remote schools in Australia, 
mainly the Aboriginal communities, because we could not get teachers to go there and, if they did, they would 
stay for six months and leave.  The turnover of staff and lack of stability in those remote schools created a 
significant problem.  The remote teaching package provided that if a teacher stayed in the one place for a certain 
time - I think it was four years - he or she would get free rent, increased salary and six months’ leave on full pay 
at the end of that four years.  It was a very attractive package, particularly for young husbands and wives who 
were both teachers, to get people to go to these communities.  It was an extraordinarily successful package.  
However, the State School Teachers’ Union of Western Australia hated it because it considered that the 
government was treating some teachers differently from others.  It was as though it thought teaching at City 
Beach Senior High School was the same as teaching at Warakurna or somewhere like that.  There are significant 
differences and we must look at those differences and treat them accordingly.  That package was available to the 
remote teaching service when I was minister.  I think it still applies.  I am not sure whether the union is now 
involved in negotiating a package on behalf of its members, but we did it on the basis of individual teachers.  It 
reminds me of how the teachers’ union operated in those days.   
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I brought in a proposal called four on five.  Teachers could teach for four years and take 80 per cent of their pay 
each year, put aside the remaining 20 per cent and take the full year off on the fifth year on 80 per cent of their 
pay.  It meant that teachers could, on 80 per cent of their pay, take a year off for a sabbatical, to go overseas, 
study another course, renew their batteries or do other things after four years of hard work.  The teachers’ union 
said that I would take away long service leave and that is the reason I brought in that proposal.  People had been 
saying to me for 20 years that it would be a good idea.  It should apply to members of Parliament.  If it were 
brought in here, I would be off tomorrow for 12 months - although I am not sure I could deal with a 20 per cent 
cut in my pay, but that is another story.  We must be imaginative.  The four on five proposal said to teachers, 
“Here is a chance to have time to renew your batteries, do more study or other things that might keep up your 
enthusiasm.”  As the former Minister for Education and Training would know, teaching is a very draining 
occupation.  Contrary to what many people think because the holidays are good and the hours are not that long, it 
is a very demanding business.  Standing in front of 40, 30 or 20 children for four to seven hours a day trying to 
teach them and at the same time control them is demanding.  To have a year off after four years was attractive to 
the profession.  As I said, teachers could improve their qualifications or do whatever they wanted in that year.  
The teachers’ union said, “No, it’s an underhand way for the minister to get rid of long service leave.” 

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  It was a very good idea.   

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I was terribly disappointed that nobody from the minister’s side of politics or the 
teachers’ union said that.  The workplace agreements were about dealing with particular circumstances.  The 
remote teaching package should be extended to more schools and towns in Western Australia to recognise the 
remoteness and distance that these communities are from Perth.   

When we look at the remote parts of the state, and particularly at the mining industry, there is no doubt that the 
competition for labour is enormous.  I remember teaching in Tom Price in the 1970s and each year we would 
lose about half the male teachers who came into town because they were offered jobs with Hamersley Iron, in 
many cases as trades assistants, or TAs.  They were getting paid about three times more that what they were paid 
as schoolteachers.  Of course, they left the teaching profession and we lost a lot of very good teachers.  It has not 
always been the case since the early days in the Pilbara, but it is now.  Every occupation in this state is finding it 
difficult to hang onto its staff because of the demand for labour in the resource sector.  It applies to teaching as 
much as to any other profession.  Again, it says something about how much teachers are paid and looked after in 
the conditions in which they are required to live.  In respect of that, one of the fundamentals is decent housing.  
Hon Peter Collier raised the issue of the disgraceful conditions that some Victorian teachers who went to the 
central desert had to put up with.  Over the years, successive governments have not done enough to provide 
adequate and decent housing for teachers and other government employees in country communities, especially 
those in remote locations.  If decent housing is provided and people have comfortable living conditions to go to 
at the end of the day, it makes the remote and difficult communities more liveable.   

I suggest that the government should contemplate giving thought to going back to what used to be the case.  It is 
easy to say, “When I was around in the old days that’s how things should have been, but things have got worse 
since.”  As a student teacher at teachers’ college I was bonded by the education department, which paid me a 
small salary, and because I was living away from home it provided me with enough money to pay for my board 
and petrol to get me to and from university and teachers’ college.  In exchange for a small salary, I was bonded 
to work for the education department, at whatever school it chose to send me, for four years - the time equivalent 
to the period of training.  If a student teacher did not go to that school of the department’s choice or left after 
teaching a short time, he or she was required to pay back the proportion of the money that related to the time not 
served as a teacher.  That system attracted a lot of young people into teaching in the first place.  A lot of people 
find it very difficult to raise the necessary funds to put themselves through university, particularly country 
children who have to pay boarding costs.  For people in my then financial circumstances, that money was very 
necessary and it was probably the reason I got a tertiary education, albeit one that was a bit average.  In those 
days, people going into universities and teachers’ colleges to study education were often the bright kids in the 
school, because they were not able to raise the necessary funds to do medicine, law, engineering or whatever and 
they chose teaching.  A lot of people did that and taught for four or five years and then went off and did other 
things.  I know a number of them who did four years’ teaching to satisfy their bond requirements and then went 
off to study other professions.  At least the education department got four years of good service from high-
quality people.  We should start thinking of something similar to that again.  The government should say, “We 
desperately need good teachers and we must find a way to attract young people to study education.  Let’s give 
thought to a bonding system such as the one that existed in the old days.”  The same should be contemplated for 
country doctors, nurses, police and dentists who work for the government and are required to live in less 
attractive locations.  There is a virtue in contemplating something like that.   

I am very concerned about the state of the education system in this state.  I am very amused that the federal 
election campaign is about education and the federal government is being blamed because the education systems 
in the states are no good, when they are the responsibility of state governments.  The great irony of this election 
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is that the federal Labor opposition is criticising the Howard government for the failings of the state governments 
in health, education, transport and the major issues that affect us on a daily basis.  Western Australia desperately 
needs the state government to give serious thought to enhancing the teaching profession.  I desperately hope that 
the teachers’ union will look at the negative impact of what it does on the teaching profession.  I hope that WA 
can go forward with some significant changes that will enhance the professionalism of teaching and, as a result, 
enhance the outcomes for students at our schools.  That is fundamental to a productive society. 

In conclusion, teachers are more important than any other profession in our society because they educate people 
to become other professionals.  Without good teachers, there would not be good doctors, engineers, accountants 
or dentists.  Teachers are the cornerstone of people entering other professions.  The sad thing is that the very 
good students are not going back into education, and this will ultimately lead to a significant deterioration in our 
capacity as a society to train and educate people to do the tasks that enhance our society.  I very much support 
the motion moved by Hon Peter Collier.  It would be a serious tragedy, and an absolute disaster, if the estimate 
of a shortage of 3 000 teachers should occur in five years.  Instead of making silly statements, as the Minister for 
Education and Training has done in recent times, he should take the problem seriously and seek to do something 
about it.  

HON BARBARA SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [4.31 pm]:  I give my full support to the motion moved by 
Hon Peter Collier in the following terms -  

That this house expresses its grave concern at the recent revelation of the Department of Education and 
Training that there will be a shortage of 3 000 teachers in Western Australia in five years unless some 
serious action is taken to remedy this significant problem. 

As a former teacher, I endorse the remarks of Hon Peter Collier and Hon Norman Moore, and I support the 
concept that the teaching of children in Western Australia must be elevated to the highest level of a professional 
standing possible.   

Each member in this chamber today should think about their teachers.  It is a long time since I attended school at 
a one-teacher school in a little country town, but I can remember very well every one of my teachers.  This is a 
critical time in the formation of career options, and in a remote little community like the one in which I lived, the 
teacher was the highest educated person that children came into contact with.  Teachers, therefore, were held up 
as role models, particularly for women.  As Hon Norman Moore said, many people followed their teachers into 
teaching.  Back then, students were required to pass their leaving certificate to get a university entrance.  I was 
one of eight children and my parents could not afford to send us all to university, and I was fortunate enough to 
get a bursary, which is what we lived on during our training. 

What is happening today is a real indictment on how we value our children and the importance of their 
education.  I will not go back over what has already been spoken about, but I will cover a couple of areas.  It is 
an absolute necessity that when young people, in the main, are being educated to be teachers, people must gain 
skills in specialist areas.  I refer to starting off in the early childhood area and Aboriginal education, and then 
moving to other specialist areas of subject choice in high school and such things as remedial teaching.  What is 
happening today is an absolute disgrace, and the government’s solution to this problem is outrageous.  I put on 
the parliamentary record today a couple of things I feel are quite unacceptable.  We must fight these proposals to 
somehow get a message through to the government that it cannot and should not do what has been proposed.  I 
refer in particular to a proposal launched by the Minister for Education and Training to offer a so-called 
scholarship to a number of teacher assistants - I think it is 40 at the moment - to go into a two-year training 
course.  When I trained as a teacher, I lived on my bursary and attended college for the whole day really - that is, 
from 9.00 am until 3.00 pm, or sometimes from nine until five or six o’clock.  We could not take another job 
because we had to work on assignments after university.   

I have with me a letter sent out by Sharyn O’Neill, the current Director General of Education, that states -  

I am very pleased to let you know about a course specifically designed to enable Education Assistants 
in our schools to qualify as an early childhood or primary teacher in two years - and continue to be paid 
through a scholarship while studying.   

I have downloaded some documents that state that this scholarship is to train early childhood and primary 
teachers, but I am told that that is not the case - the scholarship is not being offered for early childhood teachers.  
Curtin University, where the course is to be held, certainly is not offering the scholarship for early childhood 
teacher training.  I have a letter from the director general and a downloaded document called “Teaching WA” 
encouraging education assistants to apply for a two-year scholarship to train as a teacher.  That may sound like a 
good idea, but let me share with members what that involves.   

First, people who work as teacher assistants in schools at the moment do not require a certificate, other than one 
acquired from a short training course of three to six weeks.  I do not intend to criticise or put down anybody who 
does not have an academic qualification, but in the light of prior comments made about the importance of having 
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teachers who are well educated, well trained and can motivate children to become good teachers, currently there 
is a prerequisite to enter a university teaching course.  A person cannot attend a university in WA without 
meeting that prerequisite.  What is the situation with this proposal?  First, I have been told there is a mistake in 
this letter.  This scholarship course is not being offered for early childhood teachers, but for the training to 
become primary teachers who will go into government schools.  The course will last for two years, during which 
time the students work as an assistant on assistant pay.  After completing the two-year course, the students will 
come out as graduated teachers with a four-year degree.  Colleagues, that is unacceptable and unbelievable.  The 
teaching profession is outraged to think that they had to spend four years at university to graduate with a 
Bachelor of Education, yet now people who attend a part-time, two-year course will graduate with a Bachelor of 
Education degree.  I find that really mystifying and almost unbelievable.  I have some figures here that show the 
decline in the amount of training that will take place.  There are other issues surrounding this proposal.  The 
schools will need to release these people for blocks of study.  Principals have raised questions about whether 
they get replacement assistants; and, if so, where they come from.  That is not likely to happen in the country if 
these people go off for three-week training blocks.  How can it be expected that a person can become a teacher in 
such a short time with no university prerequisites; that is, that person has not yet reached the level of schooling 
necessary to apply to enrol in a teaching degree at a university?  The minimum requirement is a level IV TAFE 
certificate, which is not what I would deem an appropriate prerequisite for a teaching course.   

Many people who work as teaching assistants may be extremely helpful in the classroom, but we know from all 
the research that even if we double the number of assistants and the class sizes, we will never achieve the same 
result from students, or be able to give students as much as if the class sizes were halved with a teacher only.  
Teachers are trained in observation and assessment.  It is extremely important that somebody comes in as an 
assistant, perhaps to hear children read.  I am sometimes appalled at the ignorance of some people about even 
listening to children read.  It is not an oral test.  It is far better to let the children read with their eyes and then ask 
them a question.  It is quite overwhelming for some students in years 1 or 2 to have to read aloud.   

I will go through some of the issues involved in the face-to-face university tuition that these people will receive, 
and compare it with the present four-year teacher training course.  First of all, there is the difference in length of 
two years in the new course and four years under the Bachelor of Education course for primary school teachers.  
The new proposal includes face-to-face university tuition of 16 weeks.  Currently, face-to-face university tuition 
is 84 weeks.  We all know that if we do not get literacy and numeracy skills right in the early years of education, 
we may as well forget the kids.  If they fail in their early years at literacy especially, and numeracy to a lesser 
extent, they will not succeed throughout their school lives.  In the proposed course, literacy skills will be taught 
for a total of 10 weeks over two years; in the four-year education degree, it is 29 weeks.  It is the same for 
numeracy skills - 10 weeks under the proposed course compared with 29 weeks currently.   

The study of child development is essential for every teacher so that they are able to understand the 
psychological levels of child development, particularly in the early years.  If we do not understand the child as a 
whole and how he or she is developing psychologically, emotionally, physically, verbally and intellectually, we 
cannot put in place a proper program based on a true assessment.  If people do not go through that training in 
psychology and child development, they will be ill-equipped to make assessments of children.  The first thing a 
teacher does on entering a classroom - the first challenge - is not only get to know the children in the classroom, 
but also make an assessment of where they are at individually and in comparison to their peers.  Under this new 
program, training in child development will take place for four weeks, compared with 12 weeks for every 
primary school teacher under the present system. 

Teaching theory and instruction is fairly important for anyone wishing to become a teacher, because there are 
methods of teaching that work and those that do not.  I ask members again to cast their minds back and think of 
one very good teacher from their time at school.  Was it the way that teacher wrote on the blackboard?  Was it 
the way that teacher dressed?  Was it that teacher’s prowess at sport?  I would suggest that it is more likely that a 
good teacher is one who knows the children, treats them as individuals, picks them up from where they are and 
takes them to the next step, and gives them the confidence to do so right throughout their school years.  A 
teacher cannot do that without a thorough understanding of where the child is at, and the knowledge of how to 
teach individual children.  It is impossible to get a message over in the same way even to each of the 34 people 
in this chamber.  Every child is different, and that is the challenge - to have a background of good theory and 
instruction.  In this new course that the minister is proposing - a two-year course for people working as teaching 
assistants in primary schools, who have worked in that capacity for three of the previous five years, and who 
need no academic prerequisites - teaching of theory will be allocated 12 weeks.  In the Bachelor of Education 
degree, this area receives 36 weeks.  

I have a lot of other information about this new course, and I am very concerned about it, but two aspects stood 
out for me.  No time is allocated to curriculum studies, and it is not proposed as an elective, even if people want 
to choose it; and no time is allocated to physical education and health, although this state has a serious issue with 
childhood obesity.  This course allocates no time to curriculum studies, which receives 12 weeks under the 
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current course, or physical health, which receives 12 weeks under the current four-year degree course.  This 
course will fail graduates, and it will send a message out to the community that all the teachers who have studied 
four-year degree courses will now be valued as much as people who have undergone a two-year course while 
they worked full-time as teaching assistants.  In my view, that is totally unacceptable. 
How did this come about?  There have been a number of theories about why we are faced with a teacher 
shortage.  There are a number of reasons, but I want to point to one or two of them in particular.  In 1994, Hon 
Norman Moore asked me to carry out an assessment of early childhood education in this state.  We brought in a 
program that offered kindergarten education to every four-year-old.  We have now achieved that.  Kevin Rudd 
got it wrong on Monday, but that does not surprise me.  

Hon Peter Collier:  What did he say? 

Hon BARBARA SCOTT:  He suggested that he was going to come in, like a champion on horseback or a 
saviour, and give every four-year-old 15 hours of kindergarten and a health check.   

Hon Peter Collier:  We already have that.   

Hon BARBARA SCOTT:  Of course we do.  That is what I am saying.  Western Australia is the only state that 
does it, but he came across here to gather some votes.  I hope parents with children at kindergarten, or 
prospective parents, know that they will be getting kindergarten schooling anyway.  During the time I chaired 
that task force, we consulted with universities and training institutions about the proposed influx of students and 
teacher need.  Universities cannot stand aside today and say that they did not know and that it is up to the 
government to respond to that need. 
The year we introduced a four half-day, or 15 hours a week, kindergarten program for our little people - some 
schools took the option of two full days a week - we also introduced an altered school entry age, and we 
nominated 30 June as the cut-off date.  As a result, a half-cohort entered the school stream that year.  In 2007, 
students in that half-cohort are now in year 5; in 2008, they will be in year 6; and in 2009, they will be in year 7.  
In 2010, there will be a full cohort in every year of primary school.  That means - if members do not know, I will 
tell them now - that there will be 12 500 to 15 000 extra children in primary school.  I hope that has been 
accommodated.  Approximately 25 000 children enter kindergarten each year.  As a result of this half-cohort and 
other factors such as migration and whatever - one can never be sure but we should look at the birth statistics and 
the rate of migration to the state - there will be approximately 12 000 to 15 000 additional primary school 
children in 2010.  A quick analysis shows that several hundred additional teachers will be required.  A crisis 
looms, which Hon Peter Collier has identified, and we have a government that is not really responding in a way 
that will solve the problem.  We could end up, as we did some years ago, with parents marching in the street.  
Education is very important to parents.  It is critical that we have enough teachers.  This government suggests 
that we will be 3 000 teachers short in five years, or in 2012.  I hope that its calculations include the predicted 
full cohort of primary school children that will come on stream in 2010.   
The importance of preparing children well for life cannot be underestimated.  As both a parent and a 
grandparent, I speak for many parents when I say that all we want is for our children to achieve to the best of 
their ability and without unrealistic expectations.  Every parent wants to know that their children have caring, 
well-educated, well-trained and compassionate people looking after them in the classroom.  That is not a lot to 
ask in a civilised society and a resource-rich community such as ours.  Members on this side of the house have 
made a number of suggestions, which I support.  I make one suggestion this afternoon about the proposed new 
course for training teachers.  Hundreds of trainee teachers at university have completed the third year of a four-
year degree course.  If this government offered them a twelve-week summer school on scholarship, they would 
graduate in June 2008.  That is a short-term solution to an urgent problem.  Instead, this minister wants to bring 
into the system two-year trained people, who do not really get two years’ training; they will get only a few weeks 
of training.  I do not think that is sufficient and I do not think that it says anything positive about the value we 
place on education and teaching.   
On 14 November 2007, a letter to the editor titled “Simple cure” was published in The West Australian.  It offers 
a word of advice to Mr McGowan, and I would like to read it into Hansard - 

Mr McGowan, after reading about your ideas to help the teacher shortage (Union attacks plan to cut 
teacher training, 12/10), I offer a little help of my own.  I am told there is also a shortage of medical 
practitioners.  Although I have been a teacher for 36 years, I have had a long relationship with the 
medical world.   

Since the advent of Dr Ben Casey I have followed my medical calling with rigour.  I am familiar with 
the Kildare method, the Lancellot Spratt recovery process and the technological mastery of Dr House 
and Dr Grey.   

I have also spent time in hospital and have enrolled in first-aid courses to bolster my suitability for what 
I am about to suggest.  I could easily do a two-year medical conversion course and become a doctor.   
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I would not try to move too quickly and would allow at least a year before brain surgery and the like.  I 
feel that my long relationship with current medical practice through dedicated observance would give 
me much more “hospital” experience than a rank first-year intern.   

I think this solves both problems nicely: I make way for a new teacher and the State gains a new doctor.  

I hope Mr McGowan has read that letter, and if he has not, I hope he reads it in Hansard.  It represents the insult 
that he is handing to children in Western Australia when he offers a watered-down two-year course that enables 
people to graduate with the equivalent of a four-year degree.  It is an insult to current teachers and provides no 
incentive to those people who might otherwise want to go to university to do a four-year degree course in 
teaching.  We need to maintain the professional status of teachers and we need to do all the things my colleagues 
have talked about, such as pay teachers properly and offer them good incentives similar to the incentives offered 
by mining companies, which provide food messes and the like.  We must do whatever is necessary to get good 
teachers out into rural areas and into our schools.   

I also wish to touch on the issue of career opportunities and the importance of specialist training.  In particular, I 
wish to address the needs for behaviour management.  Today, in our complex society, teachers face a range of 
student behaviours different from the ones faced some years ago.  We need well-trained teachers and we need 
support courses available for them.  On a number of occasions in this chamber, I have asked about the Roots of 
Empathy program, which is designed to help little children to manage their anger and their outbursts.  However, 
18 teachers were needed for that course to continue, and this government has made no further commitment to 
that program.  Teachers need to be trained in certain areas to help children through these difficult times.   

I have always fought for non-contact time for preprimary and primary teachers so that they can spend time with 
their students’ parents.  We cannot teach a child in isolation without knowing his family or background.  We can 
try, but if we understand where the child is at in his home and family, such as whether his nose has been put out 
of joint by a new baby in the family or a divorce or the lack of a job, it helps us to understand his situation.  That 
is why the training I am talking about is so important.  As such, I was not surprised to read in The West 
Australian on 15 November that the guidelines for teaching kindergarten and preprimary classes for next year 
were under fire from early childhood experts who say that they are grossly flawed.  I am not surprised on a 
number of fronts, because there has been no consultation with parents and there is no director of early childhood 
in the Department of Education and Training; there is only someone called an “area director”. 

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 

[Continued on page 7460.] 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

MEMBER FOR MINDARIE - CORRUPTION AND CRIME COMMISSION MALLARD CASE EVIDENCE 

1103. Hon NORMAN MOORE to the minister representing the Attorney General: 

I refer the Attorney General to evidence given to the Corruption and Crime Commission public inquiry by 
Mr John Quigley, MLA, in which it was revealed that Mr Quigley did not proceed to give a parliamentary 
speech concerning an undercover officer after the Attorney General spoke to him. 

(1) What information did the Attorney General have that led him to suggest to Mr Quigley to not proceed 
with his speech until speaking with the Director of Public Prosecutions? 

(2) Why should such information have caused Mr Quigley to suspend his planned speech? 

(3) Was the source of that information the Director of Public Prosecutions; and, if not, who was it? 

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1)-(3) These events occurred in June 2002 and, accordingly, the Attorney General can only recount his best 
recollection of these matters.  The Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr Robert Cock, QC, advised the 
Attorney General that he would provide Mr John Quigley, MLA, with access to his files on the Mallard 
case to assist in ensuring that there would be no miscarriage of justice.  The Attorney General advised 
Mr Quigley that he should ring the DPP and that his proposed speech to Parliament may not be 
necessary. 

Mr Cock subsequently provided access to his Mallard files.  Mr Quigley never made the proposed 
speech.  Mr Mallard’s conviction has been quashed. 
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MEMBER FOR MINDARIE - CORRUPTION AND CRIME COMMISSION MALLARD CASE EVIDENCE 

1104. Hon NORMAN MOORE to the minister representing the Minister for Police and Emergency 
Services: 

I refer the minister to evidence disclosed at the Corruption and Crime Commission inquiry into the Mallard 
prosecutions that Mr John Quigley had threatened to reveal the identity of an undercover police officer if he did 
not agree to change his evidence. 

(1) Has the WA Police investigated the leak of the undercover officer’s identity and of the undercover 
operation; and, if not, why not? 

(2) Has the source of the leak been identified; and, if so, who was it and what action has been taken? 

(3) Why did the WA Police not lay any charges against Mr Quigley or any other person involved in the 
threat rather than handing the whole matter to the Director of Public Prosecutions to determine? 

(4) Who decided that the WA Police should leave the matter with the DPP? 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH replied: 
I answer on behalf of Hon Jon Ford.  I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1)-(4) WA Police did initially investigate the matter of the leak in conjunction with the then Anti-Corruption 
Commission.  The investigation into the leak established that there was, in fact, no leak and that the 
identity of the undercover officer had been sourced through legitimate means.  In respect of the 
allegation against Mr Quigley, as he was a member of Parliament, the complaint was initially 
investigated by the Anti-Corruption Commission and later taken up by the Corruption and Crime 
Commission.  WA Police did not correspond directly with the DPP in regard to possible prosecutions. 

STATE BOATING COUNCIL - RECREATIONAL BOAT SAFETY 

1105. Hon SIMON O’BRIEN to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Planning 
and Infrastructure: 

I refer to an incident early on Saturday morning when a recreational vessel crashed into an unlit channel marker 
on the Canning River. 

(1) What advice has the minister subsequently received about the need to install lights on channel markers 
in the Swan and Canning Rivers? 

(2) Is it true that, prior to its disbandment, the State Boating Council expressed its concern to government 
about safety issues, including the absence of lights on navigational aids? 

(3) Has the minister previously been briefed on the issue or received representations about the issue from - 

(a) the then Chairman of the State Boating Council, Hon Fred Riebeling, MLA; 

(b) the director, marine safety, or other senior officers of the Department for Planning and 
Infrastructure; 

(c) Boating Western Australia; or 

(d) any other party?   

Hon ADELE FARINA replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of this question.  The minister has been caught up dealing with another 
matter.  As a result of that, I do not have an answer now.  Efforts are being made to try to get an answer before 
the end of question time.  I will provide the answer if it arrives before the end of question time. 

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT - EXPULSION 

1106. Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY to the minister representing the Attorney General: 
I refer to the expulsion of any member of Parliament from the Western Australian Parliament. 

(1) Can a member of the Western Australian Parliament be expelled from the Parliament? 

(2) If yes to (1), on what grounds could this occur? 

(3) If yes to (1), what procedures would the Parliament have to take before this could occur? 

(4) If yes to (1), on whose authority would the expulsion take place? 

The PRESIDENT:  I think that the question seeks a legal opinion.  Does the member have a further question? 
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STATE ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL - GUARDIANSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION ACT MATTERS 

1107. Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY to the minister representing the Attorney General: 
I refer to the 5 697 matters that were finalised by the State Administrative Tribunal during the 12-month period 
from October 2006 to October 2007 and, in particular, the 2 753 matters that were raised under the Guardianship 
and Administration Act 1990.   

(1) As the 2 753 matters represent nearly half of what SAT dealt with for that time period, why have there 
been so many issues arising from the Guardianship and Administration Act? 

(2) What were the main issues that people had concerns about that were raised in SAT? 

(3) Is there a problem with the Guardianship and Administration Act, and what are they? 

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) Guardianship and Administration orders are sought under the Guardianship and Administration Act 
1990 - the act - in the circumstances where legal authority is required for a person to act on behalf of a 
person - the represented person - who is incapable of looking after his or her own health and safety; 
unable to make reasonable judgements in respect of matters relating to his or her person; incapable of 
managing his or her own affairs; or unable to make reasonable judgements in respect of matters relating 
to his or her estate. 

The number of all matters determined under the act in the financial year 2006-07 was 2 806. 

In a state with a growing population and an ageing demographic it is to be expected that there will be a 
relatively large number of applications made under the act. 

(2) The following table provides information as to the main application types made under the act during 
2006-07.  I table this part of the answer and seek leave to have it incorporated into Hansard.   

Leave granted. 

[See paper 3523.] 

The following material was incorporated -  
 

Type of application Number of 
applications 
received 

Number of 
applications 
finalised 

Section 40 - appointment of guardian 582 709 

Section 40 - appointment of 
administrator 

933 957 

Section 17A - review by Full Tribunal 11 15 

Section 84 - periodic review by 
Tribunal 

586 617 

Section 85 - mandatory review 24 26 

Sections 86, 87 - application by party 
for review 

319 333 

Section 112(4) - application to inspect 
documents 

41 43 

Section 104A - recognise EPA 
made in another jurisdiction 

8 8 

Section 106 - declaration of incapacity; 
EPA in force 

29 32 

Section 109 - intervention in EPA 37 39 

Section 74 - administrator seeking 
directions 

13 17 

Other 10 10 

 2,593 2,806 

Hon SUE ELLERY:  The answer continues - 
(3) There is no problem with the act.  As detailed in the answer to (1), it is to be expected that there will be 

a relatively large number of applications made under the act. 
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DAYLIGHT SAVING - ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

1108. Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Water 
Resources: 

In the interests of having informed public debate and government commitment to systematic monitoring of the 
impact of daylight saving measures on energy and water consumption and other areas of concern to the 
community, such as health and education, I ask - 

(1) What progress has been made in measuring the impacts on energy consumption? 

(2) Who is undertaking the studies? 

(3) What preliminary results have emerged? 

(4) Where and when will the results of the studies be published? 

Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
I thank Hon Paul Llewellyn for his excellent question. 

(1) Electricity use over the first daylight saving period has been analysed and compared with consumption 
in previous years. 

(2) Horizon Power and Western Power have analysed the impact of daylight saving in their respective areas 
of operation.   

(3) For the first trial period these analyses indicated no significant effects attributable to daylight saving in 
regional areas and a small increase in energy use on the south west integrated system of 0.66 per cent.   

(4) Further analysis will be done following the second and third daylight saving trial periods.  It is 
anticipated that all this information will be used by the Western Australian Electoral Commission in the 
promulgation of the arguments for and against daylight saving at the referendum in 2009.   

SHEEP INDUSTRY - ALTERNATIVES TO MULESING 

1109. Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE to the Minister for Agriculture and Food:  
What work or research, if any, has been carried out by the Department of Agriculture and Food on alternatives 
for mulesing merino sheep for implementation after 2010?   

Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
I thank Hon Murray Criddle for the question.  I understand that the work that has been carried out on alternatives 
to mulesing has been carried out at a national level, funded in the main by Australian Wool Innovation Ltd, and 
has focused on “clip” mulesing and the physical structures.  The Western Australian Department of Agriculture 
and Food’s research into mulesing alternatives has been largely genetic.  The department’s involvement, 
particularly centred around the Katanning research station, has been in the breeding of bare-breeched animals 
and animals that can pass on the trait of bare breech.  This issue needs to be resolved.  I know it is a matter of 
some debate nationally at the moment.  The proponents of the plastic clip technology seem to believe that they 
are on to something, but it is well and truly worthwhile for the department of agriculture in Western Australia to 
carry on the genetic work it is doing in parallel with that physical technology.  There have been some good 
results.   

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING - PASTORAL CARE 

1110. Hon PETER COLLIER to the minister representing the Minister for Education and Training:  
I refer the minister to page 78 of the Department of Education and Training annual report for 2006-07.   

(1) What professional organisations are members of the reference group that guides the development 
process of pastoral care in DET schools?  

(2) How many classroom teachers are members of the reference group referred to in (1)?  

(3) What other stakeholders are members of the reference group referred to in (1)? 

(4) On what dates has the reference group referred to in (1) met in 2007?  

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH replied: 

I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

(1) The reference group has representation from the Western Australian Council of State School 
Organisations, the Western Australian Secondary School Executives Association and the Western 
Australian Primary Principals Association.  The reference group is also supported by a working party.   
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(2) There is one classroom teacher on the reference group.  There are five classroom teachers on the 
working party.   

(3) Professor Donna Cross from the Child Health Promotion Research Unit, Edith Cowan University; a 
district director; three student services managers, from the country and metropolitan areas; and a 
representative from the behaviour standards and wellbeing, standards and moderation, inclusive 
education standards and Aboriginal education and training directorates.  The working party has 
representation from the Mind Matters Project, school administrators and school student support staff.   

(4) In 2007, the reference group met on 14 March and 6 June.  In 2007, the working party met on 
19 February and 4 July.   

COLLIE POWERLINE - CONSTRUCTION 

1111. Hon HELEN MORTON to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for the 
Environment:  

What measures does the minister intend to take to prevent the spread of dieback by machinery used during the 
construction of the new 330 kilovolt powerline through the state forest from Collie to the proposed eastern 
terminal substation?  

Hon ADELE FARINA replied: 
On behalf of the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for the Environment, I thank the honourable 
member for some notice of this question.  Due to the time required to gather the necessary information, the 
Minister for the Environment has asked that the member place the question on notice.   

MINISTER FOR CHILD PROTECTION - LETTER TO MEMBER FOR MURDOCH 

1112. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Child Protection:  
(1) Did the minister write to the member for Murdoch on 2 October 2007 regarding his submission to the 

Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations relating to the inquiry into the Balga Works 
program?  

(2) Did the minister dispute the undoubted right of the member for Murdoch to make a submission to the 
committee? 

(3) Was the minister attempting to dissuade the member for Murdoch from making a submission to the 
committee? 

(4) Does the minister concede that the provisions of the Child Welfare Act 1947 do not displace the 
parliamentary privilege that applies to standing committee submissions; and, if not, will the minister 
advise how the provisions of the act are elevated above parliamentary privilege?  

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

(1) I wrote to the member for Murdoch on 2 October 2007 regarding his naming of persons who may have 
been children in the care of the chief executive officer of the Department for Child Protection.  My 
letter referred to his letter, which was identified in the ninth report of the Standing Committee on 
Estimates and Financial Operations, “Interim Report on the Balga Works Inquiry: Request for a 
Member of the Legislative Assembly to Appear Before the Committee”, as a “Request to Appear” at 
appendix 1.  At the time of writing, I was not, nor am I now, aware of the contents of any submission 
made by him. 

(2) I do not deny the right of the member for Murdoch or any other member to make a submission to the 
committee. 

(3) Certainly not.   

(4) The Child Welfare Act 1947 is no longer in effect, but neither that past act nor the present act, the 
Children and Community Services Act 2004, displaces parliamentary privilege.  What I wrote in that 
letter to the member for Murdoch includes the following - 

I accept that Members of Parliament have privileges and that as Members we must make 
judgements about balancing the rights of privacy of individuals we may name versus a 
compelling public interest.   

It is important - I have raised this matter in this house before when members have revealed information 
that I think could identify a child - that members consider, before identifying children under 
parliamentary privilege, the impact this can have on vulnerable children and young people, their carers 
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and family.  This can have serious consequences for their mental health and wellbeing and may even 
pose a risk to their safety.   

CARNARVON POLICE AND JUSTICE COMPLEX 

1113. Hon VINCENT CATANIA to the minister representing the Minister for Police and Emergency 
Services: 

I refer to the relocation of the Carnarvon police and justice complex to the site formerly known as Gascoyne 
Traders. 

(1) At what stage is the design and planning for the police station-courthouse complex? 

(2) What types of materials will be used in construction of the complex? 

(3) How much will the government invest in the new infrastructure? 

(4) What facilities will be included in the new complex? 

(5) Have negotiations with the Shire of Carnarvon over the site of this project been resolved to the 
satisfaction of the stakeholders and the local community?  

(6) Are any issues yet to be resolved?  

(7) Are there any issues with contamination at the Gascoyne Traders site; and what action is being taken to 
clean up the site?  

(8) What date has been set for the commencement of the project?  

(9) When is the project due for completion?  

Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
On behalf of the minister representing the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, I thank Hon Vince 
Catania for his question.   

(1) Master planning of the site has commenced.   

(2) This will be considered during the design phase.   

(3) There will be a capital investment of $25.572 million for the justice complex and $12.510 million for 
the police station.   

(4) The justice complex will include one higher courtroom, one lower courtroom, mediation and pre-trial 
conference facilities as well as facilities for witnesses and juries, custodial areas, judicial chambers and 
office accommodation for the court’s administration and community justice services.  The police station 
will have all the facilities for effective front-line policing, including a new custody centre, video 
interview rooms, public interview rooms and staff amenities.  

(5) Negotiations are in progress. 

(6) Yes. 

(7) Yes.  The soil and ground water are contaminated with diesel fuel.  The contamination has spread to the 
adjacent government reserve 28023.  The Shire of Carnarvon was notified of the issues on 5 November 
2007.  The question of what action is being taken to clean up the site should be referred to the Shire of 
Carnarvon, being the owner of the site. 

(8) This will be known following resolution of site contamination issues. 

(9) Subject to no material delays, the project is expected to be completed in late 2010. 

INDUSTRIAL HEMP - ORD IRRIGATION AREA 

1114. Hon BRUCE DONALDSON to the Minister for Agriculture and Food: 
A recent article in The West Australian suggested that industrial hemp could be a suitable replacement for sugar 
cane in the Ord irrigation area. 

(1) Has the Department of Agriculture and Food looked at the viability of growing industrial hemp in 
tropical areas? 

(2) Is it correct that, as I understand it, previous trials of industrial hemp by the department met with mixed 
results in the southern half? 

(3) Has broadacre planting of industrial hemp in the Ord area given a high enough return and justification 
for Ord stage 2 being considered by the department? 
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Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
(1) Yes, but not for some time.  There were trials of hemp in the Ord irrigation area back in my 

predecessor’s time. 

(2) Yes, that is correct.  The results were mixed.  Some were very good.  The use of the term “mixed 
results” sometimes sends the wrong message that they were all bad, but they were not.  Some were bad; 
some were actually very good.  I have spoken to the departmental officer who was primarily responsible 
for those trials, and he was quite enthusiastic about the results of some of the trials in the southern area. 

(3) I really do not know the answer to that.  I would like to think that was the case, because hemp could be 
one of the industrial crops that provide that industrial backbone to Ord stage 2, where we are somewhat 
limited in terms of the big industrial crops if sugar is not going to be a goer.  I really would like to think 
that hemp does have a serious future in the Ord valley, and the fact that the earlier trials had limited 
success should not dissuade us.  Indeed, I read the same article that the honourable member refers to.  
Mr Hough did not seem to be particularly downhearted about the poor results.  He indicated that we 
need to trial a wide variety of seed types.  I actually pay tribute to Mr Kim Hough and his company for 
the work that they have done in accessing genetic material, particularly from the Hunan province of 
China, which has, as he identified in the article, similar latitudinal and climatic conditions to the Ord 
valley.  I am therefore very hopeful that hemp might be a success, but we have a long way to go and a 
lot of work to do in proving it up.  Certainly if Mr Hough and his company seek the support of the 
Department of Agriculture and Food for further trials, we would be happy to entertain them. 

CHILD HEALTH CHECKS 

1115. Hon BARBARA SCOTT to the minister representing the Minister for Health: 
Do community or child health nurses currently screen every four-year-old child in Western Australia for their 
basic health check, including speech, eyesight and hearing tests; and, if not, why not? 

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I am sorry that I do not have a copy of that question, and I cannot recall seeing one either. 

EAST GREENWOOD AND ALLENSWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOLS - PROPOSED AMALGAMATION 

1116. Hon RAY HALLIGAN to the minister representing the Minister for Education and Training: 
I refer to proposals to amalgamate the East Greenwood and Allenswood Primary Schools into a new school.  In 
considering the amalgamation of the two schools, what studies have been carried out to try to ascertain the likely 
medium and long-term demographics of the area? 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of this question. 

On behalf of the Minister for Education and Training, I advise that information in the time required is not 
available; therefore, I ask the honourable member to place the question on notice. 

DRAFT GREATER BUNBURY REGION SCHEME 

1117. Hon NIGEL HALLETT to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Planning 
and Infrastructure: 

I refer to the draft greater Bunbury region scheme. 

(1) At the time the latest draft was presented to Parliament recently, did the City of Bunbury indicate 
formally that it supports or opposes the inclusion of the Picton deviation road reserve? 

(2) Has any Labor minister since the election in 2001 directed Main Roads or any planning authority to 
support the inclusion of the Picton deviation in the draft greater Bunbury region scheme; and, if so, 
when? 

(3) Has any Labor minister since the election in 2001 agreed to any request or proposal by Main Roads or 
any planning authority to support the inclusion of the Picton deviation in the draft greater Bunbury 
region scheme; and, if so, when? 

Hon ADELE FARINA replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of this question. 

(1) The greater Bunbury region scheme as it is now before Parliament does not depict the possible Picton 
deviation. 

(2)-(3) No. 
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SHEEP INDUSTRY - VIABILITY 

1118. Hon BRIAN ELLIS to the Minister for Agriculture and Food: 
I refer to the latest Australian Bureau of Statistics figures that show national lamb slaughters are at their highest 
since recording began in 1979, and to the reported comment of market analyst Peter Weeks that the national 
sheep flock is down to the 1925 level. 

(1) What is the historically comparable status of Western Australian sheep flock numbers and lamb 
slaughters? 

(2) Is it the case that WA is expecting its smallest wool clip since the 1940s? 

(3) Given that the national levels are described by Mr Weeks as close to critical and likely to drop even 
further, what is the prediction for WA sheep numbers for both meat and wool? 

(4) Given that it takes considerable breeding time to rebuild flocks, what incentives are being offered to 
farmers by the state government to ensure the viability of the local sheep industry? 

Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
I thank Hon Brian Ellis for this question. 

(1) Based on reports of the last available statistics by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, the number of 
sheep and lambs in WA at 30 June 2006 was 23 million.  Industry estimates indicate that numbers may 
have declined to between 19 million and 20 million at 30 June 2007.  If that is the case, that would be 
the lowest level since the mid 1960s in Western Australia.  Lamb slaughters in WA for 2002-03 were 
2 021 000; 2003-04, 2 392 000; 2004-05, 2 467 000; 2005-06, 2 798 000 - the highest recorded in 
Western Australia; and 2006-07, 2 523 000. 

(2) Australian Wool Innovation Ltd has forecast wool production in Western Australia to be 95 million 
kilograms - greasy - in 2007-08 compared with 105 million kilograms in 2006-07.  The forecast for 
2007-08 is the lowest level since the mid 1960s. 

(3) The current estimate for sheep numbers in Western Australia in 2008 is around 19 million, both for 
sheep and wool. 

(4) Sheep numbers have declined due to seasonal and market factors.  However, many producers have 
retained their core ewe flocks.  This strategy provides the capacity to rebuild flocks as seasonal 
conditions and industry profitability permits.  The state government provided $9.1 million under the dry 
season assistance scheme in August 2007.  Initially, 14 shires were identified as eligible under the 
scheme, and on 31 October an additional 23 shires in the agricultural and pastoral regions were 
included. 

Under that scheme, farmers and pastoralists are eligible to apply for a grant of up to $8 000 to assist 
with costs incurred for freight on agistment, fodder and water.  The funds can also be used to assist with 
destocking to improve water supplies, develop feedlot infrastructure, access professional advice as well 
as for a range of other core issues associated with operating a farm, including the payment of rates.  

In addition, the state government has been successful in its application for federal assistance under the 
joint commonwealth-state exceptional circumstances provisions for the northern wheatbelt and the 
north of the eastern wheatbelt and has made application for the extension of the southern pastoral 
regional exceptional circumstances area.   

DRUG-USE PARAPHERNALIA - ICE PIPES PROHIBITION 

1119. Hon DONNA FARAGHER to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for 
Consumer Protection:   

I refer to the product safety order that prohibits the supply of ice pipes.   
(1) How many people have faced prosecution for contravening this order since it came into effect in March 

2006? 
(2) Of those referred to in (1), how many have been convicted and, in each case, what was the penalty 

given?   

Hon ADELE FARINA replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of this question.   
(1) Two owners of a Mandurah business have been charged with the supply of a banned ice pipe.   
(2) The case is listed for trial on 26 November 2007.  If found guilty, the two proprietors face criminal 

convictions and fines of up to $6 000 each.  Additionally, eight other business owners have each been 
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issued with infringement notices for supplying banned ice pipes.  Each infringement notice carries a 
penalty of $1 000.  The infringement notices were issued on 5 July and 11 July 2007 and relate to retail 
outlets in Subiaco, Bedford and Coolbellup.   

DAYLIGHT SAVING AMENDMENT BILL (NO. 3) 2007 

1120. Hon NORMAN MOORE to the Leader of the House:   
(1) Does the government propose to bring on for debate order of the day 521, Daylight Saving Amendment 

Bill (No. 3) 2007?   
(2) If yes to (1), when? 
(3) If no to (1), why not?   
Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
(1)-(3) The government will welcome the opportunity to bring on that particular order of the day.  I anticipate 

that we can deal with that quite soon; that is, as soon as we have covered the government’s core 
legislative program. 

DERBY EXPORT FACILITY - LEAD AND ZINC LEVELS 

1121. Hon GEORGE CASH to the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for the 
Environment:   

(1) What is the status of the elevated levels of lead and zinc in and around the Derby export facility that 
was previously raised by the Department of Environment and Conservation in July? 

(2) What additional testing has been carried out in the past four months?   
(3) When did DEC first become aware of these elevated levels of lead and zinc and when and how did DEC 

first notify the Shire of Derby/West Kimberley of the issue?   

Hon ADELE FARINA replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of this question.  On behalf of the parliamentary secretary 
representing the Minister for the Environment, I provide the following response. 
(1) The Department of Environment and Conservation wrote to the port operator, Lennard Shelf Pty Ltd, on 

28 September 2007 requesting that it provide DEC with a remediation strategy for offsite emissions of 
lead and zinc adjacent to the port land by 31 October 2007.  This was provided prior to the due date and 
is being assessed by DEC.  The company was also advised in the letter of 28 September 2007 to notify 
the current leaseholder of the land, the Shire of Derby/West Kimberley, of the proposed remediation 
actions. 

(2) DEC undertook further soil sampling, adjacent to the Derby port and within the Derby town site, on 14 
and 15 August 2007.  The Shire of Derby/West Kimberley also took soil samples throughout the 
township in July and August 2007.   

(3) As part of the statewide assessment of ports, DEC contacted Lennard Shelf Pty Ltd, the licensee of the 
Derby port, prior to conducting sampling from 1 to 3 June in and around the port.  Once the results were 
obtained, DEC notified the licensee and the shire on 20 July 2007.   

DAYLIGHT SAVING - WATER CONSUMPTION 

1122. Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Water 
Resources:   

I have two questions related to daylight saving that are in similar terms.  One was directed - 

The PRESIDENT:  I ask the member to ask a question, please.  I am not interested in a speech; just ask a 
question.   

Hon PAUL LLEWELLYN:  The Leader of the House gave me the answer to the wrong question.  I will ask the 
question on water.   

In the interests of having informed public debate and government commitment to the systematic monitoring of 
the impact of daylight saving measures on energy and water consumption and other areas of concern to the 
community, such as health and education, I ask -  
(1) What progress has been made on measuring the impacts of water consumption?   
(2) Who is undertaking these studies?   
(3) What preliminary results have emerged?   
(4) Where and when will the results of the studies be published?   
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Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
I thank Hon Paul Llewellyn for the question.  I am sorry I confused the questions.  They were very similar.   

(1) Impacts are measured annually and analysed at the end of the daylight saving period.   

(2) Data Analysis Australia on behalf of the Water Corporation of Western Australia. 

(3) When measured against the same period since the introduction of water restrictions in 2001, slightly 
less scheme water was consumed during the daylight saving period in 2006.   

(4) The results were released at the completion of the initial period of daylight saving in 2006.   

FINAL-YEAR STUDENT TEACHERS - EMPLOYMENT 

1123. Hon PETER COLLIER to the minister representing the Minister for Education and Training:   
I refer the minister to his response to question without notice 1101 asked on 20 November 2007. 

(1) How many final-year graduating teachers are currently employed in Department of Education and 
Training schools?   

(2) How many final year graduating teachers were employed in DET schools in 2005 and 2006?    

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH replied: 
I thank the member for some notice of this question.  Final-year teaching graduates can gain a limited authority 
to teach from the Western Australian College of Teaching toward the end of the year in which they graduate.  
The universities give WACOT a list of final-year teachers who will graduate at the end of the year.  These 
graduates can teach in a school during term 4 of their final year.   

(1) Thirty-one graduating students are currently employed. 

(2) Forty-seven graduating students were employed in 2006 and 27 graduating students were employed in 
2005.   

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN - DIRECTIVE ON COMMUNICATIONS WITH BRIAN BURKE 

1124. Hon SIMON O’BRIEN to the Minister for Agriculture and Food:   
I refer to Premier Carpenter’s declaration in early 2006 that the Gallop ban on ministers communicating with 
former Labor premier Brian Burke was lifted.  What are the current instructions to ministers from Premier 
Carpenter on meeting with or communicating with Brian Burke?   

Hon KIM CHANCE replied: 
I think anyone with any commonsense as a minister of the Crown in this state would not need any instructions 
from the Premier on that matter.   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  What have those in the cabinet who do not have commonsense been told?   

Hon KIM CHANCE:  All my brother and sister ministers are endowed with commonsense.   

SELF-HARM RISK ASSESSMENT 

1125. Hon HELEN MORTON to the minister representing the Minister for Health:   
Further to answer to question without notice 489 provided on 26 June 2007 - 

(1) Which hospitals have completed the training package developed to ensure that clinical risk assessment 
and management policy for Western Australian mental health services is implemented consistently?   

(2) Have the specific policies to aid and discharge planning and follow-up, developed by the working group 
of the Mental Health Network Coordinating Group and Management Implementation Committee, been 
completed?   

(3) If yes, will the minister please table the policies?   

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 
I thank the honourable member for some notice of the question. 

(1)-(3) Development of these matters is underway. 

QUESTION ON NOTICE 5550 
Answer Advice 

HON LJILJANNA RAVLICH (East Metropolitan - Minister for Local Government) [5.39 pm]:  Pursuant 
to standing order 138(d), I wish to inform the house that the answer to question on notice 5550 asked by 
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Hon Peter Collier on 16 October 2007 to the Minister for Local Government representing the Minister for 
Education and Training will be provided by 27 November 2007.  

TEACHER SHORTAGE 
Motion 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

HON BARBARA SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [5.39 pm]:  Just prior to question time this afternoon, I was 
referring to this government’s lack of recognition of the importance of the early years in education because it had 
not appointed a director of early childhood education.  Under the Liberal government, we had a senior person at 
directorship level with that responsibility, and members who are familiar with the Department of Education and 
Training’s bureaucracy will know that each of the major learning areas is recognised, and directors have 
responsibility for certain areas.  When the early childhood programs were expanded to a preprimary year and a 
kindergarten year for every four and five-year-old child in this state, more than ever before it was recognised that 
somebody needs to be at the steering wheel of that ship to ensure that standards of good early childhood practice 
are kept up in the state.  That is also reflective of what teachers might be taught in their training and preparation 
for early childhood education.   

I will quickly refer to the latest furore that has broken out over the guidelines for teaching kindergarten and 
preprimary children next year.  These guidelines are under fire from education experts.  The headline in The 
West Australian of 15 November reads “Schoolwork and little play makes dull day for young kids”.  I could not 
agree more because little children - I have said this on a number of occasions - from the time they are born, and 
in fact, right through their lives, learn through their play.  This is particularly true for preschoolers before they 
have compulsory education.  Right through their early years of primary school, children learn through their play, 
and even adults often learn far better by doing rather than by being instructed.  Therefore, it is very important in 
understanding child development to know which components ought to be considered important in the structure 
of a training program for new and graduating teachers.  I previously referred to the criticism of that two-year 
teacher assistant course, which is grossly flawed and grossly undervalues the importance of the primary school 
years of schooling.  The article in The West Australian talks more about the guidelines for the early childhood 
syllabus and quotes a number of people - 

Edith Cowan University - 

Which has a high reputation for educating early childhood teachers - 

early childhood program director Carmel Maloney said the draft syllabuses needed substantial rewriting 
because they failed to take into account ways that young children learnt.   

That is the critical difference between a syllabus that sets out things that need to be known, and a syllabus that 
sets out how teachers encourage children to learn.  There is a big difference.   

During the estimates committee sessions this year, I asked whether any parenting input would be put into the 
development of these early childhood education syllabuses.  I was told flatly “no”, almost as if to say “Well, 
what would parents know about an input into an early years’ syllabus?”  I can tell members that if they ask any 
parent about early childhood education, they will very honestly tell members about their children and the sorts of 
things they want.  What all parents do not want is for their little children to fail.  Once a syllabus has been set up 
with a level of achievement, if children do not reach that level, rather than succeed in the early years, they will 
fail.  They will get a report card that says “sorry - failed”.   

In my years, I have done a lot of work with parents around the state talking about the importance of early 
learning.  I would say to parents that if they went to the back of Mukinbudin or out where Murray Criddle lives, 
any child three, four, five or six years of age would know every make of harvester, what a front-end loader is, 
what a seeder is, and whatever.  However, if we asked those children what an orthopaedic surgeon is, unless dad 
has had a hip or knee replacement, they may not know.  Children at Dalkeith Primary School, where I taught for 
some years, would ask, “What is a Farrington tunnel?”; I think that is the name of the machine they use for 
watering paddocks in the wheatbelt, and that it was named after a man in England.  Anyhow, the kids out the 
back of Bunkun, Burracoppin or Bencubbin would know.  If we walked into a classroom in Dalkeith and asked 
the children whether they know what an orthopaedic surgeon is, the typical answer we would get is, “Yes, my 
friend’s dad is an orthopaedic surgeon, and my other friend’s dad is a gynaecologist.”  If a syllabus says teach 
this or that, it does not undertake to allow for the input of the home and environment in which a child grows up.  
As I said earlier, part of the basic training for good teaching involves how to help children progress through to 
the next stage.   

I have often quoted a Roosevelt comment when he was planning early childhood programs; that is, “What the 
good and wise parent wants for his child so should a nation want for its children.”  If members ask parents what 
they want for their children, they will tell them.  Aboriginal mothers will tell members what is important for their 
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little children.  They will probably want their children to read at a later date, to know their tribal ways and 
understand all of that, and want to have an opportunity in school to learn that.  Therefore, the arrogance of this 
government to say that it will not involve parents in developing a syllabus for children - 

Hon Peter Collier:  What about the sector input? 

Hon BARBARA SCOTT:  I was going to move to that.  Of course, people in the sector are the next level.  The 
early childhood advocacy group, Early Childhood Australia, has refused to back the syllabus document in its 
present form.  What relevance does this have on the teacher shortage?  My view is that once we downgrade a 
level of training or an expectation of what graduate teachers need to know, a whole lot of people will not know 
whether to encourage their son or daughter into the profession.  A lot of teachers come from families of teachers.  
Why would I, as a parent, encourage my children to go into this field if they will not be able to have proper, 
thorough and resourceful training through their course of studies?  I can tell members that most parents who are 
teachers and have trained as teachers value the professional side of teaching and the importance of having good 
people in classrooms. 

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 

HUMAN REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY AMENDMENT BILL 2007 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 18 September. 

HON HELEN MORTON (East Metropolitan) [5.50 pm]:  I am in awe of the rapid pace of developments in 
the biotechnology industry.  It seems that legislation cannot keep pace with the new technosciences.  However, 
that is no excuse for abdicating our responsibility as legislators and putting our faith and trust in scientists to 
choose what area of science is ethically responsible and what is not.  Since this bill was introduced into the house 
in March, there have been numerous advances that make this legislation somewhat obsolete.  In the United 
States, researchers have cloned monkeys and used the resulting embryos to get embryonic stem cells.  An article 
from The West Australian states - 

US researchers have cloned monkeys and used the resulting embryos to get embryonic stem cells, an 
important step towards being able to do the same thing in humans. 
Shoukhrat Mitalipov and colleagues at Oregon Health & Science University said they used skin cells 
from monkeys to create cloned embryos, and then extracted embryonic stem cells from these days-old 
embryos. 
. . .  
They said their work shows it is possible, in principle, to clone humans and get stem cells from the 
embryos. 
. . .  
They used somatic cell nuclear transfer - 

That is a term I will use on a number of occasions during this discussion - 
which involves taking the nucleus from an adult cell, in this case fibroblasts, a type of skin cell, taken 
from nine adult males. 
Then an egg cell is hollowed out and the nucleus from the adult cell inserted.  This programs the egg 
into behaving as if it had been fertilised and it can grow into a embryo. 
It was not easy.  The researchers used 304 eggs from 14 rhesus macaque monkeys and ended up with 
just two stem cell lines. 
This means a lot more work before this would be useful for humans, they said - especially given how 
hard human eggs are to come by. 
Tests show the embryonic stem cells are truly pluripotent, Mitalipov said, meaning they can develop 
into any kind of cell found in the body. 
“We have been able to develop them into heart cells,” he said.  They also grew nerve cells. 
It was important to confirm the work.  A rival journal, Science, was forced to withdraw papers 
published by South Korean scientist Hwang Woo-suk in 2004 and 2005 after his claims to have cloned 
a human embryo proved false. 
Mitalipov said the team has tried, and failed, to produce cloned monkeys that could grow into live baby 
monkeys. 
. . .  
His team will not try to clone humans, he said. 
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That is just one article that has been published.  A draft bill to allow inter-species embryos was recently released 
in the United Kingdom.  This is an example of how this research has already gone beyond what this bill is about.  
An article in The Australian, headed “Stem cell scientists fear lost ground”, reads -  

STEM cell scientists would be allowed to create inter-species embryos, under a draft bill released by the 
British Government. 
If the bill becomes law, Australian experts fear they will be disadvantaged and may press for changes to 
national legislation, which now outlaws creation of animal-human embryos for research.  
Although the British bill would allow several types of animal-human hybrids, the most important to 
researchers are cytoplasmic hybrid embryos or “cybrids”, which are created by inserting human DNA 
into an empty animal egg.  Once the egg develops into an early-stage embryo, embryonic stem cells can 
be extracted.  
. . .  
“If this area of research proves fruitful, the ban on animal eggs is likely to be reconsidered in Australia 
when the federal legislation is reviewed again in three years, which is required by the amending 
legislation,” said Loane Skene, deputy chair of the Lockhart Committee, which has recommended 
changes to Australia’s 2002 embryo research and anti-cloning legislation to permit hybrids. 

That, in turn, would mean that legislation would also have to be reconsidered in Western Australia.  I was 
thinking to myself that that is all very interesting, and it starts to demonstrate how quickly this research is 
moving ahead, until I saw today’s The Australian.  This story came up last night.  I was surprised to read this on 
the front page of today’s The Australian, and wondered why the minister had sought to bring on this piece of 
legislation yesterday, perhaps prior to this being printed in the newspaper.  This latest breakthrough will surely 
demonstrate that the legislation we are now considering has become irrelevant.   
Hon Barbara Scott:  You’re right; it was all on the airwaves yesterday, so that’s why they have brought it on - 
in case people find out the truth.  
Hon HELEN MORTON:  Right; we now find out that there has been an amazing breakthrough in human stem 
cell research.  The article in The Australian reads -  

THE world of stem cell research changed dramatically overnight as scientists in Japan and the US 
reported they had made human embryonic stem cells without using human eggs or human embryos. 

They managed the remarkable advance by using a genetically tweaked virus to insert four biological 
ingredients into an ordinary skin cell.  

The cell was transformed, or reprogrammed, into a cell that resembles an embryonic stem cell able to 
turn into any tissue in the human body, from brain to heart. 

“It’s a very, very big step,” said Australia’s leading stem cell scientist, Alan Trounson, of Melbourne’s 
Monash University.  

“Assuming they can show (it really works), then there’s very much less of an argument for any form of 
therapeutic cloning.”  

The work was conducted by two independent teams, one led by Shinya Yamanaka of Kyoto University 
and the other by James Thomson of the University of Wisconsin.  

Professor Yamanaka’s group reported their work in the journal Cell, and Professor Thomson’s group 
published their results in Science Express, the online edition of the journal Science.  

As reported in The Australian last June, Professor Yamanaka had already accomplished the feat with 
mouse cells. 

Professor Thomson in 1998 was the first scientist to coax stem cells from human embryos, making it 
possible to use human embryonic stem cells to study the underlying causes of conditions as diverse as 
Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and spinal cord injury.  

Until now, in order to obtain versatile ES cells, researchers had to first create an embryo by inserting a 
cell from a human donor into an egg. 

They then triggered the egg artificially to produce an embryo, from which they extracted the ES cells in 
about four days.  

The embryo was discarded, a source of concern to conservative politicians and religious thinkers 
worldwide.  

“(The research) holds a great deal of promise for freeing this whole area of research from (the ethical) 
friction,” said Alto Charo, a bioethicist with the University of Wisconsin.  
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Anticipating last night’s announcements, professor Ian Wilmut - the man who cloned Dolly the sheep - 
earlier this week announced he would drop therapeutic cloning in favour of newer techniques.  

However, both Professor Yamanaka and Professor Thomson argue that it would be premature to halt 
research using conventional therapeutic cloning, also known as somatic cell nuclear transfer.  

“We are still a long way from finding cures or therapies from stem cells, and we don’t know what 
processes will be effective,” Professor Yamanaka said.  

Professor Thomson added that they must study more of the newly made cells, named induced 
pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, to “ensure they do not differ from ES cells in a clinically significant or 
unexpected way, so it’s hardly time to discontinue ES cell research”. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm 

HON HELEN MORTON:  Before the break I had started talking about the rapid pace of developments in 
biotechnology, which the house is debating.  I had indicated that the legislation will have great difficulty keeping 
up, or already is unable to keep up, with the pace of new developments.  Since the Human Reproductive 
Technology Amendment Bill 2007 was introduced to this Parliament, some significant advances in the 
technology have occurred.  A couple of monkeys have been cloned for their embryonic stem cells, and, more 
recently, stem cell scientists in the United Kingdom have put out a discussion paper in the form of a draft bill 
suggesting that they should be allowed to create interspecies embryos.  Australian experts fear that if that process 
were allowed, they would be disadvantaged, and they would press for changes to the federal legislation, which, 
in turn, would flow on to a need for changes at the state level. 

I went on to talk about the amazing breakthrough that was announced last night that scientists can now 
reprogram skin cells to mimic embryonic stem cells.  I do not know if anybody saw this evening’s news, but this 
amazing breakthrough was reported in the TV news bulletins tonight.  This breakthrough makes redundant the 
need for embryonic stem cell research, which is probably the main element of this legislation.  It is the most 
amazing practical example of how legislation is hardly able to keep up with changes that are taking place in 
biotechnology. 

I do not view this legislation as a single, isolated bill or issue; it is a stepping stone.  It is part of an iterative 
approach to the place which scientists eventually want us to get to.  By the use of small steps, an iterative 
approach does not seem as threatening to people, as they are being asked to take only one step more or one step 
more after that.  That approach is a kind of desensitising program for legislators because we are not being asked 
to make the big decision about how far we will go in allowing the technology; we are being asked to make one 
small extra step forward, which desensitises those of us who must deal with the legislation.  The question is not 
how far we should go.  The question is: when and how will we know that we have gone too far?  Will it be too 
late at that stage?  On the basis of the information that we have received overnight and this morning, I say that 
this legislation is already too late.  The legislation is not even appropriate anymore.  It is practically unnecessary 
and redundant.  I was going to raise other reasons why the legislation needed to be considered more carefully, 
but the breakthrough overnight has galvanised a number of things for me.  Elements of this bill have already 
gone too far, and I would like to put the brakes on a couple of areas within this bill.  Last night’s breakthrough 
means that it will be possible to apply those brakes without limiting the potential advances that biotechnology 
offers. 

I will briefly outline the recent history of why this bill is before the house now.  It is only one step in a long, long 
journey.  I will not go back to where it all started or where it is likely to get to.  In April 2002, the Council of 
Australian Governments - which comprises the state, territory and federal governments - agreed to enact 
nationally consistent legislation to regulate human embryo research and ban human cloning.  In 2004, as a result 
of the work that was done after that agreement, WA amended the Human Reproductive Technology Act 1991.  
In 2005, the late John Lockhart, OA, QC reviewed all the reproductive technology acts across the 
Commonwealth and produced what is loosely referred to as the Lockhart report, which was tabled in this 
Parliament in March 2006.  In December 2006, the commonwealth acts were amended by a private member’s 
bill introduced by Senator Kay Patterson, on which there was a lot of debate.  In June 2007, that bill was enacted 
and similar legislation passed in Victoria and New South Wales. 

In WA, the legislation was referred to the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review to 
determine whether it would enable corresponding legislation between state, territory and federal governments.  
That review was undertaken and the committee reported back that the amendments enabled that corresponding 
legislation to be enacted.  Nobody should be under the misapprehension that the committee was in any way 
suggesting that the policy of the bill was something that needed to be supported or not supported.  The policy of 
the bill was not the issue and was not discussed by that committee; the committee was merely looking at the 
transportability of the legislation between the state and federal jurisdictions. 
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The Human Reproductive Technology Amendment Bill 2007 continues to prescribe that embryos created by 
fertilising human eggs and sperm can be used only to create pregnancy - the in-vitro fertilisation programs.  I do 
not think anybody would feel concerned about that; I certainly do not.  The bill also allows excess embryos from 
the IVF process to be donated for research under the strict licensing requirements contained within the Human 
Reproductive Technology Act.  As Professor Peter Klinken from the Western Australian Institute for Medical 
Research put it to me, the excess embryos will be used for research instead of being flushed down the toilet.  I 
just thought to myself, “Instead of being flushed away?”  At the time he said that to me, I had a vision of those 
excess embryos, but they were frozen. 

Hon Peter Collier interjected. 

Hon HELEN MORTON:  He basically said that there are excess embryos in the IVF process.  When a couple 
are trying to have a child through that process, they produce more IVF embryos than they need, and they are 
frozen.  At the end of that process, there will be excess embryos.  He said, “What do we do with them?  If they 
are not used for some purpose, they are flushed down the toilet.”  I do not think his choice of words was meant to 
astound me in any way, but they did astound me.  However, I then consoled myself, I suppose, with the thought 
that those embryos were frozen; they were not alive.  I did not really think of them as being alive.  I thought to 
myself that flushing them away was probably the reasonable way to do it.  I do not know what else could be 
done.  However, I then started to think that when they are donated for research, they are not frozen.  They are 
actually reactivated and become live embryos again.  It is through that process of becoming a live embryo that 
they are experimented upon and used for research, and then they are destroyed.  They are allowed to live in that 
state for only 14 days.  The legislation requires that they be destroyed.  I deliberately use that word “destroyed” 
because I cannot make myself say killed.  It does not come naturally to say that, yes, we activate these embryos 
so that they become live embryos for 14 days, and then we kill them because the law requires that to happen.  
The language is much easier if we say that we flush them away and they are destroyed. 

The bill also retains a ban on human cloning for reproductive purposes.  I certainly do not disagree with that.  
However, it allows cloning for therapeutic purposes, for experimentation and for research on live embryos.  
Really and truly, cloning is cloning.  There is no difference between human cloning and therapeutic cloning; it is 
the same thing.  However, once again, a way of desensitising us to what we are talking about is to call it 
therapeutic cloning; therefore, it must be good.  Nevertheless, members should be very clear when we are talking 
about cloning: therapeutic cloning and human cloning are the same thing.  The only difference is that these 
clones are not allowed to be used for reproductive purposes; that is, they are not allowed to be put back into the 
woman’s womb and allowed to grow into a human being.  However, the bill says that we can activate these 
embryos, experiment with them and carry out research on them, and then we must kill them at the end of 14 
days.  Therefore, it allows the creation of live embryos by other means.  I will talk a bit more about some of the 
other means in a minute.  These embryos can be used for research under strict licensing requirements.  The idea 
of having strict licensing requirements is, once again, supposed to make us feel okay about doing something that 
we probably do not feel comfortable about doing.  It is really strict, is it not, when we know that the embryo 
must be killed within 14 days?  That is the law.  The law says, yes, we can create that life, but we must kill it 
within 14 days. 

Then we go a bit further.  This bill allows us to commence going down the track of interspecies embryos.  It 
allows us to test sperm by using them to fertilise animal eggs, or the other way around.  I will talk a little more 
about that later too.  However, I think this is an example of the research taking us too far.  I do not know whether 
anybody is really interested in having research into animal-human hybrids, because that is what we are talking 
about with interspecies embryos.  I do not know how many ways people want to say that, but it is animal-human 
hybrids. 

The bill allows the research to improve the freezing of eggs, which I do not have a problem with, and to develop 
mature eggs from ovarian tissue, allowing infertile women to have children who are genetically related to them.  
It is amazing that this is so important that it is written into the bill.  On the one hand, we have a surrogacy law 
that says that genetic links do not matter; having genetic links to some children and to some parents down the 
track does not matter.  However, we have in front of us a bill that says that developing mature eggs from ovarian 
tissue is important because it allows infertile women to have children who are genetically related to them. 

The bill allows training and research on live embryos that are not fit for implantation.  There is something that 
feels a bit uncomfortable about that for me as well.  The bill goes on to talk quite positively about the national 
information sharing that takes place, the need for tabling of reports and the establishment of a national stem cell 
bank and a national register of excess human reproductive technology embryos donated for research etc.  The 
bill also requires that this legislation be reviewed in three years across the commonwealth.  There are many 
references in the bill to how all the research that we are trying to put in place through this bill will be restricted to 
improving artificial reproductive technology - how and why that has anything to do with therapeutic cloning in 
the same bill beats me - and understanding and treating a wide range of diseases. 
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I will restate how I try to synthesise these issues and come to an ethical position on them.  I want to restate, as I 
did at the time we were talking about the surrogacy legislation, that my starting position on all these matters is 
that ethics must inform the use of technology.  It cannot be the other way around, whereby technology informs 
the ethics, and that ethics are somehow or other in a catch-up mode.  It feels a little like that is happening at the 
moment.  I respect and admire the new and emerging techno-sciences, but I have a deeper respect and admiration 
for what is natural.  My starting point always is to adopt a basic presumption in favour of the natural.  I remain 
committed to seeing these techno-sciences used to repair nature where it fails, rather than to realise an 
impossible outcome through technology - one that could never be achieved in any way naturally. 

In her second reading speech, the minister said that she believes the bill reflects a balance by allowing for some 
future research opportunities under rigorous licensing provisions; that is, meeting some of the needs of the 
researchers, on the one hand, allowing them to take the next step on their journey, while, on the other hand, 
stopping short of allowing total research and experimentation on human embryos.  The bill prevents cloning for 
reproductive use, but, as I have said, it allows it for research.  The bill allows live embryo research, but those 
embryos must be destroyed within 14 days.  The bill bans interspecies embryos, but accepts that when there is a 
need to test the efficacy of sperm so as not to waste precious donated human eggs. 

The minister said that she feels the bill balances social and moral values between, on the one hand, valuing 
human embryos and, on the other hand, valuing research and the need to treat disease and help people to have a 
family.  I say that this is not an issue of balance.  No science that is not ethically responsible is acceptable.  We 
should send a clear message to the scientists of Western Australia that the legislators of WA have drawn a line, 
over which they may not stray.  For me, the debate on this bill boils down to the question of where we draw that 
line.  As I have gone through this bill, already there are some things that I totally support: embryos created by 
fertilised human eggs and human sperm, which can be created only for pregnancy.  Only embryos created in this 
way can be placed in the woman’s womb.  I support that.  That in turn retains a ban on human cloning for 
reproductive purposes.  However, where I start to get very uncomfortable is this need for excess embryos.  How 
do we deal with excess embryos?  Can they be donated for research rather than being flushed away?  I feel very 
uncomfortable about that.  I do not believe I can justify it, even more so given the revelations of the past 24 
hours, because of which that action is not necessary any more.  

Hon Murray Criddle:  What is not necessary?   

Hon HELEN MORTON:  It is not necessary to use embryos in stem cell research.  

Hon Barbara Scott:  You should explain why because some members have not heard why.  

Hon HELEN MORTON:  I will come back to that.  
Even yesterday I was wavering on this particular point, so it is an absolute godsend to me that the bill’s return to 
the Parliament was delayed by 24 hours so that we could receive that last piece of information last night about 
that amazing breakthrough in science.  I am cynical enough to say again that I believe the minister wanted that 
bill brought on in a rush and moved five or six places up the page yesterday so that we would not have had the 
benefit of last night’s revelations before we got to talk about this bill.  

Hon Barbara Scott:  Why are we not finishing the living wills bill?   

Hon HELEN MORTON:  I do not know.  I will go back and explain that new research later.  It is not necessary 
to experiment on live embryos.  I say leave them frozen, do not activate them, experiment on them and then kill 
them; dispose of them.  
I now want to talk a little bit about my understanding of this whole business of stem cells.  I had the benefit of a 
fantastic presentation by Professor Peter Klinken from the Western Australian Institute of Medical Research.  In 
case people do not know, I will give them some fantastic news: he has recently received $200 million for the 
institute to develop a new research facility here in Western Australia.  Western Australia is a leader in this area 
of research.  The funding comprises $100 million from the state and $100 million from the feds.  Professor 
Klinken is incredibly excited about it.  When I said that I had not read about that good news in the newspaper, he 
said that it was given a tiny weenie little square somewhere on page 6 or 7 of The West Australian.  That funding 
is an amazing boost for biotechnology research in Western Australia.  
I am talking about this very much from a layman’s view.  As I understand it, each of our bodies is made up of 
about six million cells.  Stem cells are early cells.  If we put the word “embryonic” in front of “stem cells”, it 
confuses the situation a little, so we will leave embryonic out for the time being.  Stem cells are what I call early 
cells that can be developed into specific tissue.  They can be turned into nerve, liver, muscle, blood, skin cells or 
whatever cells we want to make them into.  An early stem cell is what is referred to as pluripotent in that it can 
be moved into and activated by certain things to become any one of those things.  The particular tissue or cell it 
will become can be determined by whatever is used to activate it.  A decision can be made to make the early cell 
into a nerve, liver, muscle cell etc.  Embryonic stem cells are so young that their identity is unknown.  That is 
why the word embryonic is used.  It does not mean necessarily that it comes from an embryo.  That is the 
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confusing part.  Embryonic stem cells can be obtained from four to seven day old embryos, and they can become 
any form of tissue that eventually is determined.  

On the other hand, adult stem cells are not so young.  When they are taken from tissue, their identity is already 
known.  If we take an adult stem cell - I am putting this in very simplistic terms - from a piece of heart tissue, it 
will be a heart cell, for example.  In fact, Professor Klinken told us that in one of his experiments he was 
developing some heart tissue in this way.  After five days, although it was not visible to the naked eye but could 
be seen on the slide through his microscope, that little bit of microscopic tissue was pumping at the normal pulse 
rate of a heart.  He said that that is what an adult stem cell is - its form has already been determined.  Adult stem 
cells taken from liver can secrete urea after five days.  Adult stem cells are already determined.  

Hon Barbara Scott:  They do not have to come from an adult, do they?   

Hon HELEN MORTON:  They do not have to, but I think they usually do.  They are called multi-potent 
because it is not possible to determine what sort of cell they will become; they are already determined.  Why do 
people want to move in such a full on way into embryonic stem cell research?  The embryonic stem cells come 
from fertilised eggs.  Embryonic stem cells usually come from excess IVF donations.  They are normal cells and, 
therefore, they are limited in how they can assist in understanding the origin of diseases and how to treat them.  

The other problem with embryonic stem cells is that they are not matched to the part of the body where it will be 
eventually placed to assist in some disease process.  Their use brings a lot of problems with rejection.  The 
person on whose body an embryonic stem cell will be used must undergo a regime to ensure that the embryonic 
stem cell is not rejected.  Adult stem cells, on the other hand, are more useful in helping to understand the 
diseases, and are capable of renewal.  They are matched to a patient.  If a person wanted to take one of his own 
adult stem cells from, say, heart tissue and develop it into tissue to repair a heart problem, he would not have 
rejection problems because it would match his tissue.  

If those were the only two types of stem cell research that we had to consider, that would be fine.  The bill does 
not actually make too much difference to that; it is already available.  It makes a difference to what we call 
therapeutic cloning.  Another word for that is the somatic cell nuclear transfer.  It is amazing that we use this 
fantastic title of somatic cell nuclear transfer; it sounds so scientific.  

Hon Murray Criddle:  What does it mean? 

Hon HELEN MORTON:  I will tell members.  It is cloning, but we do not like to use the words “cloning”, 
“therapeutic cloning” or “human cloning” because they provoke awful feelings.  What basically happens with 
therapeutic cloning - I will call it by its real name - is that an unfertilised donor egg is taken from a woman and 
the nucleus is taken out of it, which leaves a shell, as it were, of an egg.  Another nucleus, which might be taken 
from a cell of Hon Murray Criddle, if the process were, for example, being done to improve his liver, is put into 
the egg.  This creates an egg with the full characteristics of the member.  

Hon Murray Criddle:  It will be a good one! 

Hon HELEN MORTON:  It will.  The nucleus from a cell of the patient is added to that egg.  Within three to 
four days, the egg starts to divide into 16 cells and 32 cells and so on.  Those cells continue to divide until they 
create an inner cell mass, which is removed for stem cell culture.  I guess the outer part of the cell is then 
destroyed because it is not really anything.  Stem cells can remain in a laboratory for many years.  They can be 
reproduced with absolute ease in a laboratory.  

If by chance the egg that has the patient’s nucleus added to it were inserted into a woman’s womb, it would 
reproduce to a full child.  If it were able to be placed into a woman’s womb, it would create a direct clone.  That 
is how Dolly the sheep came about.  That is the process for having a direct clone.  The only safeguard in the 
legislation is that it says that people are not allowed to do that and that the embryo must be killed within 14 days.  
Does that make us feel safe and assured that cloning will not occur?  It is not yet possible with therapeutic 
cloning to create a human clone.  No-one has yet achieved it.  When this type of legislation was debated at the 
federal level after the Lockhart report, the position on whether therapeutic cloning should be allowed was not 
unanimous.   

One of the benefits of therapeutic cloning is that the insertion of the patient’s nucleus into an egg gets over the 
problem of rejection; we receive the benefits of an embryonic stem cell without the risk of rejection.  That is why 
people want to go down the track of using therapeutic cloning by putting a nucleus in an unfertilised egg.  Of 
course, the arguments are that it is not a real person that is being used; it is not an embryo and it is different from 
fertilisation through sperm and an egg.  All those discussions that take place help people to justify why we 
should go down this track.   

I want to emphasise a couple of points made by the Australian Stem Cell Centre.  I am very conscious of them.  
The centre has given quite a lot of information.  It stated that therapeutic cloning is permitted in the United 
Kingdom, some states of the United States, Belgium, China, India, Singapore, Israel, Mexico, Russia, South 
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Korea, South Africa, Sweden and Japan.  It is not as though it is not allowed, but I think members will find a 
little later as I am talking that those countries will now be able to say that it is not really necessary to go down 
that track any more.  There is the question of whether the embryo that results from somatic cell nuclear transfer 
is the same as a normal embryo.  There are many arguments.  One is that the structure SCNT creates is 
technically an embryo, but it is not a normal embryo with the same potential for life as a sperm-egg embryo.  
Some scientists argue that an SCNT embryo is in fact not an embryo.  The definition of an embryo is therefore 
quite contentious.   

Some are concerned about the possibility that SCNT could be used to clone humans.  To address this issue, the 
committee recommended that SCNT be allowed in Australia only for the generation of diseased stem cell lines in 
licensed research projects.  It must remain a prohibited and criminal offence, enforced in national legislation and 
mirrored in state legislation, to attempt to achieve a pregnancy using SCNT embryos.  Could women be 
exploited as a result of this amendment?  The Australian community addressed this exact concern in the 1970s 
with the emergence of new in-vitro fertilisation technology.  SCNT does require access to eggs.  The National 
Health and Medical Research Council is currently drafting egg donation guidelines.  There is currently a 
prohibition on the sale of sperm, eggs and embryos, and that will continue.  It is said that women should be given 
the right to donate their eggs if they wish.  Who will donate the eggs?  One source of eggs will be women 
undergoing IVF procedures.  Eggs assessed as unsuitable for fertilisation would be donated for research.  Some 
women who may have a child or relative with an illness may opt to donate eggs to specific research projects.   

Huge organisations are suggesting that we should still go down this track.  Basically, I am saying that I draw the 
line at human cloning for research purposes or for the purposes of therapeutic cloning because it has gone one 
step too far.  There is no way that this process could be justified for the purposes of research after the 
breakthroughs that we heard about last night.  This process can never be justified by someone who adopts a basic 
presumption in favour of the natural.  Fertilising animal eggs with human sperm just to test the efficacy of the 
sperm can never be justified again by someone who adopts a basic presumption in favour of the natural.  The 
process has been suggested as necessary because human eggs are quite scarce and very precious - there are not 
many donors.  Scientists do not wish to waste human eggs on testing the efficacy of sperm.  As a way of getting 
around that, it is considered that we might as well allow sperm to be tested on animal eggs.  I find it a strange 
kind of logic to say that in that way the efficacy of sperm can be tested, because by solving that problem we 
would create a bigger problem.  It is just the beginning of a journey to allow the creation of human and animal 
hybrids.  That one little step on its own, because of the safeguard that has been put in place that it must be killed 
within 14 days and used only to test the efficacy of sperm, is somehow or other enough for us to say that we can 
allow it for that purpose.  Once that is in place, the next time that we have to look at this legislation there will be 
another little step.  People will say that might not be too bad either, but I am saying that it does not even have to 
start because it is not a permissible act and we can say no to this right now.  I think we should.  
I want to talk about why it is so difficult to get human eggs and why there are so few human eggs to use in the 
process.  The term “harvesting” human eggs jars with me.  When I think about harvesting, I think about the 
combine and the seeder and God knows what else!  I will not describe the physical process that one goes through 
to harvest human eggs; I will leave that to members’ imaginations.  Before a woman can have her eggs 
harvested - or before they are produced in such abundance that it is worthwhile having them harvested - she has 
to go through a super-ovulation regime.  She is given higher doses of hormones to produce an abundance of eggs 
and they are then harvested.  I hate the word “harvested”.  A range of subsequent health risks are associated with 
that, such as issues related to fertility and cancer.  Indeed, some people have died after this process.  I will refer 
to that in more detail in a minute.  The process does not come without risk.  The women who make their eggs 
available for harvesting undergo certain risks.  Why are we going down this path when suitable alternatives are 
available?   
We have already heard about the amazing work that is being done in adult stem cell research.  I refer to a speech 
that was given by Peter Kavanagh, MLC for Western Victoria, that reads -  

Professor Alan Mackay-Sim of Brisbane, neuroscientist and researcher and Queenslander of the Year 
for 2003, has said that adult stem cells can do everything that is hoped embryonic stem cells might be 
able to do.  They can be obtained from a range of disease sufferers and can be tweaked into the relevant 
cell type for genetic study and cell testing.  Professor Mackay-Sim considers adult stem cells to be 
superior to embryonic stem cells, because they do not carry the genetic damage caused by the cloning 
process, they do not incorporate mitochondrial DNA, are more easily and cheaply obtained and readily 
multiplied and more stable genetically.   

The potential of adult stem cells alone has rendered the case for cloning, as Professor Mackay-Sim puts 
it, irrelevant and impractical. . . . That potential has been demonstrated by the development of 
treatments or cures for 26 types of cancers, including the brain tumours, medulloblastoma and glioma, 
retinoblastoma, ovarian cancer, the skin cancer . . . carcinoma, testicular cancer, tumours abdominal 
organs lymphoma, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and Hodgkin’s lymphoma.   
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Seventy-three diseases and illnesses are listed as curable or treatable to some extent because of adult stem cell 
research.  The speech continues -  

Each listing has a peer review journal reference.   

He also refers to the options that we do not hear about.  We only ever talk about adult stem cells and embryonic 
stem cells.  There are other options.  The speech continues -  

Umbilical cord blood cells are being used in a host of treatments, and not only by those who have had 
their umbilical cords stored for them, an increasingly popular practice in the United States.   

He talks about the range of cures that can come from that.  The one that I had never heard of until I read this 
speech was amniotic stem cells, which is an even more exciting alternative.  Peter Kavanagh’s speech, which 
was given in May 2007, continues as follows -  

In January of this year, following the passage of the commonwealth legislation, it was announced in the 
United States that research had shown the potential of amniotic cells for medical research and 
treatment.  Amniotic cells are cells taken from the fluid surrounding the foetus in the womb or from the 
placenta, which is normally thrown away following birth.  Embryos do not need to be destroyed to 
obtain these amniotic cells.  People do not need to be harmed and eggs do not need to be harvested.   

The research was widely reported including in Newsweek on 7 January.  The Newsweek article is titled 
‘A new era begins’.   

He goes on to say that amniotic stem cells are pluripotent.  That means that they have the capability of 
developing into any sort of cell.  They are not predetermined and have the same capability as embryonic stem 
cells to become any sort of cell.  The speech states that they are -  

. . . able to transform into fully grown cells representing each of the three major kinds of tissue found in 
the body.   

. . . 

Some of the amniotic cells functioned as they would be expected to in the human body. 

He refers to liver cells secreting urea, an activity otherwise seen exclusively in their natural counterparts.  The 
speech continues -  

Relevant to Parkinson’s disease -  

This is really interesting -  

and other neurological disorders, the laboratory’s nerve cells -  

I am talking about a cell that is five-days old -  

secreted glutamate, a neurotransmitter which is crucial to memory and which helps to form dopamine.  
Tests were also done on mice with a neurodegenerative disease.  These showed that the amniotic cells 
sought out and repopulated damaged areas of the brain.   

Amniotic stem cells multiply quickly and are remarkably long lived.  The laboratory’s cells divided 
more than 250 times.  They are tolerant to low oxygen, which makes it easier to manipulate them . . .   

He goes on to say that amniotic fluid stem cells do not cause the tumours that have been caused by embryonic 
stem cells.  Apparently they provoke very little immune response when implanted, although why that is so is not 
well understood.   

After considering the alternatives, I have to ask: why are we going down this path?  As late as last night there 
was a breakthrough in human stem cell research.  A human embryonic stem cell was made - using the word 
“embryonic” in the context of the earliest of stem cells - without using human eggs or human embryos.  That 
remarkable advance was managed by using a genetically tweaked virus to insert four biological ingredients into 
an ordinary skin cell.  The cell was transformed or reprogrammed into a cell that resembles an embryonic stem 
cell that is able to turn into any tissue in the human body from the heart to the brain.  That is an amazing 
breakthrough.  Even before this bill has been fully debated, it is redundant.   

I also wish to bring to people’s attention the issue of language and the fact that we do not seem to be able to talk 
about embryos, to talk about killing as killing and cloning as cloning, or to talk about cloning as the genetic 
modification of human beings, because that is what it is, and that science will give us the ability to make that 
happen.  This bill serves to direct research resources and attention away from what I consider to be the more 
promising and ethically appropriate fields of adult stem cell research, cord blood cell research and the amniotic 
research that I recently referred to.  Given all that, I do not support this bill and I hope that it will be voted down 
at the second reading. 
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HON BARBARA SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [8.20 pm]:  I rise to register some comments on the Human 
Reproductive Technology Amendment Bill 2007.  I endorse many of Hon Helen Morton’s comments this 
evening.  I congratulate her for enunciating her views very clearly to the Parliament in a way that shows not only 
the intellectual rigour of her medical background but also her empathy and compassion.   

Clause 4 on page 2 of this bill will amend the long title of the Human Reproductive Technology Act 1991 by 
deleting “certain” and inserting instead “embryo and other”.  That is the critical issue that we as legislators must 
look at.  Hon Helen Morton very clearly talked about the embryonic stem cells referred to in this bill.   

In my view, two clear issues are central to this debate.  The first is the hope of therapies versus the moral status 
of the human embryo; this issue has dominated the debate.  The second and equally important issue concerns the 
implications of this bill for women.  In her reply to the second reading speech, Hon Helen Morton alluded briefly 
to the trauma of IVF procedures.  Anyone in this chamber who knows a person who has been through IVF will 
know of the drama cycle after cycle.  Some men in this place may not fully appreciate this situation.  My niece 
was unable to conceive and went through an IVF program for three years.  It was traumatic.  It involved many 
hormonal injections, and highs and lows in relation to the expectation that maybe one day she would fall 
pregnant under that scheme.  Sadly for her, she did not fall pregnant.  However, on the bright side, 10 years later 
she now has two little boys - one aged about four and the other not yet two years old.   

The implications for women of this cloning bill are very important.  At the risk of stating the obvious, human 
cloning requires a continuous supply of women’s ova.  Although we may have dealt with the subject in a jocular 
manner earlier in this evening’s debate - that may be the one way to get the message through to members of this 
chamber - extracting eggs from a woman to create embryos for therapeutic cloning is in other words egg 
harvesting, and both the ethical and real life implications for women of egg harvesting have been treated as a 
side issue.  There is no doubt in my mind that this is probably attributable to the male-dominated biotech 
industry and, to a lesser degree, to male-dominated Parliaments.  These have combined to produce a climate in 
which powerful economic and social forces view the risks to women as a necessary trade-off for scientific 
advance.  Without being deprecating of men, it is difficult for a man to understand that every month a woman 
may produce an egg and that her menstrual cycle may cause hormonally induced changes in behaviour and 
moods that go up and down.  Therefore, I think it important that the women of this Parliament express their 
feelings and views about this bill, because it is only natural that they equate themselves more closely to the 
situation.   

Although I will briefly outline some of the aspects of the moral status of the human embryo issue towards the 
end of my contribution to the second reading debate, I intend to focus on this most important and under-
discussed of issues; that is, the implication for women, including those directly involved, and the fallout for the 
wider community.  I am greatly indebted to an article, from which I borrow liberally, published in June 2007 in 
Reproductive BioMedicine Online.  While preparing this speech in the months leading up to this debate, I found 
so much information was available that it was almost mind-boggling.  The challenge is to restrict the debate in 
the house to the most essential elements of that information.  I have information from Women’s Forum Australia 
and other organisations that have put a lot of time and effort into their attempts to simply explain the issues of a 
very complex but natural life event.  I am very grateful to the article from the Reproductive BioMedicine Online 
ethics, legal, social and counselling website and I seek leave to table the article titled “What about the women?  
Ethical and policy aspects of egg supply for cloning research”.  

Leave granted.  [See paper 3524.] 

Hon BARBARA SCOTT:  The article was written by Dr Katrina George, pictured on the front page of the 
article, who is a lecturer in the School of Law at the University of Western Sydney.  Her main research interests 
are health law and ethics, particularly end-of-life decision making, and feminist approaches to bioethics.  She is a 
director of Women’s Forum Australia and spokesperson for its “Hands Off Our Ovaries!” campaign.  

Since women and their bodies are central to cloning, I contend that the advocates of this research should bear the 
onus of demonstrating that sufficient ova can be sourced without harm to women.  As my speech progresses, it 
will become very clear that the advocates of this research have failed to discharge this onus.   

I turn now to the short-term risks to women of egg harvesting.  An article by Beeson and Lippman, published in 
2006, outlines the health risks associated with the ovulation induction process.  Up to 10 per cent of the women 
who undergo this process experience ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome, or OHSS.  Mr Deputy President (Hon 
Graham Giffard), I am very pleased that you are in the chair tonight for this debate, because not only are you a 
new father, but you are married to a veterinary surgeon.  Therefore, your other half would have a very good 
understanding of the sorts of scientific experiences that a woman would need to undergo during IVF, or that a 
female animal would need to undergo during an IVF or assisted reproduction program, or whatever is done with 
female animals.  More serious symptoms of OHSS may require hospitalisation.  They include unintended 
pregnancy, renal failure, intrauterine polyps, ovarian cysts, thromboembolism, adult respiratory distress and 
haemorrhage from ovarian rupture, and infertility.  OHSS may necessitate the removal of one or both ovaries.  
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The American Society of Reproductive Medicine Practice Committee said in 2003 that the occurrence of these 
more severe symptoms is by no means rare; in other words, it is quite common.   

There have been, of course, some horror stories about the risks associated with OHSS.  This process caused a 22-
year-old Stamford graduate, Calla Papademas, to suffer a massive stoke and brain damage after she had 
commenced egg extraction for a fee of $15 000.  I will repeat that - after she had commenced egg extraction for a 
fee of $15 000.  We are talking about harvesting eggs for money.  In 2005, Temilola Akinbolagbe, aged 33, 
developed pelvic vein thrombosis, which led to cardiac arrest and death just two days after commencing 
treatment for IVF.  The most recent death was unrelated to OHSS or pregnancy and occurred after a 
complication during egg retrieval, causing internal bleeding and renal failure.  The risks of OHSS can be 
minimised by the application of inclusion criteria to women considering egg extraction.  However, there is an 
essential tension between the needs of researchers, and the needs of some at-risk women who should be 
protected by inclusion criteria.  Women under 30 years of age are at particular risk of developing OHSS, yet 
cloning researchers continually say they require young eggs.  According to researchers, women undergoing 
oocyte donation should be less than 35 years of age, and may be even younger.  If women’s health were the 
overriding concern, young women would be advised against inclusion in egg supply programs.  We would 
certainly be deterring young women from entering into these programs.  Recent reports suggest that ovulation 
induction drugs may also lower the chance of achieving pregnancy, risking chromosomal damage to more than 
half the eggs in a woman’s ovaries.   

The long-term health risks are more difficult to pin down.  One of the most striking facts about IVF is just how 
little is known with certainty about the long-term health outcomes for the women who undergo this procedure.  
This was the conclusion of the most recent assessment of the medical risks of egg extraction by the United States 
Institute of Medicine and the National Research Council.  Beeson and Lippman’s review of the long-term health 
studies revealed conflicting conclusions.  Nevertheless, many clinical reports associate infertility treatment with 
ovarian cancer.  Two major studies suggest a link between ovarian stimulation and a high incidence of ovarian 
cancer.  I refer back to some comments that Hon Helen Morton made very clearly: these actions are against 
nature.  We are talking here about stimulating a woman’s ovaries to produce eggs.  The paucity of data on this 
matter must be addressed.  Further research on this matter is, therefore, important and is required urgently.    

I turn now to informed consent.  The lack of knowledge about the health risks has significant implications for 
informed consent.  Women cannot be fully informed if the health risks associated with egg harvesting are 
unknown.  If the risks are not laid out clearly before a woman undergoes this treatment, the woman may enter 
into this treatment without proper information, and therefore without informed consent.  It is not good enough 
for researchers to hide behind this ignorance.  IVF procedures have been conducted for some 30 years now.  
Longitudinal studies are possible and must be undertaken before women can reasonably be asked to consent to 
egg harvesting for research.  There is nothing new in longitudinal studies.  It is important for researchers to keep 
data and to produce longitudinal studies that will provide women with more information.  As it is women who 
are undergoing these forms of medical experimentation, they deserve to have research to support their decisions 
so that they can ensure they make an informed decision. 

Even when risks are known, it seems that women are still not being informed.  The 2006 report of the Human 
Fertilisation and Embryology Authority into the United Kingdom’s fertility sector found that 47 per cent of 
clinics did not meet the expected standards in provision of information to patients, both men and women.  In 
Australia, a 1998 survey of clinics by the National Health and Medical Research Council found that not all 
clinics disclosed key adverse outcomes and tended to downplay the risks.  In 2006, a survey by an independent 
researcher concluded that whether women were adequately informed of the health risks was highly debateable. 

I will move now to the issue of commercial incentives for women entering these procedures.  I alluded to this 
briefly earlier in my speech.  To overcome the reluctance of women to undergo egg harvesting, commercial 
incentives have been suggested.  In the UK, the HFEA has allowed commercial incentives for egg donation, 
dubbed egg sharing.  We have heard a reference tonight to the language surrounding this issue.  Rather than 
commercial incentives for egg donation, we have a phrase “egg sharing”.  Does that not sound nice?  We will 
share our eggs, but for a commercial return. 

The North East England Stem Cell Institute now offers women IVF at a reduced cost in return for their surplus 
eggs for research.  This is from a reference in Nature in 2006.  This is a payment in kind for ova, and the money 
saved would be worth the equivalent of several thousand pounds.  The proposal is also contrary to developments 
in fertility technology that are moving towards natural cycle minimal stimulation IVF, whereby fewer ova are 
retrieved than with standard IVF.  United Kingdom researchers have been at the forefront of demands for 
commercial payments for ova, over and above incentives such as egg sharing and payment of expenses.  In the 
United States, this is routine practice. 

However, does commercial payment relegate egg suppliers to marketable matter for research rather than consider 
them as unique human beings?  Even in the absence of payment, some women who have experienced egg 
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donation describe feeling like a commodity.  In one qualitative study, women used metaphors such as farm 
animals, produce and meat to describe the experience.  One woman, Chris, thought, “I just got the feeling that 
you were second class.  I wondered did they treat everybody that way, or was it just because I was a donor?  I’m 
just the produce stand, like the cow at the market.”  Melanie likened the experience to prostitution.  She said, “I 
definitely wasn’t in charge there.  It was a little like what I would think prostitution would be like.  You’ve 
rented your body out.  You would be prepped and there would be none of the small talk that usually goes on to 
put the patient at ease, and it’s kind of like, ‘Spread your legs, dear; there we go.’  It was like you were some 
kind of prized heifer or something.”  Treating women’s ova as sources of profit risks the further objectification 
of women. 

I will move on now and make a few comments about the Declaration of Helsinki, which states -  

Every medical research project involving human subjects should be preceded by careful assessment of 
predictable risks and burdens in comparison with foreseeable benefits to the subject or to others. . . .  

Physicians should abstain from engaging in research projects involving human subjects unless they are 
confident that the risks involved have been adequately assessed and can be satisfactorily managed. 

That is from the Declaration of Helsinki.  Egg extraction for research offends those principles.  There are 
significant short-term risks and burdens on women, and these are well documented.  At the same time, there has 
been no careful assessment of the long-term health risks of egg extraction.  In comparison, there are no 
foreseeable benefits to the subject herself, and the benefits to future generations are far from certain; yet public 
debate on research cloning is dominated by talk of therapies, cures and the biotech boom, with scant scrutiny of 
the impact on women.  This disparity belies the declaration’s statement that considerations related to the 
wellbeing of the human subject should take precedence over the interests of science and society. 

I would now like members of the chamber to take a little time out to do the maths.  Although this is an appalling 
situation, it becomes truly outrageous when we do a little maths and see how futile the whole process really is.  
Cloning has been described as a wildly inefficient process, often requiring hundreds of eggs to merely attempt to 
produce a single viable clone.  In South Korea, the now discredited Dr Hwang used 2 061 eggs taken from 169 
women and failed to produce a single cloned embryo.  I will repeat those figures because they are rather 
compelling.  He took 2 061 eggs from 169 women and failed to produce a single cloned embryo.  Even if cloning 
eventually develops into a highly efficient technique whereby only one ovum is required for each therapy, it is 
extremely unlikely that sufficient numbers of ova could ever be obtained to make this a reality.  Hundreds of 
thousands of ova would be required to treat just some of the conditions identified by scientists.  In Australia 
alone, one million adults suffer from diabetes, 200 000 suffer from Alzheimer’s disease, and 10 000 suffer from 
spinal cord injuries.  Advocates who promote the potential of embryonic cell transplants to treat these conditions 
must explain how these treatments can ever be achieved when, plainly, there will never be enough human ova. 

I will now spend a few minutes talking about the embryo.  Hon Helen Morton spent quite some time on this.  I 
will spend a few minutes talking about the ethical debate surrounding the moral status of the human embryo.  
This is an area that has been well covered, so I will confine my contribution to quoting some paragraphs from a 
guest editorial in The New York Times.  The writer is Yuval Levin from the Ethics and Public Policy Center.  The 
article, called “A Middle Ground for Stem Cells”, states -  

All of this leaves us confused over just what the debate is about.  It is, to begin with, not about stem cell 
research, any more than an argument about the lethal extraction of livers from Chinese political 
prisoners would be a debate about organ transplantation. 

Let us not kid ourselves that this debate is not all about stem cell research - 

There are ethical and unethical ways to transplant organs, and there are ethical and unethical ways to 
conduct stem cell research.  The question is to which category a particular technique - the destruction of 
living embryos for their cells - belongs.  

The debate is also not about whether there ought to be ethical limits on science.  Everyone agrees there 
should be strict limits when research involves human subjects.  The question is whether embryos 
destroyed for their cells are such human subjects. 

But that does not mean the stem cell debate is about when human life begins.  It is a simple and 
uncontroversial biological fact that a human life begins when an embryo is created.  That embryo is 
human, and it is alive; its human life will last until its death, whether that comes days after conception 
or many decades later surrounded by children and grandchildren.  

One does not need to go far away from this Parliament to have this experience.  In the past few weeks, young 
people who either work in this Parliament or are members have had the experience of an embryo becoming a 
human life and perhaps becoming a baby born or a baby miscarried.  Two or three of the staff in this Parliament 
at the moment are suffering the loss of either a 10-week-old baby or an eight-month-old baby in the womb.  I 
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have no doubt in my mind that for those young people who embark upon the part of their life’s journey that 
involves them wanting to have children, once there is a fertilised embryo in the womb of the woman, that is the 
beginning of their baby.  We hear cries of joy when a young woman says, “I’m pregnant!”  Outwardly there is no 
sign, but the doctor has determined that a live embryo is implanted in her womb and she is pregnant. 

The article continues - 

But the biological fact that a human life begins at conception does not by itself settle the ethical debate.  
The human embryo is a human organism, but is this being - microscopically small, with no self-
awareness and little resemblance to us - a person, with a right to life?  

Many advocates of federal financing for embryo-destructive research begin from a negative answer to 
that question.  They argue that the human embryo is just too small, too unlike us in appearance, or too 
lacking in consciousness or sensitivity to pain or other critical mental capacity to be granted a place in 
the human family.  But surely America has learned the hard way not to assign human worth by 
appearances. And surely we would not deny those who have lost some mental faculties the right to be 
regarded with respect and protected from harm.  Why should we deny it to those whose faculties are 
still developing?  

At its heart, then, when the biology and politics have been stipulated away, the stem cell debate is not 
about when human life begins but about whether every human life is equal.  

Or unique - 

The circumstances of the embryo outside the body of a mother put that question in perhaps the most 
exaggerated form imaginable, but they do not change the question.  

America’s birth charter, the Declaration of Independence, asserts a positive answer to the question, and 
in lieu of an argument offers another assertion: that our equality is self-evident.  But it is not.  Indeed, 
the evidence of nature sometimes makes it very hard to believe that all human beings are equal.  It takes 
a profound moral case to defend the proposition that the youngest and the oldest, the weakest and the 
strongest, all of us, simply by virtue of our common humanity, are in some basic and inalienable way 
equals. 

A policy must be developed that meets that challenge and encourages scientists to pursue the cells they seek 
without destroying life.  Scientific advances in the past two years suggest that this can be done, that pluripotent 
cells can be developed without harming human embryos and that stem cell science and ethics can be reconciled. 

Hon Helen Morton has talked much tonight about pluripotent stem cells and alternative sources for stem cells, 
such as umbilical cord blood.  In this town, Rotary Australia funds, supports and promotes an umbilical cord 
blood bank, and we know that adult stem cells are present in the amniotic fluid that surrounds the womb.  If the 
first and simplest test of devotion to human equality and dignity in the age of biotechnology cannot be passed, 
society has little chance of meeting the far more difficult challenges to come.  Biomedical science can offer 
tremendous benefits, but only if we make sure that they do not come at the cost of our highest ideals. 

I conclude my remarks this evening on some comments taken from a speech made in federal Parliament by 
Senator Alan Eggleston.  I quote from his speech - 

I strongly believe that we have got a long way ahead of ourselves on this matter of stem cell research 
and of the potential of stem cells being used for treatments. The best thing we could do is stop and take 
a deep breath and realistically appraise where we really are at with stem cell research and where we are 
going. Today in the Senate we have before us a bill which would take the boundaries of stem cell 
research out much further than what was previously regarded as wise by permitting therapeutic cloning 
and the formation of human and animal hybrid embryos. 
. . .  

In my view, it is time that we as legislators of Australia called a halt to the false air of urgency 
surrounding this debate and gave ourselves time to consider more carefully the implications of this 
legislation. 

I offer members, as confirmation of Senator Eggleston’s statement, the fact that not one clinic in WA has applied 
for a licence as a result of the legislation we passed four years ago.  I therefore urge members to take a breath 
and put this legislation aside so that Western Australia will be known as the state that entered the biotechnology 
age without abandoning the highest ideals, the dignity of women and the fundamental equality of humanity.  In 
light of the fact that research became available just last night, as indicated in the newspapers today, there is a rich 
source of stem cells available from other sources that were not dreamt of.  

Those words of caution from Senator Alan Eggleston become more and more compelling. I repeat them as my 
final statement - 
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In my view, it is time that we as legislators of Australia called a halt to the false air of urgency 
surrounding this debate and gave ourselves time to consider more carefully the implications of this 
legislation. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich (Minister for Local Government). 

MOORING AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 2007 - DISALLOWANCE 
Motion 

Pursuant to standing order 152(b), the following motion by Hon Simon O’Brien was moved pro forma on 
27 September 2007 -   

That the Mooring Amendment Regulations 2007, published in the Government Gazette on 12 June 2007 
and tabled in the Legislative Council on 27 June 2007 under the Shipping and Pilotage Act 1967, be and 
are hereby disallowed.  

HON SIMON O’BRIEN (South Metropolitan) [9.01 pm]:  The motion of which I have given notice has been 
moved, of course, pro forma under our standing orders, so it is a live item that must be put to the vote before we 
adjourn today.  I thank the government for bringing on this matter for debate.   

The not-for-profit organisation Boating WA raised its concerns with me, as I shall outline shortly, and asked for 
assistance in seeking to have defeated this fee increase for mooring licences.  At the very least, it wanted its 
concerns raised, even if the house did not find it in its collective view to disallow the regulations, which have 
been in force for five months or so.  I wish to proceed with this motion to disallow.  At the outset I say that it is a 
pity that quite often these matters are decided in the way that we are now proceeding.  I sometimes think it is a 
pity that we cannot consider these matters in a Committee of the Whole House, which would then report to the 
house in the usual way.  I will outline the issues and concerns; the government representative will then stand and, 
presumably, deliver the government’s position, which will probably be derived from a blurb from the 
department’s spin, adjusted by the minister’s office.  Unfortunately, such a response will probably not address 
the specific points that need to be acknowledged as part of the debate.  That is how it might pan out.  We have 
seen that happen in the past.  Is it possible, Mr Deputy President, for the house to go into a Committee of the 
Whole House so that we can have a two-way debate?   

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon George Cash):  The problem we have now is that this is a substantive 
motion, which is dealt with in the house as it is now formed.  I cannot see any way in which we can now move 
into committee.  However, if the member continues his remarks, I will look at the standing orders to see whether 
we can accommodate his request.  

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  Now is as good a time as any to raise the matter.  I do not know whether it has been 
canvassed before.  If it is possible, perhaps we can seek leave of the house to allow that.  

The regulations that are the subject of this motion were gazetted on 12 June this year on pages 2725 to 2726 of 
the Government Gazette.  The Mooring Amendment Regulations 2007 amend the Mooring Regulations 1998, 
specifically schedule 2, “Fees”.  The matter of concern that I have is about item 2 of that schedule, which 
increases the annual mooring licence fee from $251.60 to $364.30, including goods and services tax.  This was 
announced via a notice sent to mooring licence holders at the relevant time.  That notice, which was by way of 
an open letter from the Department for Planning and Infrastructure, reads in part - 

2006/2008 FEE INCREASE 

In 2006 consultants were engaged by the Department for Planning and Infrastructure’s (DPI) Marine 
Safety Business Unit to undertake a review of Marine Safety Fees and Charges and to determine the full 
costs associated with providing the services for which the fees are charged.  The review was initiated by 
the Western Australian Government’s directive for agencies to strive towards recovering the full cost of 
providing services.  The Department for Treasury and Finance’s (DTF) Costing and Pricing of 
Government Outputs, Guidelines for Use by Agencies, states that agencies should move towards full 
cost recovery when pricing fees and charges.   
The independent review uncovered that mooring control fees currently being charged are under 
recovering the cost of DPI providing the service.  Accordingly, the consultants recommended the 
annual mooring fee and associated fees, should increase until full cost recovery is achieved.  
Therefore DPI will apply a 44.8% (including CPI) increase, to the annual mooring fee and 24.6% 
increase to related fees from 1 July 2007.  Yearly reviews in the following two years will ensure full 
cost recovery by year three.  A schedule of the new 2007/08 fees is attached for your information.  

This increase of 44.8 per cent is acknowledged to well and truly exceed CPI.  However, that is not all.  The 
notice also tells us that over the next couple of years, boaters should brace themselves for some further large 
increases, presumably so large that the department was not game to include them all in the one bang, although 
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44.8 per cent, as most people would acknowledge, is a pretty big bang for an increase in an ongoing annual 
licence fee.  The sentiments of concern about that were picked up in a letter by a Boating WA member to the 
secretary of that organisation on 13 July.  He said, in part -  

Dear Sir,  

Herewith is a copy of correspondence I received from Dept. of Planning & Infrastructure (Marine 
Section) detailing fee increases for moorings for 2007/2008.   

I cannot understand why such a large increase is necessary as they do not do anything other than supply 
the mooring buoy and collect the fees.  They have no responsibility for mooring maintenance but 
readily advise the plethora of penalties if you do not keep the maintenance up to their requirements.  I 
have moored a yacht continuously on my mooring No 53 Swan River since 1980 without incident and 
am well aware of maintenance requirements.   

I think Boating WA could well look into this new fee structure and maybe achieve some modicum of 
redress. 

Indeed, Boating WA has come to me with that thought very much in mind.   

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Given that there is a pause, Hon Simon O’Brien asked whether it was possible to 
take this motion in committee.  The standing orders provide that the house can resolve itself into a Committee of 
the Whole if it so desires, but that would require this debate to be adjourned to a later stage of this day’s sitting 
and for the Leader of the House to then move that we resolve into a committee to consider the matter and in due 
course report back to the house, which would enable us to continue with the motion.  The facility is there.  
Whether or not this is such an occasion is entirely up to the house.   

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  I thank you for that, Mr Deputy President.  In the first instance I will continue my 
remarks, which will give an opportunity, if the government is agreeable, to follow that course of action.  Given 
the way we are proceeding tonight, I would rather it was done by mutual consent than for me to go down a path 
that the government was not in favour of proceeding with.   

To proceed, the house needs to understand that there has been a significant increase in recent years in the number 
of people involved in recreational boating.  This has highlighted a lack of facilities as the number of boats on the 
coast, particularly in the metropolitan area, continues to grow.  I refer to an article in the Fremantle Gazette of 
2 September this year in which the Boating WA president, Mr Simon Joel, is reported to have made comments. 
[Leave granted for the member’s speech to be continued at a later stage of the sitting.] 
Debate adjourned until a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon Kim Chance (Leader of the House). 

[Continued on page 7478.] 

As to Committee 

On motion by Hon Kim Chance (Leader of the House) resolved -  

That the Council resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole for the purpose of considering the 
Mooring Amendment Regulations 2007 - Disallowance. 

Committee 

The Chairman of Committees (Hon George Cash) in the chair. 

The CHAIRMAN:  I indicate to members that we are in a Committee of the Whole, but we are faced with 
certain time constraints.  Irrespective of the progress made, I will be reporting progress to the house at five 
minutes to 10 o’clock, and not later than 10 o’clock, when the question will be put on this order of the day. 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.  I think the way the house was able to resolve that on the 
run and move forward is a credit to the way in which we do business in this chamber.  I thank the government 
for its cooperation.  It is a bit unusual, but I guess we are breaking new ground and one day Phil Pendal, David 
Black and Harry Phillips will write a book about it!  However, we have a matter to deal with and it will be 
interesting to see if the procedure works a bit better doing it this way. 

I was about to quote some remarks by Simon Joel that were reported in the Fremantle Gazette.  The WA Boating 
president said - 

“Not only is there a chronic shortage of pens but the recent 44 per cent hike in river mooring fees sent 
shockwaves through the boating community.   

“Our members feel they are being completely ignored at a time when they are pouring a huge amount 
into state coffers through fees and taxes, as well as their financial support of the boating industry.  

“Boaties want more pens, more moorings, better services and it’s just not happening.” 
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Even the government recognises that there is a lack of pens, ramps and moorings, particularly in the Perth 
metropolitan area.  It has made projections about future need; indeed, it is working to meet those needs in the 
future.  That is reflected in the draft Perth recreational boating facility study document dated May 2007, of which 
I have a copy of the summary paper.  From my point of view as mover of this disallowance motion and a 
supporter of Boating WA, that is evidence that more needs to be done and evidence that the government also 
recognises the pressure on the system and that more needs to be done.  There is some interesting information at 
part 4 of that paper, which members might like to take on board.  I refer now to the approximate number of 
moorings that we are talking about.  The government refers to two types of moorings, and they are basically 
coastal swing moorings and river swing moorings.  There are 70 coastal swing moorings, according to this 
report, and 350 swing moorings located in the river.  I have noticed that this table gives a total of 450 whereas 
perhaps it should be 420, but either way it gives a feel of what we are talking about, which is a relatively small 
number of units given the size of the population and the number of boats.  By contrast, members might also like 
to note that there are 1 900 coastal boat pens at places such as Hillarys, Fremantle Sailing Club and so on, and 
2 400 river pens in the Swan and Canning river system.  It is my understanding, from reading the principal 
regulations, that the fees that we are discussing this evening relate to the river swing moorings.   

What is the truth of the matter is something that the chamber must come to grips with.  From my observations, 
there is most certainly a problem.  I will describe one of its manifestations in the following way: in relation to 
key facilities, I point out that there are no coastal boating ramps between Woodman Point and Hillarys.  There is 
not a single launching ramp along that 36 kilometres of metropolitan coastline.  We look forward, hopefully, to 
some being provided in the Fremantle district in due course.  What that means for now is that too many boaties 
are competing for too few ramps.  I have even heard reports of ramp rage at overcrowded facilities when boaties 
compete during the two peak times.  Further, there is also a chronic shortage of pens, which has led to further 
adverse developments.  In its publications, the government has acknowledged the shortage of pens and the fact 
that yacht clubs have waiting lists.  Even regulations regarding the transfer of licences specify that transfers 
cannot be taken by private entreaty if there is any waiting list for a similar facility.  The effect of the shortage of 
pens flows on, firstly, to a depressing effect on boat sales, which affects the whole industry.  If people want to 
buy a decent-sized boat, they must have a pen or a mooring, and they are simply not available.  Secondly, that 
has led to a speculation premium on pens, and a black market is almost pushing prices to unrealistic levels for 
many would-be boat owners.  Third, with all that pressure on pens, the knock-on effect is an excessive demand 
for permanent moorings.  That is a demand that the government is struggling to meet.  As I indicated, the number 
of moorings available is relatively small given the vast population of boaties.  Those are the issues with 
permanent moorings.  Of course, there is a further knock-on effect, because casual moorings have become as 
scarce as the proverbial hens’ teeth.  It is a vicious circle.  Without casual moorings, there is the problem of 
people wanting to illegally use other people’s moorings and the like.  There are concerns in the boating industry, 
and understandably so.   

I will summarise some of the comments expressed to me by representatives of Boating Western Australia.  I will 
then sit down so that the parliamentary secretary can respond.  Firstly, mooring licensees have no choice in the 
matter.  Parliament previously decided through its legislation to establish a licensing regime.  That move was 
supported by the opposition.  However, the fact is that mooring licensees do not have any choice.  A person who 
owns a boat needs a mooring; therefore, he must obtain a mooring licence and pay the required fees.  However, 
there is no guarantee of tenure, because if a person exercises his choice to not pay the fees and to not continue 
his licence for a year, he cannot come back and get a licence at a subsequent date.  People are locked in.  They 
must pay the fees regardless; there is no choice.   

Secondly, according to Boating WA, the Department for Planning and Infrastructure purchased a quantity of 
buoys and forced licensees to accept them without consultation.  DPI or its predecessor may have decided to 
purchase those buoys so that they are uniform and recognisable.  However, as has been asked by Boating WA, 
how long does it take to discharge the cost of those buoys, which presumably have been paid for over and again?   

It has also been pointed out that departmental responsibility for moorings ends with the provision of a buoy and 
the granting of a licence.  The licensee himself has responsibility to provide the ground tackle - that is, all the 
other components below the water.  I refer to the block of weight or anchor at the bottom, the chain, rope or 
cable - or whatever it is that connects the block to the buoy.  I am told that there is some evidence that much of 
the mooring ground tackle is in poor condition and dangerous.  Some correspondents have pointed out that high 
winds have often meant that rescue groups have had to go out to recover boats that have come away from their 
moorings.  The Rottnest Island system involves licensees being responsible for their own moorings, which need 
to be surveyed each year.  That cost is reasonable and infinitely cheaper than having rescue groups chasing 
runaway boats and repairing the subsequent damage they create.   

The CHAIRMAN:  Hon Simon O’Brien, at some stage you may wish to pause to enable the parliamentary 
secretary to make some comments.  

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  I will do so in a moment.  
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One thing I would like the parliamentary secretary to comment on is: who has the responsibility for, and, 
therefore, who incurs the cost of, managing this regime of mooring licensing?  Apparently DPI does not have 
any resources to police the buoys.  We are told that it provides a buoy and a patrol service to ensure that the 
wrong person is not using any given licensed buoy.  Frankly, not all boating owners think that that service is 
required.  They would like a substantial service for their $364 rather than what they are getting, or not getting, 
now.   
Fees are imposed by a body remote from the administering agency, which is dictated by Treasury.  The fees do 
not appear to be related to, at least historically, cost recovery.  The increase in fees vastly exceeds the consumer 
price index.  If we allow these regulations to pass, there is the promise of two more years of further steep 
increases.  The boating community is claiming that it is not getting value for money from the mooring licence 
fees, which is simply a bit of paper and a buoy.  It wants to know, if it has to keep forking out that amount of 
money, why it should have to do it.  I will sit down now so that the government can have its say.  

Hon Adele Farina:  Before you do, can you recap specifically what it is you want answers to out of all that?   

The CHAIRMAN:  Hon Simon O’Brien has raised a number of issues.  I wanted some interchange so that we 
could deal with them as we went along.   
Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  Sure.  One normally gets only one bite of the cherry.  
The CHAIRMAN:  I agree.  We are breaking new ground.  

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  The government claims that this measure is about cost recovery; cost recovery for 
what?  The boating fraternity has claimed that it does not receive any services to this value.  The fact that the 
government, which is really good at spending money and raising fees, is spending that much does not mean that 
it is providing that much value.  It is my contention that it has not been demonstrated that such value is being 
provided.  The question of who polices the moorings has also been asked.   

Hon ADELE FARINA:  The new cost structure, as the member outlined, is the result of a comprehensive 
review undertaken on the basis of cost recovery.  It is strictly cost recovery.  That is part of the government’s 
policy requirement by Treasury.  In relation to who polices the moorings, DPI’s marine safety division does that.   
In relation to what is provided from those mooring fees, mooring fees are payable for the privilege of a mooring 
site, and for services that are provided by DPI, such as maintaining the mooring database and ensuring on-water 
compliance.  In addition to a three-monthly audit of the entire Swan-Canning mooring system, marine officers 
carry out weekend and daily compliance patrols to ensure that the positioning of moorings is being maintained.  
The officers check each mooring to verify the position of the mooring.  They also ensure that the maintenance of 
moorings is being undertaken.  Any inadequacies are reported to the licence holder.  This provides a risk-
management benefit to the licence holder, because a lack of maintenance may cause costly repairs to the 
mooring apparatus and vessels.  It is a requirement under the regulations that the licence holder attend to those 
maintenance requirements.  The marine officers also check that the correct vessel is using the mooring.  This 
ensures that the mooring is available for use by the licence holder at all times, and that wrongly sized vessels are 
not using the mooring, because that creates a safety problem.  A wrongly sized vessel may damage the mooring, 
run aground or collide with other vessels, presenting a safety problem.  Repeat offenders are prosecuted for 
issues stemming from illegal use of moorings and related damage to vessels.  The cost recovery also covers fuel 
costs, boat depreciation costs, and overtime because of the hours of operation of the marine officers.  It also 
covers the cost of creating mooring management plans and of infringement processing.  A lot of time is spent in 
dispute negotiations and resolution.  These are the matters that are covered by the mooring fees. 
Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  I thank the parliamentary secretary for that information.  Also contained in the letter 
that was circulated to licence holders was the promise of some further increase in the next couple of years.  I 
appreciate that this is not essential to the debate this evening, because it is asking for a future projection, but is 
the parliamentary secretary able to give some indication of what we can expect? 
Hon ADELE FARINA:  I am sorry, I am not, because the fees have not been finalised.  The fees will be 
reviewed each year to make sure that they are kept in line with cost recovery, and also to assess the 
reasonableness of any further cost increases, depending on the circumstances at the time.  Therefore, I cannot 
give the member an indication at this time.  
Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  I am looking at the Mooring Regulations 1998, schedule 2.  The reprint that I have 
shows a 2005 licence fee of $242.90.  We know from the letter circulated to licence holders that the 2006 fee 
was $251.60.  That is an increase of only about $8, which in ballpark terms is probably not much more than the 
rate of inflation.  The current fee is $364.30, including GST.  That is an increase of about $112.  Would the 
government concede that that is a substantial increase in percentage terms, and that boat owners are entitled to 
ask why this is happening, when they do not see any change in the environment in which they are recreating? 
Hon ADELE FARINA:  I understand the issue.  It is a 44.8 per cent increase, which is a substantial amount.  
However, over the past 10 years, the increases in fees have not kept up with the increases in the consumer price 
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index.  The only exceptions were one year in which the increase in fees was a reasonable amount above the CPI, 
and another year in which it was just slightly above the CPI.  Therefore, we are playing catch-up, because the 
CPI increases have not been imposed in eight of the past 10 years.  That is the situation.  It is a substantial 
increase, but we need to achieve cost recovery.  It is a result of the CPI increase not being applied consistently 
and appropriately over the past 10 years. 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  I think what the parliamentary secretary is saying is that we need to achieve cost 
recovery because Sir Eric in Treasury and Finance has decreed that it shall be so.  I am just doing my back-of-
the-envelope calculations.  Correct me if I am wrong, but I think these increases apply to the 350 river moorings.  
The increase is about $112, including GST.  That makes a grand total of about $36 000 in extra revenue.  Would 
that be about right? 

Hon ADELE FARINA:  I need to correct the answer that I gave previously, because one of my advisers picked 
up that I may not have articulated what I actually meant.  

Hon Simon O’Brien:  That is the benefit of my great idea to deal with this matter in committee! 

Hon ADELE FARINA:  Absolutely!  When I said that the CPI increase was not applied, I meant that the full 
CPI increase was not applied.  I think the member understood what I meant there. 

Hon Simon O’Brien:  Yes, I did understand what you meant there. 

Hon ADELE FARINA:  There is a discrepancy between the member’s figures for total moorings, and my 
figures.  My understanding is that the current number of moorings on the Swan and Canning Rivers, and 
elsewhere along the coast, is about 1 194 - or close to 1 200.  Therefore, there is a discrepancy.  In terms of the 
additional revenue that will be raised as a result of the increase in mooring fees, as I have said, we are playing 
catch-up.  The money that will be raised will go to meet the full cost of the services that are being provided. 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  I thank the parliamentary secretary for correcting those two points.  I must admit I 
was a little surprised - I think I have expressed my surprise in the course of this debate - about the total number 
of moorings that is shown in the document.  Perhaps it is a matter of interpretation.  I had always thought it was 
close to the 1 200 mark as well.  I can go only on what we are given.  Either way, it is not a large sum of money.  
However, other costs are, of course, involved for people who need to do business with the government simply 
because they want to mess about in a boat.  All these costs add up.  When people see a government that routinely 
comes in with $2 billion-plus cash surpluses each year, and they look at the extra fees they have to pay, to the 
tune of 44.8 per cent in this case, the extra stamp duty on motor vehicle registrations, and all the rest of it, I think 
we can understand why they feel imposed upon and think the government is being unnecessarily grasping in this 
respect.  Perhaps that is something that needs to be applied to the whole of government rather than just this 
discrete marine section, which I am sure does a very good job, under sometimes difficult and confrontational 
circumstances.  Nonetheless, it is the political policy makers whom I have in my sights in moving this motion, 
rather than the officers who are employed by the state to carry out that policy.  There may well be other 
comments that the parliamentary secretary and other members wish to make on this matter, but I intend to 
conclude.  I have raised my concerns.  It has been very beneficial to have the advisers at the table and to have 
this two-way exchange.  Who knows?  Perhaps this is a procedure that we can develop that may be useful in the 
future.  The case has been made and I think members are aware of the issues.  I support the disallowance motion 
and I hope that the chamber will support both me and the recreational boating community by doing the same.   

Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  There was talk of full cost recovery.  Is that full cost recovery for transport, 
because there are two distinct consumer price indices?  Are we talking about the average CPI or the transport 
CPI?  There are distinctions between the two, which make a substantial difference.   

Hon ADELE FARINA:  I am informed that it is the Treasury’s CPI number; that is, the all-purpose CPI, not the 
specific transport CPI.   

Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  Can I have an assurance that the amount of appreciation of the CPI, plus goods 
and service tax, as I understand it, is the compensation reaching the figure that we are at now?  Is the calculation 
based on the CPI over those years? 

Hon ADELE FARINA:  The process that we have embarked on envisages that at least one other review is 
required to bring the full cost recovery up to speed.  We are substantially down the track of achieving full cost 
recovery, but we are not quite there yet.  Therefore, we anticipate there will be at least one other review and 
assessment; it may take two more reviews. 

Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  Over what period will those assessments be made?  I am trying to establish when 
all this will stop and we will have only an appreciation of CPI year in, year out. 

Hon ADELE FARINA:  It is anticipated that the next review will take place in time for consideration in the 
next budget round.   
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Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  From that point on, would we have the CPI increase, which would be a natural 
appreciation of the fees? 

Hon ADELE FARINA:  Certainly, that is what we anticipate.  However, there may be one further review that is 
needed to get us to that point.  Obviously, a decision needs to be made at each review period about how much we 
want to increase the fees and whether we want to step it out in two stages or do it all in one hit to bring it fully up 
to cost recovery.  Therefore, as I explained earlier, there will definitely be one more review that will happen in 
time for the next budget round, and once we have the outcome of that review, obviously, a decision will need to 
be made about whether we implement the outcome of that review in one hit or whether we stage that. 

Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  I am still trying to establish when this will all stop.  What will be the figure that is 
reached before further cost appreciation is based only on CPI?  In other words, I want to know when the ceiling 
will be reached and then, from that ceiling, CPI is implemented. 

Hon ADELE FARINA:  The ceiling will be set at the point we obtain full cost recovery.  As I said, a number of 
considerations need to be made.  I will not make those considerations; the minister and cabinet will.  I cannot tell 
the honourable member with any certainty whether as a result of the next review they will make a decision to 
implement that full cost recovery in one hit or whether it will be staged.  Therefore, I cannot give the honourable 
member a definite answer about the time frame.  I can tell the honourable member that the objective is to get to 
full cost recovery, so the ceiling will be at full cost recovery, and then there will be CPI increases beyond that 
point. 

Hon MURRAY CRIDDLE:  When we talk about “full cost recovery”, I always get worried because it is easy to 
add things from outside to come to a conclusion.  What we do not want to see is another cost put upon the cost 
we have.  Therefore, the parliamentary secretary can see why I want some sort of ceiling figure arrived at. 

Hon ADELE FARINA:  I understand the point that the honourable member is making and I wish I could give 
him a definite answer; unfortunately, I cannot.  What I can tell the honourable member is that Treasury has 
guidelines in place for full cost recovery and we are applying those guidelines rigidly. 

Question put and a division taken with the following result - 
Ayes (13) 

Hon George Cash Hon Donna Faragher Hon Robyn McSweeney Hon Bruce Donaldson (Teller) 
Hon Peter Collier Hon Anthony Fels Hon Norman Moore  
Hon Murray Criddle Hon Nigel Hallett Hon Helen Morton  
Hon Brian Ellis Hon Ray Halligan Hon Simon O’Brien  

 

Noes (13) 

Hon Matt Benson-Lidholm Hon Sue Ellery Hon Sheila Mills Hon Ed Dermer (Teller) 
Hon Vincent Catania Hon Adele Farina Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich  
Hon Kim Chance Hon Graham Giffard Hon Ken Travers  
Hon Kate Doust Hon Paul Llewellyn Hon Giz Watson  

 

            

Pairs 

 Hon Barry House Hon Shelley Archer 
 Hon Ken Baston Hon Jon Ford 
 Hon Barbara Scott Hon Sally Talbot 

 

Question thus negatived. 

Report 

Resolution reported, and report adopted, on motion by Hon Adele Farina (Parliamentary Secretary). 

Motion 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Ken Travers):  My understanding is that there is a requirement that we 
again put the question to the whole house on the motion to disallow.  The question is that the motion moved by 
Hon Simon O’Brien be agreed to. 

Question put and negatived. 
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MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS BILL 2006 
Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Adele Farina (Parliamentary Secretary), read a first 
time. 

Second Reading 

HON ADELE FARINA (South West - Parliamentary Secretary) [9.52 pm]:  I move - 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

This bill provides a framework for the registration of persons as medical practitioners and for the regulation of 
the practice of medicine.  The bill repeals the Medical Act 1894 and replaces it with a modern registration 
scheme to ensure that only properly qualified and competent persons are registered to practise medicine and to 
regulate the practice by those persons for the purpose of protecting consumers of health services in Western 
Australia. 
The existing Medical Act is one of the oldest statutes on the Western Australian statute book, with antecedents in 
the laws of England.  It has long been recognised that the outmoded structure and much of the content of the 
Medical Act require reform.  A review of the Medical Act was conducted between 1991 and 1993.  The review 
produced a series of recommendations dealing with the Medical Board, the regulation of corporate bodies 
involved in the provision of medical services, and reform of the disciplinary provisions.  The recommendations 
of this review did not proceed to legislative amendment.  In 1994, major changes were made to the provisions 
setting out the registration requirements for medical practitioners to bring Western Australia into line with 
nationally agreed registration standards for medical practitioners. 
A second review of the Medical Act commenced in 1997, and was undertaken by a working party chaired by 
Professor Bryant Stokes.  The final report provided a comprehensive set of recommendations for the reform of 
the regulation of medical practice in Western Australia.  The recommendations of that review form the basis of 
the Medical Practitioners Bill 2006. 
The bill is largely a modernisation of the Medical Act 1894.  The provisions in the bill are modelled on the 
provisions in bills relating to the regulation of other health professionals, although with significant differences to 
reflect the recommendations of the 2001 review. 

One of the key changes to the Medical Act is the processes for disciplinary, competency and impairment matters.  
In 2004, amendments were made to the Medical Act to provide for more serious complaints about medical 
practitioners to be heard by the State Administrative Tribunal.  The bill provides for a continued role for SAT in 
disciplinary proceedings against medical practitioners, rather than for the establishment of a specialist medical 
tribunal, as envisaged by the 2001 review.  What constitutes disciplinary matters is comprehensively provided 
for.  The Medical Board - the board - receives complaints and has the power to deal with less serious matters.  
All serious matters will be dealt with under the jurisdiction of the State Administrative Tribunal.  Medical 
students may be subject to impairment proceedings in respect of their involvement in clinical practice at the 
request of the dean of the medical school that the students attend. 
The bill allows for a graduated and targeted response to concerns about a medical practitioner.  Initially, 
complaints will be considered by a complaints assessment committee, which will make recommendations to the 
board about the ongoing management of the complaint.  If there is a risk of imminent harm or injury, the board 
can suspend a doctor’s registration for a period of up to 30 days and refer the matter immediately to SAT. 
Disciplinary and competency matters are referred to a professional standards committee for further investigation.  
An assessor may be appointed to assess the clinical competence of a doctor and to provide a report to the 
committee.  An investigator may be appointed with powers to allow him or her to fully investigate disciplinary 
matters and report to the committee. 
Impairment matters are referred to an impairment review committee, and a doctor may be required to undergo a 
medical examination to assess the effect of any impairment on the ability of the practitioner to safely practise 
medicine.  Providing for separate processes for responding to concerns about a doctor’s health status or 
competence issues is intended to encourage the board to address concerns at an early stage so that later 
disciplinary intervention may not be required.  A range of responses are available to the board and SAT in 
dealing with a complaint about a practitioner, with the focus on ensuring the safe and competent practise of 
medicine.  Conditions may be placed on registration to provide for supervision or ongoing treatment and 
monitoring of a medical practitioner.  In more serious cases, a practitioner’s registration may be suspended or 
cancelled, or he or she may be fined up to $25 000. 
The bill provides for offences including practising medicine or using the title “medical practitioner” or a 
specialist title if not registered; failure to comply with disciplinary action; and providing false and misleading 
information.  There are also offences relating to advertising of medical services, exerting undue influence on the 
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practice of a medical practitioner, or giving or receiving payment for referring patients to a particular health 
service or medical practitioner.  
The Medical Board established under this bill will replace the Medical Board established under the Medical Act.  
The new Medical Board will continue to administer the scheme of registration for medical practitioners and to 
carry out other functions, including handling complaints about medical practitioners and providing advice, 
monitoring and support in relation to various aspects of education and research connected with medicine. 

The membership of the board will include eight medical practitioners, one of whom is to be a member of the 
academic staff of a medical school and one of whom is working in the public health system.  There will also be a 
legal representative, two consumer representatives and a representative from the Department of Consumer and 
Employment Protection.  The board will also have the power to establish a complaints assessment committee, an 
impairment review committee, a professional standards committee and any other committee it requires to assist 
in performing its functions.   

Part 4 governs the registration of medical practitioners and provides that registration confers on a person the 
right to practise medicine under the title of medical practitioner.  The categories of registration are effectively 
the same as those provided for in the Medical Act, with additional provisions for the registration of specialists.  
The board can require professional indemnity coverage as a condition of registration.  The capacity of the 
board to take a more proactive role in monitoring the competence of practitioners is improved through the 
renewal of registration procedures and the requirement for details of professional development activities 
undertaken to be provided to the board in connection with a renewal application.   

Medical practitioners who have general or specialist registration under corresponding laws in another state or 
territory will be taken to be registered in Western Australia.  Corresponding laws are to be prescribed when 
other jurisdictions have legislation that provides for portability of WA registrants  The portability scheme is 
not available for categories of conditional registration such as overseas-trained doctors working in areas of 
unmet need or as general practitioners under the rural and remote scheme.  Corporate providers of medical 
services will be required to notify the board that they are employing medical practitioners to provide medical 
services and may be prohibited from providing health services if they have been convicted of certain offences.  
This provides a clear focus on the undesirability of corporate providers interfering in the clinical practice of 
medical practitioners.   

A lot has changed since 1894; however, the basic premise of restricting medical practice to those with suitable 
qualifications has remained constant and there continues to be debate about the requirements for registration, in 
particular where training and qualifications have been obtained in other jurisdictions.  The level of control that 
legislation imposes on registered practitioners has also remained an important issue over the years.  The 
Medical Practitioners Bill 2006 continues a long history of regulation of medical practitioners and provides for a 
modern registration scheme that reflects the need for the public to be confident in the regulation of the practice 
of medicine and the training and skills of medical practitioners.  I commend the bill to the house. 

Debate adjourned and bill referred to the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review, 
pursuant to standing orders. 

CROSS-BORDER JUSTICE BILL 2007 
Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Adele Farina (Parliamentary Secretary), read a first 
time. 

Second Reading 

HON ADELE FARINA (South West - Parliamentary Secretary) [10.02 pm]:  I move - 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

In June 2003, some 50 people met in Alice Springs for the Ngaanyatjarra Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands 
Tri-jurisdictional Justice Initiatives Roundtable.  Those present included members of the Ngaanyatjarra 
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Women’s Council, magistrates, senior police, court administrators, community 
corrections officers, lawyers and others with an interest in doing something to address the deleterious effects of 
domestic violence, child abuse, sexual abuse, substance abuse and other forms of offending behaviour on 
communities in the remote region where the borders of Western Australia, South Australia and the Northern 
Territory meet.  In response to the serious problems identified at the roundtable and the obvious need for 
something to be done about them, the governments of this state, South Australia and the Northern Territory 
initiated the cross-border justice project.  This has culminated in the bill now before the house.  

The Cross-border Justice Bill 2007 is one of the most innovative legislative responses to a profound community 
problem that we have seen in this country.  Essentially, this bill seeks to break down the barriers that the borders 
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create in the administration of justice in the cross-border region.  The roundtable in Alice Springs was told that 
“borders are seen as whitefella constructs and it is often difficult for governments to understand this reality”; the 
reality being that the communities, which have for centuries lived in this region, and well before these artificial 
borders were created, live in and move about the region according to their own long-standing traditions and 
customs.  However, government services have until now been framed around the borders, rather than the needs 
of the communities they are intended to serve.  The borders also serve to protect wrongdoers, who are able to use 
them to evade police and the justice system.  This further undermines the safety of communities in the region.  

In November 2006, the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare released its report “Family violence among 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples”.  This report provided data for 2002 showing different 
experiences and attitudes to community safety between those Indigenous people living in remote regions and 
those living in non-remote regions.  A total of 41 per cent of Indigenous people living in remote areas reported 
that assault was a neighbourhood or community problem, compared with 12 per cent of those living in non-
remote areas.  Of Indigenous people living in remote areas, 17 per cent considered sexual assault and 41 per cent 
considered family violence to be community problems; the comparable figures for non-remote areas were five 
per cent and 14 per cent respectively.  Added to this, 30 per cent of Indigenous people in remote areas had been 
witness to violence, and 17 per cent had experienced violent crime or abuse.  In comparison, 10 per cent of 
Indigenous people in non-remote areas had witnessed violence and nine per cent had experienced violent crime 
or abuse.  Clearly, the experiences of Indigenous people in remote communities demands that governments act to 
ensure that the victims of crime in these communities are afforded much more protection by the justice system 
than is currently the case.  The government has already recognised the need to take action through, for example, 
the new multifunction police facilities in remote areas and the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Community Court.  These 
very worthwhile initiatives, however, do not deal with the problems created by the existence of the state and 
territory borders; the Cross-border Justice Bill does.  
This bill will enable Western Australia to participate in cross-border justice schemes in conjunction with South 
Australia and the Northern Territory.  For cross-border schemes to operate, it will be necessary for each 
jurisdiction to have corresponding laws.  Therefore, the Cross-border Justice Bill will also serve as a model to be 
followed by the governments of South Australia and the Northern Territory in enacting their own cross-border 
legislation.  These three jurisdictions have collaborated at all levels to create the legislative and administrative 
frameworks that will allow their justice systems to operate much more freely across the borders.  Cross-border 
justice schemes will involve police, magistrates, fines enforcement agencies, community corrections officers and 
prisons of one jurisdiction being able to deal with offences that may have been committed in one of the other 
participating jurisdictions.  This is best illustrated by example: a person alleged to have committed an offence in 
Western Australia is arrested in South Australia by police officers of that state exercising Western Australian 
powers of arrest; the person is brought before the most convenient court, which happens to be in Alice Springs, 
where a Northern Territory magistrate sitting as a cross-border magistrate of Western Australia is able to deal 
with the matter; the magistrate tries the case applying the criminal law, laws of evidence, court procedure and 
sentencing regimes of Western Australia; and if the person is found guilty, he or she could be given a 
community-based sentence under Western Australian law, which could be supervised by a community 
corrections officer of any one of the three participating jurisdictions, or receive a custodial sentence, which could 
be served in a prison of any one of the three participating jurisdictions, whichever proves to be the most 
expedient.  
The Cross-border Justice Bill will allow multiple cross-border schemes to operate.  Each scheme would focus on 
a prescribed region.  The inaugural cross-border justice scheme will focus on the cross-border region in Central 
Australia where the boundaries of Western Australia, South Australia and the Northern Territory intersect.  
However, under this bill, additional cross-border schemes could be introduced for the region along the border 
between the Northern Territory and the Kimberley region of Western Australia, or for the Western Australian-
South Australian border region on the Nullarbor Plain.   
The Cross-border Justice Bill requires that certain criteria be met before a matter can be dealt with as a cross-
border matter.  This is to ensure that this radical change, whereby Western Australia will allow the laws of South 
Australia and the Northern Territory to apply within its borders, is restricted to those occasions when this is 
warranted in the interests of the administration of justice.  Western Australia is not dismantling its borders but is 
selectively relaxing the rigidity with which they are enforced.  A matter will fall within the scope of a cross-
border justice scheme only if the offence is connected to the relevant cross-border region.  The criteria that will 
determine whether there is a connection are: the alleged offence occurred in the cross-border region; the alleged 
offender was arrested in the cross-border region; or the alleged offender normally resided in the cross-border 
region at the time of arrest or of the alleged offence.  The factor that will determine which jurisdiction’s laws 
will apply to an alleged offence will be the location where the alleged offence occurred; that is, if a person is 
arrested in the Northern Territory and charged with an offence alleged to have been committed in Western 
Australia, the Western Australian laws of apprehension, court procedure, criminal liability and sentencing would 
be applied. 
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An important limitation on this bill is that it will apply only to matters that can be dealt with in the Magistrates 
Court jurisdiction.  This includes matters that fall within its summary jurisdiction and those aspects of indictable 
offences that magistrates are able to deal with, such as bail hearings.  Under this approach, the courts will still be 
able to deal with much of the offending behaviour in the cross-border regions.  It remains preferable, however, 
that the more serious offences alleged to have been committed in Western Australia continue to be dealt with by 
the higher courts of this state.   

Generally, the Cross-border Justice Bill does not create new laws for the administration of justice; rather, it 
simply allows existing laws to be applied in other jurisdictions and allows the laws of those other jurisdictions to 
be applied in Western Australia.  For example, each jurisdiction will appoint magistrates of the other 
participating jurisdictions to their own magistracy through their own legislation governing the appointment of 
magistrates.  Magistrates of South Australia and the Northern Territory will be appointed as Western Australian 
magistrates under the relevant provisions of the Magistrates Court Act 2004 and the Children’s Court of Western 
Australia Act 1988 to administer justice under the cross-border scheme.  Convicted offenders will be sentenced 
according to the law of the jurisdiction where the offence occurred; however, the sentence will travel with the 
offender; that is, a person convicted of a South Australian offence but serving a custodial sentence in Western 
Australia will serve the sentence as if that person were in South Australia.   

The one area in which there is a change to the substantive law is that of fines enforcement.  This bill will allow a 
fine imposed under the law of one jurisdiction to be enforced against property located in any one of the other 
participating jurisdictions.  This is because once a fine is transferred from one jurisdiction’s fines enforcement 
agency to that of another, the receiving agency can enforce the fine as if it were a fine of that jurisdiction.  If the 
offender’s property is located in one of the other participating jurisdictions, this can be accessed for the purpose 
of enforcing the fine.   

These are just some examples of how the Cross-border Justice Bill will create a much more effective system of 
justice administration in the cross-border regions.  To date, the only law that has dealt with the apprehension of 
alleged offenders and brought them before a court has been the commonwealth Service and Execution of Process 
Act 1992.  Under that act, if a police officer has arrested a person in connection with an offence alleged to have 
occurred in another state or territory, the police officer must bring the person before a magistrate in the state or 
territory where the arrest occurred.  The magistrate, however, has hitherto had the option to remand the person to 
come before a court only in the jurisdiction of the alleged offence.  The person would then be admitted to bail or 
taken into custody to appear in that jurisdiction.  The magistrate has had no power to deal with the matter to 
finality.   

For the Cross-border Justice Bill of this state and those of the Northern Territory and South Australia to take 
effect, it will be necessary for the Service and Execution of Process Act to be amended.  The commonwealth has 
also embraced the concept of cross-border justice and has announced its intention to make the necessary 
amendments.  The Attorneys General of the Northern Territory and South Australia have also supported the bill, 
as have the WA Minister for Police and Emergency Services and the Minister for Corrective Services.  A 
tremendous amount of work has also been undertaken by the relevant government departments in creating the 
legislative framework and in negotiating the details that will make this important initiative work at the 
operational level.  There has also been overwhelming support from the judiciary. 

Finally and most importantly, the NPY Women’s Council must be acknowledged and congratulated for its role 
in the instigation of this reform package.  I commend the bill to the house. 

Debate adjourned and bill referred to the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review, 
pursuant to standing orders. 

LEGAL PROFESSION BILL 2007 
Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Sue Ellery (Minister for Child Protection), read a 
first time. 

Second Reading 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan - Minister for Child Protection) [10.14 pm]:  I move - 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

The Legal Profession Bill 2007 completes the legislative reform that the Parliament commenced when it enacted 
the Legal Practice Act 2003.  At the time, the Legal Practice Act put Western Australia at the forefront of 
national reforms by allowing the formation of incorporated legal practices and multidisciplinary partnerships.  It 
also brought Western Australia into the national practising certificate scheme and, for the first time, regulated 
foreign lawyers who practise foreign law in Western Australia.  Since then, Western Australia has contributed to 
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further reform of the regulation of the legal profession through its participation in the development of the 
national model bill on the legal profession.  The national model bill was first publicly released on 4 May 2004, 
and the Attorney General signed a memorandum of understanding committing Western Australia to adopting the 
provisions of the national model bill.  This commitment will be met through the enactment of the bill currently 
before the house. 
The need for a national approach to regulation is in recognition that the legal profession and legal services sector 
are increasingly adopting a national outlook.  The major national law firms are well represented in Western 
Australia, and some local firms have offices or affiliations in other jurisdictions.  Although there will always 
remain smaller firms and practices that operate solely in this state, serving the needs of a particular town or 
suburban area, the regulation of the legal profession must be undertaken in a way that is sufficiently flexible to 
balance the requirements of small, local firms and larger, national firms.  The Legal Profession Bill achieves this. 

The Legal Practice Act did not deal in substance in areas such as costs, admission, reservation of legal work, 
trust accounts, fidelity funds and complaints and discipline.  This was in keeping with various recommendations 
of the 2002 national competition policy review of the Legal Practitioners Act 1893 and related legislation that 
reform in these areas be delayed until such time as a national approach had been determined.  This outcome has 
now been achieved through the national model bill.  The Legal Profession Bill deals with all these areas of 
regulation and updates the provisions in relation to ILPs, MDPs, foreign lawyers and practising certificates.   

The Legal Profession Bill follows the structure of the national model bill.  Members will see that this bill is a 
substantially larger piece of legislation than the Legal Practice Act.  This in part reflects the different drafting 
style that has been adopted but, more importantly, it reflects the fact that in an age in which legal practitioners 
and their firms increasingly practise across state and territory borders, a more complex regulatory framework is 
required.  For example, there are many provisions in the bill that will serve to allow Western Australian 
regulatory bodies to exchange information with and refer matters to their interstate counterparts.   

The provisions of the national model bill are classified as follows: core uniform - a mandatory provision 
requiring textual uniformity; core non-uniform - a mandatory provision not requiring textual uniformity; and 
non-core - an optional provision.  Because of the commitment to implement all core provisions - uniform and 
non-uniform - Western Australia has been required, on occasion, to follow some provisions that run counter to 
its preferred policy position.  For example, in defining where a practice receives instructions from a client, the 
national model bill uses the location of the practitioner as the relevant criterion.  Western Australia would prefer 
to use the location of the client, but this approach was not adopted.   

However, in developing model legislation it is to be expected that all jurisdictions will be required to 
accommodate some non-preferred provisions.  Although the Legal Profession Bill takes a much more 
comprehensive and detailed approach to regulating the legal profession than does the Legal Practice Act, the 
overall character and ethos of the regulatory regime remains unchanged.  Fundamentally, the bill retains the 
emphasis on protecting the interests of clients and the broader public.  The bill sets high standards for legal 
practitioners, but none that is substantially different from those that apply already. 

Nevertheless, there are some innovative changes contained in this bill.  It does, for example, provide for “uplift” 
whereby a client and a legal practitioner can enter into a formal costs agreement that would enable the 
practitioner to charge a higher fee than they would otherwise if there is a successful outcome.  There are 
safeguards such as the 25 per cent cap on the uplift if the matter is of a litigious nature; that is, the uplift fee must 
not exceed 25 per cent of the legal costs otherwise payable.   

The prohibition on contingency fees remains; that is, those fees where the legal practitioner is paid a percentage 
of any award or settlement as their fee.  This is in keeping with the recommendations of the Law Reform 
Commission of Western Australia’s 1999 review of the criminal and civil justice system.   

The bill also recognises that not all clients of legal practitioners require the same level of statutory protection.  
For example, in the area of costs disclosure, it is not necessary for legal practitioners to make the same level of 
disclosures to “sophisticated clients” as to other clients, “sophisticated clients” being public companies, 
government departments and the like.  When the client is, for example, an ordinary person, the law practice is 
required to make a more detailed costs disclosure.   

The bill retains the structural elements of the current regulatory framework; that is, legal practitioners will still 
be admitted to practise in this state by the Supreme Court and will be officers of that court.  The Legal Practice 
Board will continue to be the primary regulator responsible for receiving and assessing applications for 
admission and the issuing of practice certificates.  The Legal Practitioners Complaints Committee will continue 
to handle complaints in the first instance, and those of a more serious nature will continue to be referred to the 
State Administrative Tribunal for determination.   

Until now, the legal contribution trust operated under its own legislation, the Legal Contribution Trust Act 1967.  
This act, however, is to be repealed and its provisions imported into the Legal Profession Bill 2007.  This does 
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not alter the status, role and functions of the trust.  It simply means that all of the legislative provisions 
regulating the legal profession will be found in one act.   

The Legal Profession Bill will also modernise the governance of the system for professional indemnity 
insurance, or PII, for legal practitioners.  It is compulsory for all legal practitioners to hold professional 
indemnity insurance before the Legal Practice Board can issue the practitioner with an annual practising 
certificate.  The Legal Practice Act gives the Law Society of Western Australia the power to make arrangements 
with insurers to provide PII for the legal profession in this state.  The Law Society established Law Mutual (WA) 
to manage and administer this function.  The Legal Practice (Professional Indemnity Insurance) Regulations 
1995 make certain exceptions to the requirement for practitioners to insure through Law Mutual.  These 
exceptions include practitioners who are members of national incorporated legal practices that have taken out 
national insurance.  The Law Society has, however, been concerned that the current system is not the most 
effective way to approach PII.  Alternative models have been considered by the government, and this bill will 
introduce a new regulatory system for professional indemnity insurance.  A special committee of the Law 
Society is to be established, and its membership can be drawn in part from outside the ranks of the Law Society 
and the legal profession - for example, accountants and others with a background in insurance.  Members of the 
committee would be protected from liability.  The Legal Profession Bill provides the necessary legislative 
backing for this reform.   
The Legal Profession Bill again gives Western Australia the opportunity to be at the forefront in providing a 
modern regulatory framework for the legal profession that will safeguard consumers and also allow legal 
practitioners to operate in a more flexible business environment.  The industries fuelling our booming economy 
require the support of an equally robust services sector.  They require legal services to be provided by firms that 
are not hamstrung by outmoded legislation.  The Legal Practice Act commenced the process of reform that has 
allowed Western Australian legal practices to incorporate and, in some instances, become public companies 
listed on the stock exchange.  This innovative approach to business, still subject to appropriate levels of 
regulation, will enable the legal services sector in this state to continue to flourish.  The Legal Profession Bill 
provides further impetus for this process.   

I commend the bill to the house.   

Debate adjourned and bill referred to the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review, 
pursuant to standing orders. 

INHERITANCE (FAMILY AND DEPENDANTS PROVISION) AMENDMENT BILL 2007 
Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Sue Ellery (Minister for Child Protection), read a 
first time. 

Second Reading 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan - Minister for Child Protection) [10.24 pm]:  I move - 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

The Inheritance (Family and Dependants Provision) Amendment Bill will update and modernise the law in 
relation to family provision.  In particular, the bill will enable a claim to be made against a deceased estate by a 
stepchild in two limited circumstances, and where there exists a duty to maintain a stepchild or there is a 
legitimate expectation. 

The law relating to family provision, imported into Australian colonies from English law, has traditionally been 
regarded as a mechanism to override the effect of a deceased person’s testamentary intentions, by way of a will 
or the rules of intestacy, which apply when a person dies not having left a will or an entirely effective will, in 
favour of a group of eligible people on certain grounds.  The mechanism, found in legislation in all Australian 
jurisdictions, is an attempt to address the concern that some testators fail to have regard to commonly 
acknowledged responsibilities when organising the distribution of their estate upon their death or that the 
applicable intestacy rules may, in the circumstances, fail to provide adequately for someone to whom the testator 
owed such responsibilities.  In each Australian jurisdiction other than Victoria, the family provision legislation 
specifies various categories of persons who are entitled to apply for provision out of the estate of the deceased 
person.  Those categories have enlarged over the years to include individuals who would not traditionally have 
been regarded as family members of the deceased person.  In short, family provision legislation enables the court 
to override the deceased individual’s discretion, with a judicial discretion. 

I would like to highlight some of the key changes made by the bill that modernise the law of family provision. 

Stepchildren:  The bill allows for claims by stepchildren in limited circumstances.  These circumstances include 
where the stepchild is being wholly or partly maintained, or entitled to be wholly or partly maintained, 
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immediately before the deceased’s death, and in circumstances in which the deceased had received or was 
entitled to receive property of a value greater than a minimal value - which will be prescribed by regulations - 
from the estate of a natural parent of the stepchild.  An example of the latter is a circumstance in which a child’s 
natural parent remarries and, as is common, the spouses leave all of their estate to each other.  There is an 
understanding that on the death of the survivor of the spouses, the survivor’s stepchild can expect to receive all 
or a substantial part, of the estate that came to the surviving spouse from the child’s natural parent.  For various 
reasons, this understanding may not be adhered to. 

Kinship relationships:  The Western Australian Law Reform Commission published its final report on 
Aboriginal customary law in September 2006, and recommended that the list of persons entitled to claim against 
a testator or intestate estate of an Aboriginal person and Torres Strait Islander be extended to include a person 
who is in a kinship relationship with the deceased that is recognised under the customary law of the deceased and 
who at the time of the deceased’s death is being wholly or partly maintained by the deceased.  This 
recommendation is included in the bill. 

Costs:  In the case of smaller estates, the cost of making an application for family provision is often prohibitive.  
Importantly, the bill requires that proceedings for family provision in relation to smaller deceased estates are to 
be conducted speedily and with as little formality and technicality as is practicable, and thereby reduce costs. 

Undisclosed property:  The bill allows the court to vary a previous court order for family provision if previously 
undisclosed property is discovered and the undisclosed property would have materially affected the result.   

Interim Orders:  The bill allows the court to make interim orders for maintenance pending the final determination 
of the family provision application. 

Probate and Letters of Administration:  It is recognised that there have been difficulties requiring a grant of 
probate for family provision purposes when a person entitled to a grant of probate has refused to take it.  If there 
is no grant of probate there is no-one against whom an application can be made.  The bill allows for 
administration to be granted purely for the purpose of allowing for the making of an application for family 
provision and it can be made to any person who is an eligible person for family provision. 

Evidence:  The bill allows for oral evidence of a person to be considered by the court, for example, a statement 
by the now deceased to another about the potentially disqualifying conduct of an applicant.  In 1991 the Standing 
Committee of Attorneys-General of Australia, SCAG, approved the development of uniform succession laws for 
all Australian states and territories, as there is little consistency between succession laws across the states and 
territories.  The Queensland Law Reform Commission coordinated the project and, in December 1997, the 
national committee comprising representatives from each jurisdiction presented a final report to SCAG on the 
law of family provision.  This report contained a model family provision bill for introduction in each jurisdiction.  
To date this model bill has not been adopted in any state or territory, although the matter is under active 
consideration in New South Wales.  In any event, the benefits contained in the present family provision 
legislation should not be surrendered for the purpose of uniformity alone.  Further, retaining categories of 
applicants and disallowing notional estates will provide more certainty than the model provisions, thereby 
reducing unnecessary litigation. 
In late 2003, the Attorney General established a working group comprising experts in the area drawn from the 
Supreme Court of WA, the legal profession, academia, the Public Trustee’s Office and the independent Bar to 
review the law of succession including family provision.  This bill largely reflects the recommendations of the 
working group.  That working group produced a report resulting in the Wills Amendment Bill, recently passed 
by this Parliament.  It has made recommendations for law reform in the area of intestacy and will report next 
year on administration. 

This bill reforms and modernises the law of family provision in Western Australia.  It will allow for, in limited 
circumstances, claims by stepchildren, recognise kinship relationships in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
culture and will minimise the cost to parties in small estate applications. 

I commend the bill to the house. 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

ACTS AMENDMENT (JUSTICE) BILL 2007 
Receipt and First Reading 

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Sue Ellery (Minister for Child Protection), read a 
first time. 

Second Reading 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan - Minister for Child Protection) [10.32 pm]:  I move - 

That the bill be now read a second time. 
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In 2004 the government introduced a significant package of legislation which radically reformed Western 
Australia’s court system.  The courts reform program was the response of the government to various reform 
recommendations and initiatives proposed by the Law Reform Commission of Western Australia and the court 
and tribunal services division of the Department of the Attorney General. 

In May 2005 the new Magistrates Court became operative as did the eight acts comprising the legislative 
package.  The reform of the Magistrates Court saw the repeal of acts that had been in place for over 100 years, 
such as the Justices Act 1902 and the Local Courts Act 1904.  The total legislative package was also the largest 
single implementation of law reform recommendations to ever occur in this state with 221 recommendations 
implemented.  Because of the magnitude of this change, the Attorney General considered it critical that the 
effectiveness of the legislation be reviewed as soon as was reasonably possible after the new laws came into 
operation.   

In November 2005 the Attorney General commissioned a comprehensive review in order to identify 
opportunities to improve the legislation’s effectiveness.  The review was welcomed and supported by the 
judiciary and stakeholders who contributed to the bill’s development during an extensive consultation process.  
This bill not only progresses the review recommendations but also is a vehicle for proposed amendments to other 
acts that have been recently introduced by this government or are connected to the reform program.  The 
amendments in this bill will improve procedural aspects of existing legislation necessary for the administration 
of justice.  

The bill provides for 104 technical amendments to 29 acts.  The first act to be amended by the bill is the 
Children’s Court of Western Australia Act 1988.  Part 2 of the bill corrects a procedural void in the Children’s 
Court of Western Australia Act 1988 and provides for orders and judgements made in the court’s non-criminal 
jurisdiction to be enforced in accordance with the provisions of the Civil Judgments Enforcement Act 2004.  The 
Civil Judgments Enforcement Act 2004 was part of the 2004 reform package and provides for an efficient, 
flexible and unified system of enforcing civil judgements through courts that has been welcomed by thousands 
of innocent people who were owed money and struggled to recover it from recalcitrant debtors under the old 
outdated laws.   

The Civil Judgments Enforcement Act 2004 is also amended by this bill.  Some minor amendments of a 
housekeeping nature clarify issues relating to enforcement against land, contempt provisions, representation at a 
default inquiry and the procedure for the court to amend orders.  The bill also responds to a concern of the Chief 
Magistrate that in many instances the distance required to be travelled to attend a means inquiry is causing 
hardship for judgement creditors.  To overcome this problem, which affects only the Magistrates Court, the bill 
provides that the court be given authority to conduct the means inquiry in the absence of the judgement creditor 
where the judgement creditor so requests the court prior to the inquiry. 

The proposed amendments found in part 4 of the bill are to streamline procedures in the Commercial Tenancy 
(Retail Shops) Agreements Act 1985 that involve the State Administrative Tribunal and to ensure that the 
tribunal has sufficient powers to resolve all issues relating to commercial tenancies that come before it.  Nothing 
in the State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004 expressly gives the tribunal the power to grant equitable relief, 
especially in the commercial tenancy context.  The president of the State Administrative Tribunal, supported by 
the Chief Justice, believes it would be unfortunate if some of the issues that may arise in respect of a matter that 
otherwise falls squarely within the State Administrative Tribunal’s primary jurisdiction have to be decided 
separately in a separate Supreme Court or District Court proceeding.  This would not be conducive to meeting 
the expectations of parties that the State Administrative Tribunal is a “one stop” decision-making service.  If 
equitable issues can be determined only in the Supreme Court or the District Court, then some proceedings in the 
tribunal may well need to be adjourned indefinitely, or made subject to a determination of one or other of those 
courts.  This is not in the interest of good judicial administration as it will only cause delay in the early 
determination of a proceeding and add to the costs of the parties.  The bill remedies this situation.  

The president of the State Administrative Tribunal has also suggested a range of amendments to other acts that 
will lead to greater efficiency of the tribunal’s operations.  These suggested amendments are reflected not only in 
the State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004 but also in other acts that prescribe a role for the tribunal; namely, 
the Equal Opportunity Act 1984, Guardianship and Administration Act 1990 and Planning and Development Act 
2005. 

An important change to the way the courts pay witnesses and jurors is found in the bill and involves amendments 
to the Evidence Act 1906 and the Juries Act 1957.  Currently, payments are made to witnesses and jurors on the 
basis that the recipients of loss of income payments are responsible for declaring payments in their annual tax 
returns.  Consequently, no tax is withheld nor payment summaries issued.  In May 2006, the Australian Tax 
Office advised the Department of the Attorney General that payments to witnesses and jurors for loss of income 
are deemed to be taxable income.  To obviate the need to withhold tax and issue payment summaries, the 
Attorney General agreed with a proposal to eliminate direct loss of income payments to any witnesses and jurors 
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who are not self-employed.  This will result in all loss of income payments generated by witnesses giving 
evidence and jurors performing jury duty being made to employers or self-employed jurors or witnesses.  
It is important to note that in most other Australian jurisdictions the employer is responsible for a large 
proportion of the juror payment and there is no entitlement for the employer to claim reimbursement from the 
state.  Employers in Western Australia are, therefore, in a far better position than some of their interstate 
counterparts in respect of the impact of their employees performing jury service. 
This government’s commitment to afford greater protection to victims of family and domestic violence was 
reflected by extensive amendments to the nature of and procedure for restraining orders introduced by the Acts 
Amendment (Family and Domestic) Violence Act 2004.  Over the past two and a half years, the courts, the 
police and Legal Aid have “road tested” these new procedures and have identified how improvements to the 
2004 amendments can be made.  This bill responds to those recommendations with a second round of 
amendments to the Restraining Orders Act 1997.  
As a separate issue, the Acts Amendment (Family and Domestic) Violence Act 2004 requires that there be a 
review of the effectiveness of “police orders”, which was a new weapon introduced into the restraining order 
armoury.  This statutory review is currently well underway and has been extended to include any other 
improvements to the restraining order process that might involve a new initiative or change in policy where it 
would be appropriate to engage in wide public consultation.  
Finally, I highlight amendments to section 133 of the Transfer of Land Act 1893 as another example of the 
continuous refinement of legislation so that the law can best serve the interests of the state and its citizens.  This 
single section is a linchpin amongst amendments that implemented a 2001 report of the Law Reform 
Commission of Western Australia on writs and warrants relating to the registration of warrants against land.  
Again, these 2004 amendments have been “road tested” by Landgate and the sheriff, and the bill contributes to 
procedural improvements. 
This bill is an integral part of a reform program that delivers on commitments we have made with faster, less 
expensive and more customer-focused courts, tribunals and justice services. 
Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE 
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural - Leader of the House) [10.40 pm]:  I move - 

That the house do now adjourn. 

Child Protection, Kimberley - Adjournment Debate 
HON ROBYN McSWEENEY (South West) [10.40 pm]:  Today at the coronial inquest into the number of 
Aboriginal deaths in the Kimberley, the Acting Executive Director of the Department of Child Protection, 
Mr John Hancock, told the coroner that his department lacked the capacity to meet the protective needs of 
children in the Kimberley area, particularly those in Fitzroy Crossing, because of difficulties with recruiting and 
retaining suitable staff.  It was not that long ago that the department went on a recruitment drive to employ 300 
child protection workers.  I was led to believe that most of those 300 positions had been filled.  I asked a 
question not too long ago about how many workers there are in Fitzroy Crossing, and I was told that there are 
only two child protection workers in Fitzroy Crossing.  One of the advertised positions for that area has not been 
filled.  That means that the two caseworkers in that area are under the pump.  It has been claimed that staff are so 
overwhelmed that they themselves need counselling.  The high turnover of staff in the Kimberley tells me that 
staff are young or inexperienced or both.  I have said for a long time that the department needs to employ 
experienced fly in, fly out workers in Fitzroy Crossing, because children in that area are not being protected.  
The government is failing in its duty of care.  If the government employed fly in, fly out workers, experienced 
child protection workers could be flown to Fitzroy Crossing for a month at a time, perhaps longer.  They could 
gain experience in remote areas and then fly out again, with a fresh lot of workers being flown in the following 
month.  That could work.  Those workers could be chosen from the pool of child protection workers from around 
the state of which, I am sure, there are many.  Twenty such workers have just completed a diploma of child 
protection at university.  The average age of those 20 workers is 45 years plus.  Many of them have had years of 
experience.  Why cannot the government fly those experienced child protection workers to the Kimberley?   
Forty-one per cent of Indigenous people in remote areas report that assault is a neighbourhood or community 
problem, compared with 12 per cent of those living in non-remote areas.  I am referring to an Australian Institute 
of Health and Welfare study, to which Hon Adele Farina has also referred.  Of the Indigenous people living in 
remote areas, 17 per cent consider sexual assault and 41 per cent consider family violence to be community 
problems.  The comparable figures for non-remote areas is five per cent and 14 per cent.  Mr Hancock also told 
the court that he had deep concerns about the overwhelming prevalence in the Kimberley of alcohol and drug-
affected parents leaving their children with family members who may be unsuited to the task.  He was being very 
polite.  There is no “may be” about it; they are definitely unsuited to the task.   
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The headline of an ABC news article on the Internet reads “Public servant: We lack capacity to protect children”.  
That is a terrible indictment on the Department for Child Protection.  The problems in child protection became 
really shocking 15 months ago.  It is interesting that I advocated that the Department for Community 
Development be split into two long before Prudence Ford’s review.  I had great hopes that the department 
restructure would result in a change in its culture.  However, when a man who holds such a senior position as 
does John Hancock says that the department cannot protect these children, I know that the department has not 
changed.  Why should I, the shadow Minister for Child Protection and Communities, stand here to tell the 
government what should be bleeding obvious?  It needs experienced fly in, fly out child protection workers on a 
rolling basis to back up its staff.  Child protection staff are saying that they need counselling.  It is wrong of this 
government to place inexperienced workers in those types of remote communities.   

Some 15 months ago, The West Australian published an article with the headline “Carpenter faces critical test of 
leadership on child protection”.  The article reads -  

Alan Carpenter faces a stark, potentially career-defining choice, though he shows little sign of realising 
this.  The Premier can either continue to make a priority of defending the bureaucratic fortress that is 
the Department for Community Development or he can make the hard decisions needed to offer 
children in peril better chances of safety.  

. . .  

Mr Carpenter has not even neutralised the political problems, his evident intention, far from getting 
anywhere near to dealing with the substantial issue that is crying out for urgent attention - the protection 
of children identified as being exposed to potential harm.  Political bluster will not resolve this, nor will 
bureaucrats reviewing one another.   

How long did it take Mr Carpenter to release the report written by Lieutenant General Sanderson about what is 
going on in the Aboriginal community?  He wanted to keep it hidden - and for a good reason.  We have been 
talking about this issue in Parliament for the past four years.  I have raised this issue week after week, yet 
nothing has changed.  Staff are still under pressure.  Two and a half years ago the then Minister for Community 
Development said that the Carpenter government’s ongoing commitment is to ensure that Western Australian 
children have every opportunity to achieve their potential.  Which children was the minister talking about?  The 
children up north are certainly not getting an opportunity to achieve their potential.  She also said that the 
government would provide the single greatest allocation of additional funding in the history of the department.  
That is still not enough.  She also said that additional staff had been provided because the government had 
listened to concerns from the department about workloads.  Staff are still under enormous pressure.  There is a 
high staff turnover and caseloads are not the acceptable one to 15 ratio.  The minister also said that funding 
would enhance the capacity of department staff, thereby improving the quality of care for vulnerable children 
and their families.  She said that funding would reduce caseloads, improve case management and reduce staff 
turnover.  I would like to know whether staff turnover in the Kimberley is as high as staff turnover in the Perth 
office.   

I am extremely disappointed that nothing has changed.  We lack the capacity to protect our children.  The 
Minister for Child Protection has a duty of care to these children.  I want to know what the government is going 
to do about this issue.  Will the government do what I suggest and employ fly in, fly out workers?  All the 
government would have to do is find somewhere decent for those workers to live.  Perhaps such workers could 
take their families with them for the month that they are sent to work in the Kimberley.  Something needs to be 
done, and it needs to be done now.  We are seeing shocking scenes on television of these remote communities - it 
does not matter whether it is Kununurra, Fitzroy Crossing or Halls Creek - where these little tackers are running 
around surrounded by dogs, there are mattresses on the ground, and they are living in filthy houses.  It is not the 
government’s fault by any means that they are living in filthy houses.  However, certainly a lot more can be done 
to protect these little ones than is being done now.   

Labor Party Caucus Move to Expel Members of the Legislative Council - Adjournment Debate 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [10.50 pm]:  Before the house adjourns tonight, I want to 
respond to some of the comments that were made by Hon Norman Moore during the adjournment debate last 
night.  It is very important to note that Hon Norman Moore made the suggestion that the Premier is pre-empting 
the process and is denying members of this chamber natural justice.  I want to make sure that members of this 
chamber understand, and are reminded of, the processes that have been followed with respect to the matters that 
Hon Norman Moore spoke about last night.  Allegations were made.  Those matters were referred to a select 
committee.  That committee reported to this house.  The report of that committee contained a number of 
recommendations, some of which Hon Norman Moore referred to in his comments last night.  The committee 
made findings.  If members read the report, they will see that it made very clear findings about those members, 
to which those members were afforded natural justice and due process.  The report also contained a number of 
recommendations about how the committee proposed the house should handle those matters.  The committee 
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made findings with respect to contempt regarding disclosures.  It made findings with respect to contempt 
regarding providing false answers.  It also made findings that some criminal offences may have occurred, and 
that those matters need to be referred for further investigation, and be brought back and dealt with in another 
place by the appropriate authorities.  Members should not forget, and I urge members to make sure that they 
understand this point, that in the issues regarding contempt, the processes have been followed and the findings 
have been made.  It is now up to the house to determine how it handles that and how it responds to that with 
respect to punishment.  The report also made a recommendation about how the matters relating to criminal 
charges should be dealt with in this place.   

Therefore, for Hon Norman Moore to come into this place last night and suggest that natural justice has been 
denied is plainly wrong.  Hon Norman Moore made a litany of comments about how these two members should 
be presumed innocent.  I have no disagreement that in respect of criminal charges, members should be given the 
presumption of innocence.  However, in respect of contempt of Parliament, a select committee of this Parliament 
was charged with the job of finding out whether there had been a contempt of Parliament, and it has come back 
to this place and given us a very clear finding.   

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Order!  An argument can be made that the comments last night did, in part, 
anticipate debate in this house.  One of the reasons that I am giving Hon Ken Travers some latitude is that, in 
part, he is responding to those comments.  Hon Ken Travers knows the rules.  Hon Ken Travers can talk about 
the question of contempt and the question of parliamentary privilege, but let us not anticipate the particular 
debate. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  No, Mr Deputy President.  I am fully cognisant of that point.  When the debate was 
occurring last night, I took great interest in that point.  The point that the Deputy President has made is 
absolutely right.  This matter has been in the public domain.  While responding to the comments of the Leader of 
the Opposition, I am trying to avoid pre-empting the debate that this house will need to have.  I do appreciate 
your indulgence, Mr Deputy President, because it is very important, as we go into the debate next week, that 
members are informed about what we will be dealing with in our response to the report.  The suggestion by the 
Leader of the Opposition last night that we were trying to hang the two members of this house, and then try them 
afterwards, is just blatantly false.   

Hon Simon O’Brien interjected.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  This is where Hon Simon O’Brien is just not understanding.  I do not know how we can 
make him understand.  I urge the member to look at these matters and look at the fact that the privilege 
committee has made findings that clearly say that these false answers are also a contempt of Parliament.   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  I know all that.  What is your point? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Well, the point that I make is that regardless of what happens with the criminal charges, 
this house must deal with, and always must deal with, issues regarding contempt of Parliament.  The Premier has 
made it very clear that, in his view, with respect to the contempts of Parliament by those members, for which we 
have had due process, for which natural justice has been applied, and about which findings have been made, the 
appropriate punishment is expulsion.  Members in this place, when we get to the debate next week, will be given 
a choice about whether they agree or disagree that that is an appropriate punishment.  That is an issue that 
members -  

Hon Simon O’Brien:  Can I ask you one thing, so that you can help me in my education?  This is with your 
indulgence.  I see that you are ready to receive an interjection. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Well, if the member gets on with it, I am.  I have limited time.  Can we stop the clock 
for this one? 
Hon Simon O’Brien:  What if a member, even a former minister, commits a contempt by releasing an entire 
draft report to an interested party and allowing that party to redraft it, and then brings it back and takes it to the 
chairman of the committee, of which he is also a member, and rewrites that report to reflect what that interested 
party wants?  Is that an expellable matter? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I get the member’s point, and my time is running out, but I am happy to respond to it.   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  Your time certainly is running out! 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  There are two contempts that we could look at.  There is the contempt that the member 
is talking about -  

Hon Simon O’Brien:  What about the hypocrisy of your bloody Premier? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Let me make my point.  The member has made his interjection - or his speech.  He 
should give me time to respond.  The hypothetical contempt that the member is relaying to the house-  

Hon Simon O’Brien:  I was referring to Bowler, and you know it!. 
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Hon KEN TRAVERS:  The hypothetical contempt, because we do not want to pre-empt debate - 

Hon Simon O’Brien interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  The contempt in relation to the releasing and the disclosing of information from the 
committee is one contempt.  The member will find in the report that we will be dealing with that there are issues 
regarding the contempt of the unauthorised disclosure of information.  There is then a second contempt of 
members denying that they had passed on that information.  Had the member that Hon Simon O’Brien is talking 
about gone to the privilege committee and denied and lied about what he had done, he would have committed a 
second contempt.  That contempt is a far more serious contempt.  If the member wants some examples to look at 
in his homework for the weekend, I urge him to look at the Profumo case.  I know that occurred a long time ago, 
but the reality of the issue of contempt and parliamentary privilege is that it occurs very seldom, and, when it 
does occur, it is often hard to prove.  Therefore, there are limited examples, but some very clear cases can be 
found if we go back in time.  In the Profumo case, after the allegations had been made, he went into the house 
and clearly lied and denied those allegations to the house, and the house found him in grave contempt.  It is clear 
that if he had not resigned from the house at the time, he would have been expelled from the house.   

The question that members need to consider is that the issue is not the first contempt of divulging the 
deliberations of a committee.  The issue is the second and more serious contempt of members having those 
allegations put to them and then continuing to lie.  That is the more serious contempt.  Members need to think 
very hard about how they will deal with that matter of contempt - not the first contempt, for which a lesser 
penalty would be appropriate, but the second contempt.  I suspect that were the government to come in next 
week and put forward a position in this Parliament of expulsion without having pre-warned members of this 
house, the argument put by members would be, “But you did not warn us.  You should have told us in advance 
what your position was going to be.”  That is what the Premier has done.   
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon George Cash):  Order, members! 
Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I have read the report, and the issue is that the house will have to make a decision next 
week.  However, I do not want to pre-empt the debate.  We will have that debate next week.  I am trying to 
respond to the comments of the Leader of the Opposition.  Views have been put forward.  Are members on the 
other side honestly going to tell me that they will not discuss how they will respond to this matter in their party 
room next week?  Are they honestly going to say that they will not consider these matters and that they will not 
have a position to bring to this house next week?  The Premier has put his position out there for them to consider.  
If they do not want to accept it, that is fine.  However, we are making our position very clear, because people 
need to think long and hard about the precedent we will set in the future about members being able to come into 
this place and, having had allegations made against them, lie about those allegations. 
However, I will go back to the claim that due process was not followed.  I want to make it very clear that 
allegations were made, and an inquiry was set up and held.  Due process was followed in that inquiry, and there 
was natural justice in that inquiry.  That inquiry brought down findings, and those findings were reported to the 
house.  Now it is appropriate that the house consider those recommendations and determine the appropriate 
penalties. 

Education, Behaviour Management and Pastoral Care - Adjournment Debate 

HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan) [11.01 pm]:  Behaviour management and pastoral care are 
vital issues in any school environment.  If we were to ask any teacher or any parent where those issues rest in 
their priorities in choosing a school, they would say right at the top on almost every occasion.  I think I am on 
fairly safe grounds when I say that the drift to private education in recent years has been largely due to the fact 
that, rightly or wrongly, parents perceive the private sector as having more effective strategies to deal with 
behaviour management.  As I said, rightly or wrongly, there is certainly a perception out there. 
Hon Kate Doust:  I don’t think that is always why they make that choice. 
Hon PETER COLLIER:  That is what I said.  I said rightly or wrongly.  Certainly, I do not necessarily agree.  
There are a plethora of issues as to why people choose a private education for their children, but it is certainly 
one of the most significant of those issues. 
On 16 June this year, the Minister for Education and Training issued a media release headed “Crackdown on 
student behaviour”.  I will read part of that media release, because it was about the three behaviour management 
centres that he had announced would be established.  It states - 

The Minister said three trial behaviour centres for secondary students, expected to be operational by 
October this year, would be set up in Fremantle, Canning and Kalgoorlie. 

. . . McGowan said the centres were part of a broader behaviour management strategy that he had asked 
the Department of Education and Training to develop soon after becoming Minister. 
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Other elements included: 

•  trialling Saturday morning counselling as an alternative to suspending students; 

•  using senior level, specially trained psychologists to provide strategic support and advice 
directly to schools on the most challenging cases; and 

•  refocussing the roles of hundreds of school psychologists to include more direct support to 
schools. 

The Minister said improving student discipline and behaviour was a key priority for the Carpenter 
Government. 

The minister identified a number of areas involving changes and improvements to behaviour management and, 
dare I say it, pastoral care within our schools.  That was on 16 June. 

In the budget estimates session on 21 June this year, I decided to pursue that area.  Through the minister 
representing the Minister for Education and Training, I asked the Director General of the Department of 
Education and Training a couple of questions in this regard.  I said - 

What is the anticipated cost of those trial centres; - 

That is, the behaviour management trial centres - 

is there a projected number of students who will be involved in those centres; and how will their 
success or otherwise be determined? 

Ms O’Neill’s response was -  

The recent announcement about the three behaviour centres really is in response to a very small number 
of students, so we are not talking about just naughty kids, but those students who probably are having 
multiple problems, sometimes including mental health issues.  Therefore, it really is targeted at the very 
pointy end, I guess, as we describe it, of students in secondary schools. 

Therefore, we need to identify that a minuscule number of students will be involved.  It is not dealing with 
across-the-board behaviour management strategies in our schools, which are desperately needed.   

I then asked another question with regard to pastoral care - 

I have a question associated with that.  Pastoral care is a vital component of any school community, of 
course.  In Department of Education and Training schools, what is the formula for the allocation of 
school psychologists?   

Ms O’Neill responded - 

The rule-of-thumb ratio is one school psychologist to 2 000 students. 

That is obviously hopelessly inadequate.  I then asked - 

Do any other counselling services exist in our schools for students and staff? 

She replied - 

Certainly, in schools there are chaplains. 

The chaplains are largely funded through the federal government.  She continued - 

We make use from time to time of primepsych and departmental funded services when that specific 
capacity is needed to support our schools.  The range is generally through the school psychologists, but 
there are other means. 

That is the extent of the explanation as to what the Department of Education and Training does and provides in 
terms of pastoral care.   

We then had the winter recess.  On 22 October, several weeks after our return, in an interview on radio 6PR with 
Simon Beaumont the Minister for Education and Training responded in the following way concerning the 
behaviour management centres.  We should remember that he announced they would be opening in October in 
his media release of 16 June.  Part of the exchange was - 

Minister - “The three behaviour management centres are for ‘violent and disruptive students’” 

Qn - “Where will they be situated?” 

Minister - “We are going to come up with three trial centres which are due to open in the next month or 
so.  One will be in the Fremantle district - I haven’t got the exact location to hand.  One in the Canning 
District and one in Kalgoorlie.” 
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Qn - “Will they be on existing school grounds?” 
Minister - “One will be, I think.  The other two will be off school grounds.” 

In the very month that the trial centres were meant to be opening the minister did not know where they were 
going to be.  I thought I would seek clarification.  We should remember that the interview was on 22 October.  
On 23 October I put the following questions to the minister - 

I refer the minister to his announcement of 16 June 2007 to establish three trial behaviour centres.  
(1) What is the precise location of each of the centres, which are due to open in several weeks?  
(2) How many staff will be located at each of the three centres?  
(3) How many students will each centre cater for once established?  
(4) What criteria will exist for disruptive students?  
(5) Who will make the determination for the students to be placed at each of the three centres?  
(6) What is the anticipated cost of operation for each of the three centres?  

One would assume that the centres should have been opened by that stage and that the minister should have had 
some idea.  It was a no-brainer.  He should have been able to provide a response.  However, in what is becoming 
almost a cliché with responses to ministerial questions, I got the following response from the minister - 

Information in the time required is not available. Therefore, I ask the honourable member to place the 
question on notice.   

The minister could not tell me about the three behaviour management centres which, purportedly, should have 
been open.  I got a colleague of mine, John Castrilli, member for Bunbury, to ask exactly the same questions of 
the minister in the other place the very next day.  He got a response, albeit quite flawed.  The response to exactly 
the same questions was as follows - 

The member for Bunbury is correct: we will open three behaviour centres, and we expect they will be 
opened very shortly.  Indeed, one is already open.  Three centres will be trialled.  They will be located 
in the Canning district, Fremantle and Kalgoorlie.  I cannot tell the member their exact locations, but 
one will be located on a school’s grounds and the other two will be located off school grounds.  The 
exact number of students that will be accommodated at each centre is a matter for each centre and will 
be determined by their design.  We are getting a range of designs so that we can investigate different 
types of models.  My understanding, from memory, is that the centre in Belmont -  

He actually knew that it was in Belmont - 
currently has 26 students.  Each centre will be staffed appropriately.   

To date the three behaviour management centres are still not open.  I then addressed the other areas that the 
minister talked about in his media release concerning school psychologists.  I asked the following questions - 

(1) How many schools have trialled Saturday morning counselling as an alternative to suspending 
students, as per the minister’s directive?  

(2) How many senior level specially trained psychologists have provided strategic support and 
advice directly to schools on the most challenging cases since the minister’s directive?  

(3) How have the roles of hundreds of school psychologists been refocused to include more direct 
support to schools?   

The response was given by the Minister for Fisheries as the Minister for Local Government was unavailable that 
day.  The response was - 

I thank Hon Peter Collier for some notice of the question.  However, I believe the answer supplied by 
the Minister for Education and Training is deficient, so I will take the question on notice.   

I then got a call from someone from the question office two days later.  That person said that the minister had 
responded and he was happy with the response.  On the next day of sitting I put the question again and I got the 
following response - 

These initiatives will be implemented in 2008 as part of the broader behaviour management strategy.   
No wonder the Minister for Fisheries thought it was a deficient response.  So much for the grand plan with 
regard to behaviour management and pastoral care! 
I looked at the section on pastoral care in the Department of Education and Training’s annual report.  It states - 

The Department articulated its commitment to pastoral care in the core values expressed in the Plan for 
Government Schools 2004-2007.  To ensure that proposed initiatives were supported by evidence, three 
pieces of research were commissioned and were completed by February 2006. 
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On 15 November I asked - 

(1) Will the minister table the three pieces of research into pastoral care commissioned by DET? 

(2) If not, why not? 

The response was - 

“Caring for our Children” has been published on the department’s website.  “Pastoral Care and 
Education”, prepared by Edith Cowan University, was recently completed and is being used by the 
department in pastoral care planning for the system.  It will be made available on the department’s 
website.  The third document was a consultative process for schools rather than a report and is being 
incorporated into pastoral care planning. 

So much for the annual report, which, I repeat, states - 

. . . three pieces of research were commissioned and were completed by February 2006.   

The response does not reflect the annual report.  I think the annual report is inaccurate.  There are some very real 
concerns about behaviour management and pastoral care delivery in our public schools.  Is there any real plan for 
pastoral care?  Are there any effective management systems in our schools?  Is there any vision on behalf of the 
government on pastoral care in our schools?  I think not.   

Labor Party Caucus Move to Expel Members of the Legislative Council - Adjournment Debate 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral - Leader of the Opposition) [11.12 pm]:  I want to take a 
quick moment to respond to comments made by Hon Ken Travers tonight.  The issue that was before the other 
house today related to the expulsion of members.  It does not have anything to do with the report of the Select 
Committee of Privilege on a Matter Arising in the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations.  
The report does not recommend that anybody be expelled at all.  Today the Premier moved to have two members 
of Parliament expelled before the Legislative Council has considered the recommendations of the select 
committee of privilege.  That is why I said that members of the Labor Party want to hang these people before 
they are tried.  The trial has not yet been undertaken.  In fact, the preliminary work - the work done by the 
committee - is but the forerunner to a process that is ultimately determined by this house.  The recommendations 
of the committee are but recommendations until such time as the house considers those recommendations and 
makes a judgement about them.  However, if Hon Ken Travers wants this house to adopt all those 
recommendations without debate, he should just say so. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Order, members!  Any discussion on the specific report, which is now an order 
of the day, can be dealt with in due course.  Let us not argue about the proposed report. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Hon Ken Travers said tonight that this house should accept, without question, the 
findings and, presumably, the recommendations of the select committee of privilege.  If that is his position, that 
is all very well; he is entitled to have it.  He should also accept the other recommendation, that expulsion is not 
appropriate in this case.  We cannot have one without the other.  Hon Ken Travers and his Premier are prepared 
to say that they accept everything that is said in that report and they agree with all the findings of guilt but they 
ignore the bit about the expulsion because that does not suit their purpose.  Their purpose has nothing to do with 
this report, nothing to do with parliamentary privilege and nothing to do with telling lies.  It is all to do with 
getting rid of one of their members who is not going to vote for them.  Hon Shelley Archer has already said that 
she will not vote for the Prostitution Amendment Bill 2007 and for their attempt to give the President a vote.  
She has already said that she is looking forward to making her own judgements about issues instead of being 
bound by a caucus that constrains people from arguing the case that I am arguing today and have been the last 
couple of days.   
There are people in Hon Ken Travers’ party who do not for one minute agree with what his Premier has done 
today.  They are absolutely horrified.  The motion was changed in the Assembly because Labor members could 
not get their own party to agree with it.  The original proposal, announced by the Premier on the steps of 
Parliament House, was to move a motion in the Assembly to expel two members of the upper house.  It was an 
absolutely outrageous proposition and that is what he told the media.  He then went into Parliament and found he 
could not get his own members to agree, so what did he do?  He moved a different motion from the one he told 
the media he was going to move.  It was an outrageous abuse - 
Hon Ken Travers:  You would do anything not to offend Noel Crichton-Browne. 
Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I beg your pardon, log?  Is Hon Ken Travers accusing me of something? 
THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon George Cash):  Order, members.  When these sorts of things degenerate, 
all sorts of things are said, some of which I hear and some of which I do not hear, because of the level of 
interjections.  The Leader of the Opposition has the call. 
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Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I did not hear the interjection, I heard a name.  If Hon Ken Travers is associating me 
with that person, he should say so outside; I am happy to discuss the matter with him there, along with the 
processes that that would normally entail. 

Today we have seen an outrageous abuse of the processes of the Legislative Assembly by the Premier and his 
government, much to the shame and embarrassment of half of his colleagues.  The government is doing 
something at the moment that has no precedent in this Parliament since it started.  Not one person has been 
expelled from this Parliament in its history, yet the government is prepared to say of this report, without any 
debate in this chamber, that two members should be expelled from Parliament because of the Labor Party’s 
political problem; namely, that an ex-member will no longer vote for the things the party wants her to vote for.  
The Labor Party wants to replace her with another sycophant who will do as she is told, which is what the Labor 
Party does.   

Hon Ken Travers:  If you actually follow the timing of this, your logic falls into a heap.  The Premier came out 
straightaway and said they should be expelled from the party, and before Hon Shelley Archer made any 
comments about how she was going to vote, he called for her expulsion from the house, so your logic is wrong, 
Mr Moore.  But I want to know: do you accept the findings or are you in denial? 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Hon Ken Travers, a reasonable interjection is one thing, but that will do. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  What a seriously ridiculous statement. 

The first thing the Premier did was to say that Hon Shelley Archer was to be sacked from the Labor Party 
because of this report.  It was the first thing he said, so she resigned.  That was the story for last week.  She then 
resigned from the Labor Party and her announcement to the media was that she was no longer going to vote for 
the things she did not have to vote for. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Order, members!  We can adjourn the house now if we are going to have three 
members speaking at the same time. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  The Premier’s strategy last week was that Hon Shelley Archer should resign from 
the Labor Party.  He said that she should resign and that if she did not, he would sack her.  She resigned, and in 
her resignation speech she actually told the whole world how well she felt about it because she could now vote 
according to her conscience on issues such as prostitution, the President’s vote and all the other conscience 
issues that had been worrying her for some time.  What happened next?  That is when the Premier said that she 
would have to be expelled from Parliament.  The penny had dropped.  I cannot believe how stupid the Premier 
was to go ahead and expel her from the Labor Party and not for one minute contemplate the consequences of 
that.  Now the consequences have come home to roost.  What does the Premier do?  He abuses the processes of 
Parliament to try to get rid of her.  His problem is that he cannot make this house sack Hon Shelley Archer.  
Even if she is as guilty as sin, he cannot get Hon Shelley Archer sacked because it is a decision of this chamber; 
it is not his decision or the Legislative Assembly’s decision.  That is how it should be.  I am reading this report 
meticulously because I am anxious to make the right decisions about people’s livelihoods.  Should they be 
sacked and have their income taken away from them?  Members opposite are from the Labor Party and the 
unions; they are supposed to look after working people, yet they want to sack two people from their jobs for 
reasons of basic party political expediency.   

This also means that some people might ultimately go to jail.  That is a serious matter.  Even though the 
committee said they should not be expelled, that may be what the government suggests to this chamber.  That is 
a very significant matter.  I am therefore going through the committee’s report, as every government member of 
this chamber should do and not listen to their bloody Premier.  They should read the report and make their own 
decision about the future of individual people.  Are government members going to destroy their lives?  Are they 
going to see people go to jail without considering the report in the most meticulous way possible and without 
making the proper judgement about these matters?  I will make a judgement when we debate the report in this 
chamber.  If ultimately people go to jail as a result of what they have done and after we have given proper 
consideration to the issues, that is bad luck for them. 

Hon Ken Travers:  Are you saying you’ll never have a discussion in your party room about it? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I wish Hon Ken Travers would keep his mouth shut for five seconds and let me 
finish what I am saying. 

Hon Ken Travers:  You don’t want to answer that question, do you? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  I beg your pardon? 

Hon Ken Travers:  Will you discuss it in the party room? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Discuss what in the party room? 
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Hon Ken Travers:  How you’ll vote in this chamber? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  Of course we have not. 

Hon Ken Travers:  Will you? 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  We will consider the issues in the party room, as Hon Ken Travers has.  However, 
we do not have a rule that says we must vote according to the party’s decision and that otherwise we will be 
expelled.  We do not actually do it like that, Mr Travers; it is time he learnt a thing or two about politics.  Hon 
Ken Travers has spent all of his life in the caucus arrangement and when he is told what to do by the power 
brokers - he is a putative broker - he does as he is told.  We do not have that sort of situation in our party; we 
make our own judgements, and I will make my own judgments about this matter, too.  However, I give credit to 
the committee; it has done an extraordinary job.  It may well be that the house agrees with everything it says, but 
until it does, what the committee has said in its report are simply recommendations.  They are recommendations 
of a committee of privilege which this house - 

Hon Ken Travers:  And findings. 

Hon NORMAN MOORE:  And findings, if Hon Ken Travers likes, but the findings have no validity in the 
context of their applicability to anybody.  They are findings of a committee that have led to recommendations to 
the house, and the house will make a decision on them.  Indeed, in respect of giving false evidence, I suspect the 
courts will ultimately decide that; and that is the place for it to happen, albeit that Hon Ken Travers might want 
this house to have a say in that as well.  

Question put and passed.  

House adjourned at 11.21 pm 

__________ 
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 

Questions and answers are as supplied to Hansard. 

UNALLOCATED CROWN LAND LOCATION 1997 

5562. Hon Paul Llewellyn to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for the Environment 

With reference to the recent signing by the Minister of the ‘State/Local Government Climate Change and 
Sustainability Partnership Agreement’, and unallocated Crown Land Location 1997 on the southern boundary of 
the township of Frankland, I ask -  

(1) Can the Minister confirm that Location 1997 -  

(a) has been recognized by his Department as home to 87 species of native orchids; 

(b) the States largest colony of Cossack Orchids numbering approximately 2 500 plants with the 
next largest known colony only numbering 143 plants; and 

(c) has 21 more species of orchid that the whole of the Porongurup Ranges? 

(2) If no to (1), why not? 

(3) Does the Minister believe that providing habitat for such a range of rare and endangered orchids makes 
this location of high conservation value? 

(4) If no to (3), why not? 

(5) Can the Minister confirm that the Shire of Cranbrook has divested itself of the management of the 
abovementioned location? 

(6) If no to (5), what is the situation regarding the Shire of Cranbrook’s legal relationship with the land? 

(7) Can the Minister confirm that his Department has expressed unwillingness to Gazette the land as a 
Reserve because -  

(a) the Department rarely declares and manages Reserves close to townships; and 

(b) any other reason? 

(8) Given point 5b of ‘Priority Areas’ of the ‘State/Local Government Climate Change and Sustainability 
Partnership Agreement’, states the Department will work with local shires towards ‘appropriately 
protecting high conservation value areas and native vegetation remnants’, what measures does the 
Department propose to protect this location from current degradation being experienced though timber 
cutting, motorbikes, horses etc., besides the signs the Department has promised to erect and the fence 
the Shire has offered to erect? 

(9) Does the Department have any plans to declare location 1997 a Reserve? 

(10) If yes to (7), -  

(a) what class of Reserve is planned for the Location; 

(b) for what purpose will the Reserve be declared; and 

(c) when will it be declared? 

(11) If no to (7), why not? 

Hon SALLY TALBOT replied: 

(1) (a) The Department of Environment and Conservation has been informed by a local orchid 
enthusiast that the area contains over 80 species. 

(b) DEC records indicate that the area contains the largest known population of the Cossack 
Orchid. DEC records list the next largest known colony as numbering 99 plants. However, it is 
often difficult to undertake a precise count of orchids due to many variables including rainfall 
and flowering frequency. 

(c) DEC does not maintain a database that allows comparison of the number of species of non-rare 
orchids for different areas.  

(2) Not applicable. 

(3) Yes. 

(4) Not applicable. 
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(5)-(6) The location is unallocated Crown land, therefore the Shire is not responsible for its management. 

(7) DEC is in consultation with the Shire of Cranbrook over the future management of the area. The current 
proposal is to reserve the land for management by DEC. 

(8) DEC is proposing to manage the land as part of the conservation reserve system and would implement 
actions to control illegal activities including enforcement, community consultation, signage and media 
coverage. 

(9) See the answer to (7). 

(10) (a)-(b) The proposed reservation status is not finalised, but it is intended that it would include the 
purpose of conservation of flora and fauna. 

(c) This is dependent on consultation and the subsequent reservation process. 

(11) Not applicable. 

SOUTH WEST REGIONAL COLLEGE OF TAFE 

5563. Hon Nigel Hallett to the Minister for Local Government representing the Minister for Education and 
Training 

(1) Is the Minister aware that the South West College of TAFE is in breach of the Department of Education 
and Training Apprenticeship and Traineeship Policy and Delivery Guidelines by not supplying its 
current stage one students with a training record book? 

(2) Is the Minister aware that the South West College of TAFE have a group of instrumentation students 
that have enrolled, paid and started a certificate in instrumentation, and as yet are without a lecturer, and 
have no confirmation as to when they will get one? 

Hon LJILJANNA RAVLICH replied: 

1. I have been advised by South West College of TAFE that training record books have been provided to 
all apprentices including stage 1 students. Distribution of the electrical trades training record book was 
delayed as a consequence of the development of the new national training package this year. This 
impacted on all training providers delivering this trade and providers were required to develop a new 
training record book based on the new training package. 

South West College of TAFE sourced a training record book developed by another TAFE college which 
has now been distributed to all students. 

2. South West College of TAFE has advised me that one instrumentation course containing 10 students 
was temporarily cancelled in July 2007 due to the resignation of the instrumentation lecturer. However, 
the college has managed to secure the services of an experienced specialist lecturer in instrumentation 
from Swan TAFE. Communication has occurred with all students and their employers to determine the 
learning program and a combination of on line learning which has commenced followed by a scheduled 
two week block in October will ensure all students complete their 2007 program. 

TAFEWA collaboration ensures services in regional areas can be sustained in situations where the 
numbers of enrolments are small and the availability of appropriately qualified lecturers is limited. This 
is a good example of how the TAFEWA network is now operating effectively. 

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 

5567. Hon Helen Morton to the Minister for Child Protection representing the Minister for Health 

Given that community mental health services were under-spent by about $7 million last financial year, I ask -  

(1) Is demand for community mental health services continuing to increase? 

(2) What is the average waiting time for patients to see a non-clinical community mental health service 
provider following discharge from hospital? 

(3) What is the average waiting time for patients to see a clinical community based mental health service 
provider following discharge from hospital? 

(4) Do local managers have flexibility to use resources for non-clinical community based mental health 
services if they are unable to recruit and retain clinical staff? 

(5) How many youth counsellors are employed in metropolitan and in non-metropolitan mental health 
services? 

(6) Where is each youth counsellor located, and what geographical areas do they cover? 
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(7) What is the average case load - 

(a) per metropolitan youth counsellor; and 

(b) per non-metropolitan youth counsellor? 

(8) What is the average waiting time to see a youth counsellor employed -  

(a) in metropolitan mental health services; and 

(b) in non-metropolitan mental health services? 

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 

(1) The number of people treated by public community mental health services in Western Australia has 
increased by 8% between 2004/05 (commencement of the Mental Health Strategy) and 2006/07. The 
number of occasions of service provided by public community mental health services increased by 13% 
for the same period.  

(2) Not applicable. Referrals following discharge are to clinical staff. Refer also to question 4. 

(3) In 2006, the median time for patients to be seen by a public community based mental health service 
provider following discharge from a public mental health inpatient unit was 4 days.  

(4) Community Mental Health Services do not employ non-clinical community mental health service 
providers in clinical positions.  

(5) There are nine youth counsellors employed across WA Community Mental Health Service. 

Note: Services are also provided to youth through Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services 
(CAMHS) and Adult Mental Health Services (AMHS). CAMHS services clients aged up to 18 
years, and AMHS services 18 years and older. Clients in both CAMHS and AMHS receive 
clinical services from a multi-disciplinary team including consultant psychiatrists, clinical 
psychologists, social workers and mental health nurses.  

Two specific youth mental health services, YouthLink and YouthReach South that primarily 
target homeless youth. Area Mental Health Service CAMHS Directors manage these services. 

(6)-(8) Note: Youth counsellors primarily have a promotion, prevention and early intervention focus. A 
large proportion of their time is therefore non-clinical work involving community education 
and general mental health programs, such as Wellness Recovery Action Program (WRAP) and 
Gatekeeper (ie, they do not have a primary case-management role).  Youth counsellor 
positions may be established as clinical or non-clinical depending on the needs of the 
community and local service profile. 

Region Number Location Area Average case load Average waiting time 

    1 YouthLink 
(Northbridge) 

North Metropolitan           12 1 day to 3 weeks 
depending on acuity 

Metropolitan 

    1 Peel South Metropolitan See note below Not applicable 

Sub-total     2             12  

Country     2 
    2 
    2 
    1 

Goldfields 
Kimberley 
Midwest 
Pilbara - Karratha and Port 
Hedland 

WACHS          5-8 Average waiting times 
depend on urgency and 
acuity. Most clients are 
seen as soon as possible. 

Sub-total     7            5-8  

Total     9 

Note: The Peel Youth Counsellor position is not a clinical position and does not primarily case-
manage consumers. It provides a range of early interventions for youth with mental health 
disorders, including consultation/liaison services to youth focussed community agencies, 
schools and indigenous agencies. The position also provides preventative group work and 
community education.  

REMAND PRISONERS 

5588. Hon Helen Morton to the Minister for Child Protection representing the Attorney General 

Given that the average time spent on remand in Western Australia is 97 days, -  

(1) How many remand prisoners in each of the past three years have been found not guilty? 

(2) How many remand prisoners in each of the past three years had their trials aborted or were released 
without being brought to trial? 
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(3) Is any compensation made to remand prisoner’s found not guilty or whose trial is aborted or who were 
released without being brought to trial? 

Hon SUE ELLERY replied: 

(1) 

                    2004/5                   2005/6                     2006/7 

 Acquit       * 

Remand 

Total Criminal 
Lodgements 

Acquit Remand Total Criminal 
Lodgements 

Acquit Remand Total Criminal 
Lodgements 

Supreme 
Court 

31  516 31  463 15  394 

District 

Court 

88  7059 65  6845 68  6022 

Magistrates 
Court 

0  139,537 0  155,458 0  178,722 

TOTAL 119 2767 147,112 96 2868 162,766 83 3094 185,138 

* Remand = remanded in custody, court not specified 

The data shown above indicates the number of remand prisoners who were acquitted on all charges at 
trial.  A remand prisoner is classified as someone who has never been granted bail by the court during 
the life of the case. 

(2) 

 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 

Supreme Court 9 3 3 

District Court 38 23 38 

Magistrates Court 0 4 2 

The data shown above indicates the number of people who had all charges discontinued by the 
prosecution, at trial or at other stages of court proceedings. 

(3) There is no legal requirement for compensation for persons remanded in custody and subsequently 
acquitted. 

ALCOA’S WAGERUP REFINERY - SUPPLEMENTARY PROPERTY PURCHASE PROGRAM 

5602. Hon Paul Llewellyn to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State Development 

Regarding area A and B surrounding Alcoa’s refinery at Wagerup, I ask -  
(1) How many properties within the ‘A’ area surrounding Alcoa’s Wagerup refinery remain unsold to 

Alcoa? 
(2) Of the properties in (1), how many have been valued under Alcoa’s Area A purchase scheme? 
(3) Of the properties in (2), -  

(a) what was the total value of the properties valued; and 
(b) how many valuations were disputed by the owners? 

(4) What is the total value of disputed valuations in (3)(b)? 
(5) How many properties within the ‘B’ area surrounding Alcoa’s Wagerup refinery remain unsold to 

Alcoa? 
(6) Of the properties in (5) how many have been valued under Alcoa’s Area B purchase scheme? 
(7) Of the properties in (6), -  

(a) what was the total value of the properties valued; and 
(b) how many valuations were disputed by the owners?  

(8) What is the total value of disputed valuations in (7)(b)? 
Hon KATE DOUST replied: 

The Government has no involvement in Alcoa's Areas A and B property purchase schemes, and therefore does 
not have the information sought by the Member. 

__________ 

 


